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Mr Chris Price

Dear Mr Price

Thank you for your letter of 27 Atgast2004 about the proposal for an Erirergency Services
and General Aviation airfield facility at Williamsdale.

I understan dthata draft report on the physical capability of the site to accommodate the
proposed activities has been completed. My Deparhnent is currently examfning that report,
and the ACT Emergency Services Authority has been requested to co.mment on the proposal
a1ld the draft report. Following that review and the finalisation of the report, Govemment will
make a decision on what further steps maybe appropriate in this matter.

I will advise you when further information is available.

Yours sincerely i

Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief \dinister
rf it,wffig,l,

ACT I,EGISI.Am/E ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2501 GPO Box 102O Canberra AC-I260'1.

Phone (02)62050104 Fax (046if)5043g
@
buildirEouro'ty

building ourcommunity
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Date

From

Subject

Chief Minister
TO o Chief

Senior Director

General Aviation atWilliamsdale.

PurposO
to brief you on the current state sf the investigation of the proposed GeneralAviation

airfield ui Wittiurosdale, and to provide aresponse to correspondence from Mr Chris Price,

Background
Mr Pice put forward a proposal for the development of a General Aviation arrrfreld at

Williamsda]e. This proporul suggested that it would be possible to provide an operational

base for CNS\f) nxea wing fire-fightin g airuaft.when necessary, and which could be

funded by General Aviation (GA) activities. The proposal suggested that there is strong

interest in the GA community for such a facility, and it could help remove GA flights (and

training) from Canbqra Intemational Airport, thereby reducing noise issues and extending

the life ofthe existing facilities.

As a first step, Adelaide-based Aerodrome Technical Support (ATS) was commissioned to

undertake u rtrOy of the physigal characteristics of the site in order to provide an

assessment of its suitabiliry for the proposed operations. Locally-based.AOS Airport

Consulting Pty Ltd undertook the information-gathering for the report, including

discussions with two local residents who wrote to you earlier this year regarding the

unsuitability of the site.

Draft report
'fr/e havJnow receive d adraft.Report on the site (AUachment A). In broad, the report finds

that the site is impractical for "ab initlo" (that is, earliest stage) fly"'g gutPog, possibly

suitable for more advanced haining, suitable for some GA operations (twin-engine

operations limited by runway length) and quite suited to emergency services operations, 
-

piovided adequate rl""r, to watei isavailable. In relation to this last aspect, Victoria and

irtSW t"q.renily condu ct aerial fire-fighting operations out of 'bush'airstrips.

Issues
Whilst Mr price is interested in having an altemative long-term site established for GA

aviation in the ACT, his proposal has-essentially been put forward on public interest

gro""ar. The draft consultant's report indicates that the site is physically capable of
ireeting the requirements for aeiaifire figtrting opera{on1, and that this aspect of the

proporil may tir.erefore be feasible. HowJv"r, whilst the Queanb eyan/Yarrowlurnla office

.$\ q\r
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Departnent of Economic Development

Reply to Christopher Price
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Cleared: Speech by Mgr, Communications:
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Cleared: Brief by Director (actioning agency):

Chief Executive : (Optional)
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The Honorable Jon Stanhope

Chief Minister

A.C.T. Legislative Assembly
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Dear Mr. Stanhope

Thank you for your letter of the 4fr May 2006 informing me of the A.C.T. Governments

position in relation to the development of a General Aviation airfield at Williamsdale in

the A.C.T.

One of the reasons that you cite for this decision is that there is some doubt about the

support for the proposal from the Airport Flying School. These doubts are well founded,

as the Airport Flying School ceased trading well in excess of one year ago this is perhaps,

not to surprising.

Since receiving your letter I had discussions with' . rf the Brindabella

aviation group. Brindabella operates the only remaining pilot training organizafion in the

A.C.T., Brindabella Flight Training. expressed strong support for the proposed

General Aviation facility at Williamsdale, particularly for ad-initio pilot training. I believe

that he expressed similar views to Mr.Andrew Wilson of your Deparffnent prior to his

retirement last year.

_ advised me that, in his view, flight training at Canberra International Airport

would cease within three years because of security requirements and the costs associated

with the privatization of the Airport. Before privatization there were seven viable flight-

training organizations and one pilot shop in operation at Canberra airport.

The loss of six of these flight training organizations and the pilots shop has had a

significant impact of the local economy and with the loss of Brindabella Flight Training

Canberra will be the only capital in Australia and perhaps the developed world without

flight training facilities. Canberra is also the only State/Tenitory in Australia without a

separate General Aviation facility.

I am pleased that the A.C.T. Emergency Services Authority has long term base for its

aviation operations at Fairbairn. Because rotary wing have the potential to operate from
forward bases when required this is a sensible arrangement. This does not effect the
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Williamsdale proposal, as it was not envisaged in the proposal that the aviation wing of
A.C.T's emergency services would be based there. Williamsdale would be an ideal

location for a forward control base.

The Williamsdale proposal is instead based on tle interest expressed by the N.S.W. Rural

Fire Service organization iu Queanbeyan for an operational base for fixed wing fire
fighting aircraft. This would allow the air wing of the N.S.W. Rural Fire Service to

supplement the A.C.T's fire fighting capabilities in situations which prevailed in the fires

of January 2W3, which is not feasible from Canberra airport.

This would fit well within the framework of the Memorandum of Understanding signed

between the A.C.T. and N.S.W. Governments after the fires.

I have also discussed the proposal with Mr. Ian Stewart, Executive Officer, Cooma-

Monaro District, N.S.W. Rural Fire Service. Mr. Stewart expressed strong support for the

proposal as it would provide a deployment base for the N.S.W. Rural Fire Service fixed

wing operations for the area from Williamsdale to Bredbo which is currently outside of
the operational range of its Cooma facilities. The Smiths Road community in the A.C.T.
is included in this area.

Mr. Stewart also advises that the N.S.W. Rural Fire Service has the funds and the ability
to develop the necessary fire-fighting deployment base at Williamsdale if the facility were

to be established.

Your letter advises that from assessments undertaken there are significant costs in the

development of the proposed airfield. The implication of this statement is that these

identified costs are at variance with the estimates, which I obtained. The costs which I
identified in the proposal represent only a fraction (less than one sixth) of the cost of the

proposed Drag Strip which the Govemment is investigating.

If the A.C.T. Government is not in a position to consider the development of the proposed

Williamsdale Airfield, there is considerable private and corporate interest in undertaking

the development of the facility. While I consider private ownership less desirable than

Government ownership, both for reasons of the experience of the privatization of airports

where the maximization of financial return is the primary and overriding concern and for
safeguarding the public and community interests in maintaining emergency service

capabilities, it would at least ensure that a much needed facility is established.
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I would therefore ask that you provide me with the alternate estimations of costs for the

Williamsdale developmen! as these will be of great assistance in establishing whether the

expressions of interest that I have received to date can be tanslated into a privately funded

proposal which can be put to you.

Yours Sincerely 
'

Christopher Price
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26 May 2006

Chief Minister

Date

To

From

Subject

Robert van Aalst - Departnent of Economic Development

Williamsdale General A Airport

CE Deparhnent of
Director,
Manager, Planning Regional Development

Purpose

To provide you with background information and a response to correspondence received from
Mr Chris Price.

Background

o In June 2003, you met with members of the.General Aviation (GA) community, led by Mr'' : to discuss the possibility of a GA airfield for the ACT. Ln January 2004,Mr
Chris Price submitted aproposal to your office in relation to the establishment of a GA
airfi eld at Williamsdale.

.o The Williamsdale proposal4ssumed relocation of the CanberraAirport Flyrng School
(CAFS) and the use of the facility by the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) and

NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS) fire fighting aircraft. Since then however, rof
ryote to you withdrawing support fortheproposal.

Additionally, the ACT ESA have entered into a ten-year lease at Fairbairn.

o You wrote to Mr Price on 4May 2006 andadvised him that at this stage, ttre ACT
Govemment was not in aposition to commit firnds for the undertaking of a substantial and

detailed financial assessment and a full analysis of the business case.

o Further background infonnation on the proposal is provided at Attachment A.

fssues

The original proposal, submitted by Mr Price, relied heavily on the support of the ACT and

NSW Rural Fire Services and the CAFS to justiffthe need for an airstrip at Williamsdale.
However, as the ACT ESA have committed to the Canberra International Airport (CIA) for
the medium to long terrn, there now appears to be a reduced need for a separate GA airfield
from a fire fighting perspective

Mr Chris Price suggests that a Williamsdale GA airfield could be used as a forward base in
fire fighting operations. The ACT ESA advise that there are alarge number of accessible
'key sites' that could be used for this purpose. They also advise that under the Emergency
Services MOU between the ACT and NSW, the primary focus of air support cooperation is

.Ng

.Ng
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through the Air Support Operations Cenfre (ASOC) at CanberraAirport. They also believe
that the NSW RFS, whilst being a potential uqer of a Williamsdale facility in time of need,

would not be in a position to support the proposal financially

Mr Price notes in his letter the demise of the Airport Flying School and subsequent interest

in a potential Williamsdale affield by Brindabella Flight Training, a business associated

with Brindabella Airlines based at the CIA. It is unclear what level of support Brindabella
Flight Training would provide to the financial viability of the proposal.

The original proposal indicated costs of $660,000 for the establishment of the airfield.
Whilst these cost calculations are yet to be tested, the amount is likely to be understated as

it was calculated in late 2OO3.An additional, but as yet unknown amount, would be

required to cover the cost of land acquisition (a portion of which is privately leased) and to

meet ongoing operational costs where these are not met by user fees.

Mr Price notes in his letter that there is considerable private and corporate interest in
undertaking the development of the facility but suggests that a privately developed facility
would be lJss desirable as it would be more focussed on financial return rather than public

and community interest. However, the ACT Govenrment would also view the financial

viability of the proposal as a primary consideration given the potential for signifrcant

ongoing operational costs.

The Chief Minister's Department (CMD) commissioned an 'Assessment of Operational

Feasibility' in Septemb er 2004. An 'Independent Analysis of the Business Case', which

would further examine financial aspects of the submitted proposal, was planned but never

undertaken as the funding allocation was withdrawn in a round of budgetary savings in
2OO5.It is now considered that around $80,000 would be required to undertake this work.

The Deparhnent of Economic Development was handed cariageof thematter late last year

by yourDepartment without any associated resource transfer. As such, sufficient funds do

noicunently exist to progress further consultant assessments of the proposal.

Therefore, as a consequence ofl

o The ACT ESA securing a long-tenn ilrangement at the CIA
o No apparent need for the Williamsdale site as a forward base for fire fighting

operations
o An unclear level of financial support by the Brindabella Flight Training operation

o A significant, but as yet unverified amount for establishment costs

o Land acQuisition costs which are likely to be substdntial

o The potential for ongoing operational costs

o Current ACT Government budget issues

o Private sector interest in developing the proposal

the Department does not believe it is in the Govemment's interests to progress the project at

this stage, and that private enterprise should be encouraged to develop the proposal further.

Media

This issue received media coverage at the timd Mr Price provided his submission to

Government. There is currently no media attention given to this matter, however, there is a
potential for further media coverage.

nl
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Attachments

AttachmentA Furtherbaclground information
Attacbment B A letter of response to Mr Chris Price.

Recommendations

That you note this minute an{ sign the attached letter to Mr Chris Price;

Contact Officer: Robert 
"P 4f^tJ

x53185

Jon Snnhope MLA.................. / /2006

AGKEEDINOT AGREEDNOTED/PIEASE DIS CUS S
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Attachment A

Background information on the Williamsdale GA airfield proposal

In June 2003 you met with members of the General Aviation (GA) community, led by Mr
. The delegation requested that the ACT Government establish a GA Airfield

due to the increasing cost and perceived difficulties in operating from Canberra
International Airport.

The group was invited to provide a specific proposal to Govemment for consideration.

Shortly after the meeting the owner of Canberra International Airport, Mr Terry Snow,

wrote to the Chief Minister supporting the development of a GA airfield in the ACT.

In October 2003 amember ofthe delegation, Mr Chris Price, contacted the Chief
Ministerls Department requesting advice on what should be included in their proposal. An.

ofEcer of the Deparhnent provided him with a list of the elements to include and the

issues to be addressed. Mr Price continued to discuss developrnent of the proposal with
the Deparhnent over the next two months. In January 2004, Mr Price submitted the

proposal to the Chief Minister's office.

The proposal was for an 1100 mehe grass airstip at Williamsdale. Its construction would
be funded by Government, at an estimated cost of $660,000 (excluding land costs) and

. would remain in Govemment control. The Yarrowlumla/Queanbeyan Rural Fire District
of the NSW Rural Fire Service identified theproposal at Williamsdale as a strategic and

tactical resource which would permit the deployment of fixed wing aircraft into the

southern quadrant of the Distict ivhen required.

Mr Price provided letters of support from some 80 aircraft owners indicating they would
utilise the proposed airfield as a home base, suggesting that this would generate sufficient
income to allow the airfield to operate at no cost to Government. It would also remove GA
akcraft.from central Canbeira with advantages of reducing aircraft noise in the urban area.

Mr Price believed the Williamsdale site met the requirements for a General Aviation
airfield, highlighting advantages such as:

o Proximity to the Monaro HighwaS requiring no access road development;
' o The land is relatively level, minimising site preparafion costs;

o The proposed site is in a rural area with low residential density; and

o Part of the land propoSed is currently unleased.

The Government evaluated Mr Price's proposal, both in terms of the merits of
Government establishing a public GA facility and in terms of the location itself. The first
step was to determine whether the proposed site was in fact suitable for the operations
envisaged, which would be likely to include training and charter operations, recreational
flyers, and emergency services (bushfire fighting).

InMarch2}}4, i - .tttote
to you to advise of his withdrawal of support for the proposed Williamsdale airfield. It
appears that I had a falling out with the proponent and as a result he withdrew his
support for the proposal. 's support and the relocation of the flyrng school were

central to the proposed new GA airfield. We have since learnt that the Canberra Airport
Flyrng School is no longer operational.

\1k
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o In September }OO4,CMD commissioned Airport Technical Services PtyLtd (ATS) to
undertake a study, 'Assessment of Operational Feasibilityof Williamsdale as a site for a
General Aviation Airfield'. The study found that:

o The site was suitable for the development of a 1,000 mehe runway for use by
single engine aircraft;

o The site had limited potential beyond the single englne airfield stage;

o Only one of the proposed runway options would be required to maximise the

site potential (based on prevailing wind considerations and topography); and

o That the site was well suited for development as a base for aerial fire fighting
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters.

o The study noted that the proposed airfield would have to meet a significant number of
environmental, safety, operational, financial and communityinterest criteria to proceed.

o In December 2004, Cabinet agreed to additional expenditure of $30,000 for a further
examination of Mr Price's proposal. The purpose of the 'Independent Analysis of the

Business Case'was to exarnine:

o The estimated cost of constructing an airfield at Williamsdale;
o The estimated patronage for the proposed airfield development, including

revenues which would be generated by users;

o The on-going costs of operating the facility once constructed; and

o The financial sustainability of the proposal.

o Although terms of reference were drawn up and advertisernents placed seeking expressions

of interest in a consultancy for the 'Independent Analysis of the Business Case', the CMD

budget for this activity was withdrawn in a round of budgetary savings in 2005 and the

consultancy was never undertaken

o Responsibility for the proposed Williamsdale General Aviation Airfield and general aviation

issues were hansferr"d to the Deparhnent of Economic Development in early 2006.

Emergency Services - ACT

o In earlier considerations of the Williamsdale proposal, it was considered that the facility
would provide support for aerial bushfire fighting operations for southem ACT and

nearbyNSW. Reient discussions with the ACf fSA (RFS) have indicated that any

number of sites are available for use as forward bases for aerial Firefighting efforts.

o The Emergency Services Authority (ESA) Air Support Operations Centre (ASOC) has

recently been established in the northern part of Hangar 48 in the Fairbaim precinct of
Canberra Airport. The Fairbairn location has proven suitable in meeting the wider
emergency management responsibilities of the ESA.

o The lease at Fairbaim, between the ACT Government and the Capital Airport Group, is

for 10 years, with provision for first refusal after that time.
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CHIEF MINISTER

TREASI.JRER MINISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTERFOR INDIGENOUSAFFAIRS MINISTER FOR THEARTS

MTMssnTonGINNINDERRA

Mr ClristopherPrice soPt
Dear Mr Price

Thank you for your letter of l0 May 2006 andfor the further information you have provided in

relation to yourproposal for a General Aviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale.

In relation to the Memorandum of Understaniling between the ACT Emergency Services

Authority (ESA) and the NSW Rural Fire Service @FS), I am advised that the primary focus of
air support cooperation between the two jurisdictions is now through the Air Support Operations

Centre (ASOCi at Canberra Airport. rtre .q.Cf ESA also advise that whilst a Williamsdale site

may be useful, they currently have access to a number of sites across the ACT for use as a

forward base for aeial fire fighting activities.

your letter also asks the Government to provide any advice on alternate estimation of costs for

the development of the Williamsdale site. The earlier consultancy work progressed by the

Deparnnent broadly found that the site was zuitable for the development of a 1,000m runway for

or" ty single engine aircraft. However, it did not extend to a business case or cost/benefit

analysis pricess that would take into account the range of financial, operational, environmental

ana Lommunity impact issues that are required to inform a Govemmont decision.

As noted in my earlier response to you, the Government is not in a position to fund this work at

this time. However, if the private sictor is prepared to fund this work, the Government would

assist with the scoping of the study to ensure the appropriate issues are addressed.

Thank you for your continued interest in this matter.

Yours sincerely

OF<--L^d
Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister

ACT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACI 2@7 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 260'l-

Phone (02)6205 0104 Fax (O2) 62050t133 Email stanhope@act gov'au
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Dear

Thauk you for your comeqpoudonce of 3 May 2006 rogarding the proposal to establish a General
Aviation (CA) Airfi eld at Williamsdale.

As you will understand, the devolopmmt of a new facility in a greenfields site raises a significaut
ntrnber of iszuos that must be resolved before Governmont oould consider oommitting toits'development.

Since Mr Chris Price the key project propouen! first preseffed the prcposal to Government in
ea*y 2004, there have bgen a range of asJessurents coiducted. My Dep-artrnent has worked with
a number of consultants to assess theproposal, iuoluding the oommissioning of a study to
determine the suitabilityof the sito. From assessments undertaken to date, iiis apparent ttrat there'
are significant costs involved in the development of a possible affield at Williamidato, iastuding
establishrnent costs, aoquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

We note that aside ftom the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) recently signing a ten-
year lease at Fairbairn, there also appears some doubt as to the support for ttre Williamsdae
option from the Canberra Airport Ftl"g School. Bothof these oiganisations were cenhal to the
initial proposal. To develop the proposal furlher would require an idditional detailed feasibility
assessmert. At this stagg the ACT Governmont is not in a position to commit fiurds for this
prqPoso.

Thaf,k you for your ongoing interest in this matter-

Yours sincerely .

fi"d#
ChiefMinister

ACT LrqsrAtrvn AsssMBly

London Circuit, Canbena ACT 2601 GpO Box 102O Canberr a ACT ?li)7
Fhone (02) 62as 0fi4 Fax (02) 6nE o4rg Enail sfanhope@ac(gov.au
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Ion StanhopeMlA

CHIEFMINISTER

TREASURER MNISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT

MIMSTER FOR INDIGENOUSAFFAIRS MINISTERFORTHE ARTS

MglvrasR ron GINMNDERRA

GOPf

Dear

Thank you for your correspondence of 3 May 2006 regarding the proposal to establish a General

Aviation (GA) Airfield at Williamsdale.

As you will understand, the development of a new facility in a greenfields site raises a significant

number of issues that must be resolved before Government could consider committing to its

development.

Since Mr Chris Price, the key project proponent, first presented. the proposal to Govemment in
early 2004, there have been aiange of assessments conducted. My Department has worked with
a number of consultants to assess the proposal, including the commissioning of a study to

determine the suitability of the site. Fiom assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there

are significant costs involved in the development of apossible airfield at Williamsdale, including

establishment costs, acquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

We note that aside from the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) recently signing a ten-

year lease at Fairbairn, there also appears some doubt as to the support for the Williamsdale
option from the Canberra Airport Flying School. Both of these organisations were centual to the

initial proposal. To develop the proposal further would require an additional detailed feasibility

assessment. At this stage, the ACT Government is not in a position to commit funds for this

purpose.

Thank you for your ongoing interest in this matter.

Yours sincerely

O\i#
ACT LEGISLAIVE ASSUMBTy

London Circuit Canberra ACT 2601, GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 62O501M Fax (O4 6n50433 Email stanhope@actgciv.au

ChiefMinister
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Front:
Sent:
to:
Subiect:

FYI.

Best regards
Elissa Leung
Departmental Liaison Officer
Office of Jon StanhoPe MLA
Chief Minister
Minister for Economic Developments
Minister for Busi.ness

Tel: 6205 3018
Fax: 6205 0433
Mobi.le z 04L7 257 859

- -- - -original Meesage-- - -
From: Leung, Elissa
Sent: WednesdaY, 3 MaY 2006 4:32
To: Elsom, Karen
Cc: Cox, Iani Crowther, Michael
Sr:bject: FIII: Dear Chief Minister
what action if any t...

Leung, Elissa
Wednesday, 3 May 2006 5:08 PM
Van Aalst, Robert
FW: DeaiChief Minister Jon Stanhope Could you please advise what action if any t'..

PM

ilon Stanhope Could you please advise

Dear Karen

Could you please arrautge a reply to on before of the Chief Minister.
( Ian Cox's team is handling the Williamsdale airfield proposal) Thanli you.

Best rejards
Elissa Leung
Departmental Liaison Officer
Office of .fon StanhoPe IvILA

Chief Minister
Minister for Economic Development
Minister for BuFiness

Tel: 5205 3018
Fax: 6205 0433
Mobile z O4L7 257 859

Could you please advise what action. if any the ACT Government
Williamsdale airfield ProPosal.
At this point of time many recreational avaition flyers drive out
weekend to the Sydney area, down the coast or Eome other airfield

has planned for the

of the ACT each
to fIy, Ehis

represents quite an amout of money being spent outside the ACT.
As a former Technical Manager of the Australian Ultralight Federation (now
Recreat'iona]. Awiation Auetralia) which is based in Canberra with a membership of
d,OOO, and around 450 members based in a 100 km radis of l{illiamsdale.
There j-s also a 1ot of general aviation and military pilots in the ACT,
We hawe a good chance to biing in'flying tourism visits

1
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Auto-response - 03/05/2006 02.05 PM

(SA) The ACT Governrnent has received your comnent or feedback. You should expect a
response from us within 5 working days.

**************************************
Would you please arretnge for your reEponse to-be forwarded to this
customer wittrin fJ.ve days, and a coPy e-mailed to
canberraconnect@act.gov.au for our recordg. A11 Customer Comments are
identified by a unigue Reference Number, which has been provided to
the customer for et{uiries. Please ensure the Reference Number ie
included as Part of Your resPonse.

The contents of the customer e-mail message is reproduced above'
Queries regarding this e-maiI should be directed to
canberraconnect@act . gov. au -

:* :r !* * * * * * * ** ** * * * ** * * ** * * * * *** * * *** ****

THIS MESSAeE Is IMTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDMDUAIJ OR EI\IIIITY TO WHICH IT rS
ADDRESSED AISD IqAY COIflTAIN INFOBI,IATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDEIiEIAI,; AI.ID EXEMPT

FROM DTSCLOSURE I'NDER APPI,TCASI,E I,AVT.

If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to.the
int.enaed recifient,, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, forwarling, or copying of. this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
i:otify the sender immediately by e-mail or telephone, and delete the
original message immediatelY.



from:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:
Subject:

lmportance:

00 0 205 Br

Elsom, Karen
Wednesday, 3 May 2006 4:52PM
Cox, lan
Leung, Elissa; Hawkins, Lincoln;Goiser, Kim
FW: Dear Chief Minister Jon Stanhope Could you p.lease advise what action if any 1...

High

Hi lan

Could your team please prepare a response to the following email (about the Williamsdale airfield

proposlt; to the ilrief Minisier from ,:y next Friday 12May? Please let me

know in advance if you have difficulty meeting this time line.

Please provide in the form of a hard copy letter for the Chiefs signature (with a. Ministerial

Clearance Sheet for tracking), and a print out of the email to suffice as a covering note.

Many thanks

K

Karen Elsom
Executive Officer to the Chief Executive
Department of Economic Development
phone 61 26207 1959
fax 61 26205 0597
email karenj.elsom@act.gov,au
website www. business.act. gov.au

---Original Message-----
From: Leung, Elissa
Sent: Wednesd ay,3 May 2006 4:32 PM
To: Elsom, Karen
Cc: Cox, lan; Crowther, Michael
Subject: FW: Dear Chief Minister Jon Stanhope Could you please advise
what action if any 1...

Dear Karen

Could you please arrange a reply to 'n before of the Chief Minister. ( lan

Cox's team is handling the Williamsdale airfield proposal) Thank you.

Best regards
Elissa Leung
Departmental Liaison Officer
Office of Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister
Minister for Economic Development
Minister for Business 

1
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Tel: '6205 3018
Fax:"' 62050433
Mobile: 0417 257 859 000 204

Customer ( 512006 02.05 PM

Dear Chief Minister Jon StanhoPe

Could you please advise what action if any the ACT Government has planned for the

Williamsdale airfield proposal.
At this point of time ,rny recreational avaition flyers drive out of the ACT each weekend to the
SyOnei atea, down the ioast or some other airfietd to fly, this represents quite an amout of

money being spent outside the ACT.
As a fbrmer- i'of the Australian Ultralight Federation (now RecreationalAviation
Australia) which is based in Canberra with a membership of over 6,000, and around 450

members based in a 100 km radis of Williamsdale.
There is also a lot of generat aviation and military pilots in the ACT,
We have a good chance to bring in flying tourism visits.
Looking fonruard to a favorable answer.

Auto-response - 0310512006 02.05 PM
(SA) Thd ACT Government has received your comment or feedback. You shotild expect a

response from us within 5 working days.

****************************rr*****,r***

Would you please arrange for your response to be fonruarded to this
customer within five days, and a copy e-mailed to
canberraconnect@act.gov.au for our records. AII Customer Comments are

identified by a uniSue Reference Number, which has been provided to
the custom-er for enquiries. Please ensure the Reference Number is
included as part of your response.

The contents of the customer e-mail message is reproduced above.

Queries regarding this e-mailshould be directed to
canberracon nect@act. gov.au.

*******************************,.,t*****

THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO

WHICH IT tS ADDRESSED AND MAY CO.NTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED,

CONFIDENTIAL, AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW.

lf the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the
intended recipl'ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, fonnrarding, or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. lf you have received this communication in error, please

hotify the sender immediately by e-mail or telephone, and delete the
origina! message immediatelY.

\G1
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28 Apil2006

Chief Minister

Robert van Aalst - Deparftnent of Economic Development

Date

To

From

Subject

a

a

CE Deparhnent
A/g Director,

Development

. NgManageE Planning and Regional Development

Purpose.

To provide you with background information and a response to correspondence received via

"*uit 
on l0April2006 from

Background

, ;ent you an email on 6 April 2001regar_ding refuelling and other issues for

General Aviation (GA) operators atihe Canberra lnternational Airport. also

. requested an updaie o, piogr"rs on the proposed GA airfield at Williamsdale.

. Furtherbackground o1th"proposed Ce.q.irfietd at Williamsdale is at Attachment A'

Issues

Refuelling at Canbeta International Airport
o - suggests that there are major issues with the refuelling situation for General

Aviators at iiaerralnternational Airport and that the situation has not improved

since the previous email he sent to you on 6 April 2005. Complaints have not been

received from other general aviation operators in ttrat time.

. The Canberra Intemational Airport falls underthe jurisdiction of the Commonwealth

and the ACT Govemment has no control over its developments or its provision of

services. Assuch, there is little the ACT Govemment can do to assist in this situation'

Proposed GA Affield at Wrilliamsdale

o Canberra International Airport (CIA) denies it is trying to minimise GA airuaft'usage

at the Airport or that it haslncteased costs significanfly to this sector of the industry.

The CIA has welcomed the proposal for a second airport to cater for general aviation'

r There now appears to be a reduced need for a separate GA airfi-^eld as two of the

proposed *uior users of the facility, the ACT ESA and the GAFS, appear to be

committed to the CIA for the medium to long term'

Williamsdale General Aviation Airport
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Despite support for the proposal from_8o small aircraft owners, the GA community is

a select and small segmenttf the ACT population and many are NSW residents'

The proposal indicated a cost of $660,000 forthe establishment of the airfield' An

additional, but as yet unknown amouni, would be required to cover the cost of

,"q"irir,g itr" ma 1o portion of which is currently privately leased) and to meet

""g"i"g"rperational 
costs, where these are not be met by user fees.

An .Absessment of Operational Feasibility' commissioned by the Chief Minister's

Department (CI\{D) in S.pt"n t er 2}}4highlighted tlut th". Williamsdale site was

suitable for a L,000- S"J.ra runway fot,It" i'y single engine (and limited t*in
engine) general aviation.

The next step was for an 'Independent Analysis of the Business case' to further

examine the financial aspects ortrt. submitted proposal. Although terms oJreference

had been drawn.rp *a Jxpressions of interest iought from suitable consultants, the

i"J.p"oa""t analysis ** i"r"t undertaken as the $30,000 funding allocation was

withdrawn in a round otuuagetary savings in 2005. It is now considered that around

$g0,000 would be required to undertake this consultancy.

The Deparhnent of Economic Development was handed cariage of the matter late last

t;;ty't"ur Deparhnentbut without any associated r€source transfer' As such,

som"ilrrt funds bo not currently exist to progress further consultant assessments of the

proposal.

As a consequence of:
o The ACT ESA securing a long-tenn alrangement at the cIA
o A likely lack of support from the Flying School

o Anunverifi.ed amount of $660,000 for establishment costs

o Land acquisition costs which are likely to be substantial

o The potential for ongoing operational costs where user fees are inadequate

o Currint ACT Covemment budget issues and the apparent lack of a business

- case

the Departrnent does not believe it is in the Government's interests to progress the

projeciat this stagg or to heighten expectations among the proponent group that it

will.

The proponent of the project has yet to be advised of this position. The Deparhnent

will irovide further briefing and correspondence for this purpose.

Media

This issue of the proposed GA Airfield at Williamsdale received a great dealof press

coverage at the time fffr Chris Price (the key proponent of the proposal) prwided his

submission to Government. There is currently no media attention glven to this matter,

however there is a potential for further media coverage'
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AttachmelrtA Background Information

AttachmentB Aletterto-.

Recommendations

Thatyounotethisminuteandsigntheattachedletter.
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Contaot Officer: Robert van Aalst
x53185
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Ion StanhopeMlA 000199
CHIEFMINISTER

TNTAzuNUN MIMSTERFORBUSINESSAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTER FOR INDIGENOUS $FAIRS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS

Ifur,rsER Fon GnINnTDETRA

Dear

Thank you for your email of 10 April2006 about the refuelling difEculties at the Canberra

Intemational Airport (CIA).

While I note yogr concerns in relation to the inconvenience you have encountered over the

past year, you may be aware that the Airport is within the jurisdiction of the

bororrron*ealth, throu$ the Deparhnent of Transport and Regional Services. The ACT
Government has no jurisdictional authority over its operation.

In the event that an approach to airport management fails to resolve this issue satisfactorily,

I suggest that you may wish to raise this matter with the Federal Minister of Transport and

Regronal Services, the Honourable WarrenTruss MP.

You have also enquired as to how the Williamsdale GA Airfield proposal is progressing. As
you will understan4 the development of a new facility in a greenfields site raises a

siguincant number of issues that must be resolved before Government could consider

committing to its development.

S4ce Mr Chris Pricq the key project proponent, first presented the proposal to Government

in early 2}A4,there have been a range of assessments conducted. My Deparhrent has

worked with a number of consultants to assess the proposal, including the commissioning of
a study to determine the suitability ofthe site.

From the assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there are significant costs

involved in the development of a possible airfield at Williamsdale, including establishment

costs, acquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

We also note that the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) has recently signed a ten-
year lease at Fairbairn and that there appears some doubt as to the support for the
Williamsdale option from the Canberra Airport Flyrng School. Both of these organisations

were previously cenhal to the proposal.

ACT LSGISI.AITvE ASSEVIBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACI 2601 GI'O Box 1020, Canberra ACI 2601

Phone (02\(1205 0104 Fax n 62O504i)3 Emailstanhope@actsov.au
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Howwer, to dwelop the proposat firther wciuld require additional detaild feasibility

assessment At this stage, tne eCf Govemment is not in a position to commit funds for this
purlrose.

Thank you for writing to me on these matters.

Yours sincerely

t6t

(lJ--W
Jon StaohopeM[,A
ChiefMinister

--B t-rar IuS
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Attachment A

Background information on the Williamsdale GA airfield proposal

o In June 2003 you met with menrbers of the General Aviation (GA) community, led by

he delegation requested that the ACT Govemment establish a GA Airfieto

due to the increasing co-st and perceived difficulties in operating from Canberra

International AirPort.

o The Soup was invited to provide a specific proposal to Government for consideration.

Shori'ly aher the meeting the owner of Canberra International Airport, -

wrote to the Chief MiniJter supporting the development of a GA airfield in the ACT'

o In October 2003 amember ofthe delegation, Mr Chris Price, contacted the Chief

Minister,s Deparbnent requesting advice on what should be included in their proposal' An

offrcer of the oeparnnent providEA him with a list of the elements to include and the

issues to be addrlssed. MiPrice continued to discuss development of the proposal with

the Deparhnent over the next two months. In January 2004, Mr Price submitted the

proposal to the Chief Minister's office.

o The proposal was for an 1100 metre grass airstrip_atWilliamsdale. Its construction would

be fundid by Govemment, at an estimated cost of $660,000 (excluding land costs) and

would rrrnuin in Govemment control. The Ya:rowlumla/Quegnbeyan Rural Fire Distict
of the NSW Rural Fire Service identified the proposal at Williamsdale as a strategic and

tactical resogrce which would permit the deployment of fixed wing aircraft into the

southem quadrant of the District when required.

o Mr price provided letters of support from some 80 aircraft owners indicating they would

utilise thJproposed airfield ur u ho*" base, suggesting that this would generate sufficient

income to allow the airfield to operate at no cost to Govemment. It would also remove GA

aircraft from cenffal Canberra with advantages of reducing aircraft noise in urban

Canbetra and in extending the life of Canberra Intemational Airport'

. Mr price believed the Williamsdale site met the requirements for a General Aviation

airfield, highlighting advantages such as:

o proximity to the Monaro Highway, requiring no access road development;

o The land is relatively level, minimising site preparation costs;

o The proposed site isin a rural area with low residential density; and

o Part of the land proposed is c-urrently unleased'

o The Government evaluated Mr Price's proposal, both in terms of the merits of
Government establishing a public GA ficility and in terms of the location itself. The first

step was to determin" *L"ttr"r the proposed site was in fact suitable for the operations

enisaged, which would be likely t-o include taining and charter operations, recreational

flyers, and emergency services (bushfire figlrting).

o In March 20.04,
to you to advise ot

wrote

withdrawal of suppoit for the proposed Wittiamsaale airfield. It
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appears thai , had a falling out with the proponent and as a result he has

withdrawn his support for.the proposal ;upport and the relocation of the flytng

school are cenhai io the proposed new GA airfield'

o In Septe,lnber 2oo4,cMD commissioned Airport Technical services Pty Ltd (ATS) to

undertake a st iii':1;r;;sment of Operational Feasibility of Williamsdale as a site for a

General Aviation eirfield'. The study found that:

o The site was suitable for the development of a 1,000 metre runway for use by

. single engine aircraft;
o The site f,ad fmited potential beyond the single engrne airnfla stage;

o only one of the proposed *n*uy options would be required to maximise the

site potential (based on prevaili"g wi4 considerations and topography); and

o That the site was well suited for Ievelopment as a base for aerial fire fighting

fixed wing aircraft and helicopters'

o The study noted that the proposed airfield would have to meet a significant number of

environmentrl, ;bty,;fi;tir*1, financial and community interest criteria to proceed'

o In December 2oo4,cabinet agreed to additional expenditure of $30,000 for a further

examination of tUr pri""', ffiotal. The purpose oittre'Independent Analysis of the

Business Case' was to examine:

o The estimated cost of constructing an airfield at Williamsdale;

o The estimated patronage for the proposed airfield development, including

revenues which would be generated byusers;

o fhe on-goi"g costs of opeiating the facility once constructed; and

o The financial sustainability of the proposal'

o Although terms of reference were drawn up and advertisements placed seeking exPresgiglts

of interest in a consultancy for the 'Indepeirdent Airalysis of the Business Case', the CMD

budget for this u"rirritv was withdrawn in a round of budgetary savings in 2005 and the

consultancy was never undertaken'

o Responsibility for the proposed williamsdale General Aviation Airfield and general aviation

issues were transferr"d toittr Deparfinent of Economic Development in early 2006'

Emergency Services - ACT

o In eadier considerations of the williamsdale proposal, it was considered that the facility

would provide il;;f";urriut bushfire fighting operations for southem ACT and

nearby NSW. This assumption was central to the proposal'

o The Emergency Services Authority (ESA) Air Su-pport Operations 9Tre (ASOC) has

recently been established in the nortirern purt orH*gar 41 in the Fairbairn precinct of

Canberra Airyort. The Fairbaim location has proven suitable in meeting the wider

emergency management responsibilities of the ESA'

o The lease at Fairbaim, between the ACT Government and the capital Airport Group, is

for 10 years, with provision for first refusal after that time.

\11
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LusEi, Chantelle On pehalf Of SIANHOPE

Monday,10Aoril 2006 1:l? DM

RE: Improv[ng aviation services in the ACT

Thank you for your email to the Chief Minister. Your correspondence is currently receiving

attention.

Kind regards

Cfumtetfe Lustri
?ersonaf Assistant
Offiee of tfie Cfiief tuIinister

r4onoay, ru Apnl zuub 11:43 AM

SIANHOPE
FW: Improving

000195
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lPlenge, Lars
lFrom: Chatillon, Christine
lsent: Monday, 10 APril 2006 2:33 PM

lfo: Plenge, Lars

lSub.lect: FW: lmproving aviation services in the ACT

for min folder pls

Christine Chatillon
Manager
Chief Ministe/s Support & Protocol
Chief Minister's Department
Level 2, ACT Legislative Assembly Bldg
Ph: (02) 620 50192
Fax (02)62050289'
Mob: 042127 5678
mail to : christine. chatill on@ act. sov. au

---Original Message----

Chris,

please cross reference with c823tO5 and refer to Cabinet and Policy (they dealt with the previous

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

corro) for response by CM.

Chris
---Original Message----

From:
Sent:
To:
subiect:

Dear

Wilson, Chris
Monday, 10 April 2006 1:58 PM

Chatillon, Christine
Burgess, Rod
FW: Improving aviation services in the ACT

in the ACT
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Dear Mr Stanhope

It was a year ago (6 April) when I last wrote to you about the deplorable state of avgas
fuel suppiies at Canberra International Airport. It seems hard to believe that pilots and
aircraft.owners are once agqin flying interstate to refuel. Can you imagine the outcry if
ACT drivers had to go to Queanbeyan to fill their cars?

The correspondence beiow highlights my recent experience at Canberra and, as they are
not isolated incidents, further demonstrates the need for a competitive alternative to the
Canberra Airport monopoly, viz. a general aviation airstrip at Williamsdale.

I, and I am sure many of my business and aviation colleagues, are keen ts hear how far
advanced the ACT Government's plans are regarding the proposal, and I look forward to
whatever information you can make available at this time.

Yours sincerely

Good morning.

I am writing to complain about the supply of avgas currently provided at Canberra
International Airport. I arrived at the airport over an hour ago, rang the refueller to
arrange fuel, left a message as requested, and am still waiting for the retilrn phone call.

Last Monday, in the afternoon, I waited over an hour and a hatf forfuel. The refueller said

aftdrnoons are a bad time to get avgas.

The previous Friday, in the morning, I rang and waited 2 hi:urs for avgas. In the end I had

to flag the fuel truck down as it went past. That refueller said mornings are a bad time to
get avgas. And he said he's not permitted to answer the telephone in the office when he's
on his own.

In the 25 years I've been flying I've had better refuelling service in third world countries
than what is currently on offer at Canberra International Airport. What can be done about
it please? I have pilots who now plan to refuel interstate inbound to Canbe-rra rather than
having to waste their valuable time on the tarmac or on the grass hoping for a return
phone call. And please don't tell me the self-serve bowser will be operating soon - for how
many years have we heard that?

The Aero Refuellers fuel card recently received (no. 0420) is unfortunately redundant here
at Canberra ... because I can't find a refueller to accept it.

I look forward to your response.
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27 Apil2006

Chief Minister

Date

To

From Robert van Aalst - Deparhnent of Economic Development

Wgbi""tor, Business & EconomicPolicy fu
AllManager, Planning and Regional Development

Purpose

To provide you with background information and a response to correspondence received from

Recreational Aviation.AuJtrutiu Inc. (formerlyAustralian Ulhalight Federation Inc')'

Background

o In June 2003 you met with members of the General Aviation (GA) community, led by

, ai*.6r the possibility of a GA airfield for the ACT. Ir January 2004,

chris price submitted a propiosal to your office in relation to the establishment of a Ga

airfi eld at Williamsdale.

. The williamsdale proposal assumed the relocation of the canberra Airport Flying school

(CAFS) and tfreabT'Emergency Services Authority's (ESA) fire fightingaitciaft' Since

then however, Mr Jeff Reed-of the Airport Flyng Sctrgot wrote to you withdrawing his

support for the proporA. Additionalty, ttre ACT ESA have recently entered into a ten-year

lease at Fairbairn.

o Furtherbackground information onthe proposal is provided at Attachment A'

Issues .

Subject Williainsdale General Aviation Airport

of Economic DeveloPment

There now appears to be areduced need for 1:"pryESA airfield as two of the proposed

major users of the aliiitv, the ACT ESA and ttre clrs, appear to be committed to the

CIA for the medium to long term'

Despite support for the Williamsdale proposal from 80 smgll aircraft owners, the GA

""-*r"""iti'is 
a select and small segmenlof the ACT population and many are NSW

residents.

a

a

a
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The proposal indicated a cost of $660,000 for the establishment of the airfield' An \$'

additional, but as yet unknown amount, would be required to cover the cost of acquiring

the land (a portion of which is currentlyprivately leased) and to meet ongoing operational

costs, where these are not be met by user fees'

An .Assessment of operational Feasibility' commiss-ione-d uy fti chief Minjster's

Deparhnent (CtvID)H S"ptr*to z114hidhlighteq tha] ttrg Williamsdale site was suitable

for a 1,000m grassed runway for use by siiglJengine (and limited twin engine) general

aviation.

The next step was for an 'Independent Analysis o-f-tlr" Business case' to further examine

the financial aspects of the submittea proposat Altflougl terms of reference had been

drawn up and expressions of interest to"ett !9* :yil$.l." 
consultants, the independent

analysis *u, orrr", undertaken as the $go,ooo funding allocation was withdrawn in a

round of budgetary savings in 2005. It is now considered that around $80,000 would be

required to undertake this consultancy'

The Deparbnent of Economic Development was handed.carriage of the matter late last

;;;;y y"* p"prrt*""i tut without any associated resotrce transfer. As such, sufficient

funds do not currently exist to progress further consultant assessments of the proposal'

As a consequence of:

o The ACT ESA securing a long-term arrangement at the cIA
o A likely lack of support from the Flying School

o Anunverified amount of $660,000 for establishment costs

o Land acquisition costs which are likely to be substantial

o The potential for ongoing operational costs where user fees are inadequate

o Current eci coverimeit budget issues and the apparent lack of a business case

the Deparbnent does not believe it is in the Government's interests to progress the

projeciat ttris staje, or to heighten expectations among the proponent group that it

will.

The proponent of the project has yet to be advised of this position. In liglrt of this brief, and

the brief CMD M06ri;, *" t ur" drafted a letter to the project's proponent, Mr Chris

price noting that the ACT Govemment is currently not in a position to commit funds for

tfrir p,rrporl and is unable to progress the proposal at this time.

Media

This issue received a greatamount of coverage at the time Mr price provided his submission

to Government. TherJis curren y no media attention given to this matter, however there is a

potential for further media coverage'
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Attachments

Attachment A Further background information

Attachme,lrt B A letter to Mr Paul Middleton, Executive Director of Reoeational

Aviation Austalia Ino.

Attachment C A letter to Mr Chris Price

ReComrrrendatiOns

That you note this minute and sign attached letters to Mr Paul Middleton and Mr Chris Price'

Contact Officer:
Robert van Aalst

x53185

/ /2006

DISCUSS
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AnachtmentA

Background information on the Williamsdale GA airfield proposal

o In June 2003 you met with members of the General Aviation (GA) community, led by- 
- -

fhe delegation requested that the ACT Government establish a GA Airfield

due to the increasing co-st and perceived difEculties in operating from canbelra

Intemational AirPort.

o The group was invited to provide a specific prgposal to Government for consideration'

Stroity a:ter the meeting ih" o*rr"t of C*ULrra International Airport,IVIr Terry Snow,

wrote t9 the CniJUiniJter supporting the development of a GA airfield in the ACT'

o In October 2003 a me,nrber of the delegation, Mr Chris Price, contacted the Chief

Minister,s Department requesting advi-ce on what should be included in their proposal' An

of6cer of the Oeparunent proviaEO him with a list of the elements to include and the

issues to be addressed. Mr Price continued to discuss development of th9 proposal with

the Deparhnent over the next two months. In.January }OO4,Mr Price submitted the

proposal to the Chief Minister's office'

o The proposal was for an 1.100 mehe grass airship atWilliamsdale. Its construction would

be funded by Government, at an esti;ated cost of $OOO,OO0 (excludinq l*9 costs) and

would remain in Govemment contol. The Yarrowlumla/Queanbeyan Rural Fire District

of the NSw Rural Fire Service identified the proposal at Williarnsdale as a strategic and

tactical resogrce whichWouldpermit the deplbyment of fixed wing aircraft into the

southern quadrant of the District when required'

o Mr Price provided letters of support from some 80 aircraft owners indicating theV y-o1ld

. utilise the proposed airfield ur 
-uioln" 

base, suggesting that this would generate sufficient

income to allow the airfield to operate at no costtto Government. It would also remove GA

aircraft from cenfral Canberra with advantages of reducing aircraft noise in urban

Canberra and in extending the life of Canberra Intemational Airport'

o Mr price believed the Williamsdale site met the requirements for a General Aviation

airfield, highlighting advantages such as:

. o Proximity to the Monaro Highway, requiring no access road development;

o The land is relatively level, minimising site preparation costs;

o 1'fr" propored site is in a rural area with low residential density; and

o part of tfre land proposed is currently unleased'

o The Govemment evaluated Mr Price's proposal, both in terms of the merits of

Government 
"rtubli.hiog 

a public Ce faciiity and in terms of the location itself. The first

step was to determine *I"ttro the proposed site was in fact suitable for the operations

envisaged, which would be likely to include taining and chafier operations, recreational

.flyers,-and emergency services (bushfire figfuting)'

o In March 2004, wrote

to you to advise of his withdrawal of support for the proposed Williamsdale airfield' It
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appears that I had a falling out with the oroponent and as a result he has

withdrawn his support for the proposal. ' support and the relocation of the flytng

school are cental to the proposed new GA airfield'

o In September zoo4,cMD commissioned Airport Technical Services Pty Ltd (ATS) to

undertake u .toay, ;assessment of Operationil Feasibility of Williamsdale as a site for a

General Aviation Airfield'. The study found that:

o The site was suitable for the development of a 1,000 mefre runway for use by

single engine aircraft;
o The site fr'ua U*it.a potential beyond the single engrne airfield stage; 

:

o only one of the proposed **uy options would be required to maximise the

site potential lbased on prevaili"g *i"a considerations and topography); and

o That the site was well suited for development as a base for aerial fire fighting

fixed wing aircraft and helicopters'

o The study noted that the proposed airfield would have to meet a significant number of

environmentA, ,J"ty, operaiional, financial and community interest criteria to proceed'

o In December 2111,Cabinet agreedto additional expenditure of $30,000 for a further

. exarninatioo of tU, prir"'. prJpotal. The pu{pose o}th" 'Independent Analysis of the

Business Case' was to examine:

o The estimated cost of constructing an airfield at Williamsdale;

o The estimated patronage for the proposed airfield development, including

revenues which would be generated by users;

o The on-going costs of operating the facility once constructed; and

o The financial sustainability of the proposal'

o Although terms of reference were drawn up and advertisements placed seeking expressions

of interest ln a consrrltancy for the 'Independent Analysis of the Business Case', the CMD

budget for this activity wis withdrawn in a round of budgetary savings in 2005 and the

consultancy was never undertaken.

o Responsibility for the proposed williamsdale General Aviation Airfield and general aviation

issues were transfeo.d to ttr" Deparbnent of Economic Development in early 2006'

Emergency Services - ACT

o. In earlier considerations of the Williamsdale proposal, it was considered that the facility

would provide r"pr"n for aerial bushfire figtrting operations for southern ACT and

nearbyNSW.Thisassumptionwascentraltotheproposal.

o The Emergency Services Authority (ESA) Air Support OWlations-9"1t" (ASOC) has

recently been established in the oortir"* part of Hangar 48 in the Fairbaim precinct of

Canberra Airport. The Fairbaim location has proven suitable in meeting the wider

emergency management responsibilities of the ESA'

o The lease at Fairbaim, between the ACT Government and the Capital Airport Group, is

for 10 years, with provision for first refusal after that time.

f5
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TREASURER MINISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MNISTERFOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS

Ivf-mrsER Fon GbrNtr{DERRA

Mr ChristopherPrice

c@pY

Dear Mr Price

I am writing to advise you on how your proposal for ageneral aviation affield at Witliamsdale is
progressing.

You will be aware that the development of such afacilityiir a greenfields site raises a significant
number of issues that must be resolved before Govemment could consider committing to its
development.

Since you first presented the proposal to Government in bwty 2004, there have been a range of
assessments conducted. My Deparhnent has worked with a number of consultants to assess the
proposal, including the commissioning of a studyto the suitability of the site.

From assessments undertaken to datq it is apparent that there are significant costs involved in
the development of a possible airfield at Williamsdale, including establishment costs, acquisition
of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

In relation to the Emergency Services aspect, I can advise you that earlier this year, the
Emergency Services Authority (ESA) entered into a long term leasing arangement at Fairbairn.
This arrangement was entered into on the basis that it provided the best operational outcomes
with regards to regional aerial fire fightirtg.

Aside from this there also appears some doubt as to the support fortheproposal from the
Canberra Airport Flyrng School. The support ofboth ofthese organisations was central to the
business case and the ongoing financial viability of the project.

Lr addition, to develop the proposal further would require a substantial and detailed financial
assessment and a fulI analysis of the business case. At this stagq the ACT Govemment is not in
a position to commit funds for this purpose.

ACT I;ECrSLArrve ASSEVIBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2601 GIrO Box 102Q Canberra ACT 2501

Phone (O2) 52OS 0104 Fax (O2) 6205 0433 Email stanhope@actgov.au
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I thark you for your continued interest in this matter.

Yours sincerely

0001 s4

f)L--hrn-
Jon StanhopeMlA
ChiefMinister

;4 MAY 2000
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TREASURER MINISTERFORBUSINESSAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MIMSTER FON TTVPICNNOUS AFFAIRS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS

ronGnnmrornna

MrPaul Middleton
Executive Director
Recreational Aviation Aushalia Inc.
PO Box 1265
FYSHWICK ACT 2609

Dear Mr Middleton

c@pY

Thank you for your letter of 28 March 2006 regarding the proposal to establish a General
Aviation (GA) Airfi eld at Williamsdale.

I note your concerns in relation to access to suitable airfields by emergency services. I can advise
you that eadier this year, the Emergency Services Authority (ESA) entered into a long term
leasing arrangement at Fairbaim. This affangement was entered into on the basis that it provided
the best operational outcomes with regards to regional aefial fire fighting.

You have also enquired as to how the Williamsdale GA Airfield proposal is progressing. As you
will understand the development ef a new facility in a greenfields site raises a significant
number of issues that must be resolved before Government could consider committing to its
development

Since Mr Chris Pricq the key project proponent, first presented the proposal to Government in
early 2004, there have been ararlge of assessments conducted. My Departrnent has worked with
a number of consultants to assess the proposal, including the commissioning of a study to
deterinine the suitability of the site.

While you mention in your letter that the development of the proposed Airfield at Williamsdale
is ofrelatively low cost, from assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there are
significant costs involved in the development of a possible affield at Williamsdale, including
establishme,nt costs, acquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

We note that aside from the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) recently sigmng a ten-
year lease at Fairbairn, there also appears some doubt as to the support for the Williamsdale
option from the CanberraAirport Flyrng School. Both ofthese organisations were central to the
proposal.

ACT Lrcrsr-a^mry AssRdBrJ
)

London Circuit, Canbera ACT 2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2501

Phone (O2) 62050104 Fax (02) 620501133 Errail stanhope@act.gov.au
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To develop the proposal firther would require an adalitional detail€d feasibility assessfrent. At
this stage, the CCt Government is not in a position to commit filnds for this pupose.

Thank you for writing to me on these matters.

Yours sincerely

$)+^tn4,.L
Jon Stanhope MLA
ChiefMinister

*:4 [lAt 20m
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RE CREATTO NAI AYIATJ O N AU STRA.LIA

ABN 40 070 931 645

C 7d/.n

0001s\S|

INC

PO Box 1265
FYSHWICK ACT 2609

28 March 2006

Mr. Jon. Stanhope. MLA
The Chief Minister
ACT Leg islative Assembly
GPO Box 1020
CANBERRAACT 2601

Pirie Street,
ACT 2609

Dear Chief Minister,

Ref: WilliamsdaleAirfield Proposal

It is now iwo years since I last contacted you on this matter (18 Feb 2004). During that period:

. our organisation has had a name change;

. our membership has grown by 20o/o, mainly due to a mix of CASA policies and the
privatisation of Federal Airports;

. our locat members are forced to travel to Goulburn, Tumut, Moruya or Holbrook to obtain

flying tuition in recreational/sports aircraft;
. the ACT economy has lost income that has gone interstate, and
. we have heard nothing as to the government's future plans concerning this project.

The Williamsdale proposal does not need a large capital outlay to get started. All that is needed

to allow a basic general aviation operation suitable for training aircraft, emergency service
operations and sport/recreational activity,is a graded and seeded grass runway. There would
need to be some surveying and a basic runway plan with taxiways and sites available for lease for
hangars etc. Not a big dealwhen compared to the average government project, but one that

wouid fulfil a real community requirement since the removal of Canberra airport from the realm of

the average aviation citizen!

Mr Stanhope, due to unprecedented onslaught from developers, GeneralAviation airfields are

vanishing at an alarming rate. This greed on the part of the developers will eventually be felt by

the ordinary taxpayer in the form of the lack of emergency services due to the lack of suitable

airfields for fire flghting and air ambulance aircraft. The ACT Government has a wonderful
opportunity "to get runs on the board" at minimal cost to the taxpayer! Please do not squander
this chance through inactivitY?

I have been involved in the general aviation sectorforforty years and we be pleased to assistthe
Government in any way, particularly in regard to the minimum requirements to get this dream from
just that, to actualitY!

YogJs faithfully,.

Paul Middleton
Executive Director
Recreational Aviation Australia lnc.

Fax (02) 6280 4775
Vsr us AT www.RAA.AsN.AU

Phone: (02)62804700 E-mail: admin@raa. asn.au
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Australian Ultralight Federation lnc
ABN 40 070 931 645

. U35/59 Wollongong St
PO Box 1265, FYshwick AGT 2609
Ph: 02 6280 4700 Fax:.026280 4775

18 February 2004

Our Ref: Aclmin 1

Mr. Jon StanhoPe MLA
Chief Minister
ACT Legislative AssemblY
GPO Box 1020
CANBERRA ACT 2601

000 180

Dear Chief Minister,

Ref: Proposat for Aitfiilld near Williamsdale

The Australian Ultralight Federation (AUF) is a national organisation incorporated in the

ACT. We have or"r 5000 members Ausiralia wide, over 300 in the Canberra drea and

unlike ,?n, other sectors of aviation we are continuing to grow.

For some years our local members have been attempting to find a suitable airfield from

which they could operate. Presently, they have nowhere nearer than Goulburn, Tumut,

Holbrook or Cooma. Clearly an airfield outside controlled airspace (OCTA) and easily

accessible frorn Canbela is highly desirable to our members'

t have recenfly learned of the efforts of Mr. Chris Price to facilitate the establishing of a
grassed airrieio in the vicinity of Williamsdale. I am familiar with the proposed. location

which is below the 4500 ioot DME step for canberra airport and accessible over

reasonably safe terrain from N/East, South and the_ West via the Angle Crossing area. lt is

an exceltent choice of position and ii developed will be a huge asset to thd recreational/GA

aircraft sector.

The AUF, particularly our local membership fully supports Mr. Price's efforis in this

initiative.and we 1".omr"nd the project to you. lf I can be of any assistance please

contact me?

Yours faithfully

r
Paul Middleton
AUF Executive Director

FAKHB
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Zanefti, Vittoria
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From: Piranl, Yuka

Sen* TuesdaY, 4 APril 20O612:17 PM

To: Plenge, Lars

Gq Zanetti, Vittoria

Su bject: C766/06 Wlliamsdale Airfield Proposal

Good afremoon Lars.

The foltowing ministerial is to b6 transfened to DED.

c766/06
From: Mr Paul Middleton
Subject: Williamsdale Airfield Proposal

We have returned the ministeriatto MSU.

Thanks,

=============================='
Yuka Pirani
Executive Assistant to Greg Ellis
Economic, Regional and Planning Branch
Cabinet and PolicY GrouP
Chief Mlnister's DePartment
(02) 6205 0740
==============================
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From:
Sent:
lo:
Gc:
Subject:

Robert

Ayling, Steve
Tuesday, 18 April2006 9:41 AM
Van Aalst, Robert
McNeill, Dale; Ross, Michael; Bissell, John
RE: Williamsdale

The lease is for 10 years, with provision for first refusal after that time. Lease is between the ACT Govt, througtt DUS
Property Branch, with the CapitalAirport Group. ESA is the tenant. John Bissell is leading the management of the
lease.

Steve

Steve Ayling
Assistant Com missioner
(Emergency Management)
ACT Emergency Services Authority.
Tel: 02 6207 8309
Mobile: 0412 302116

---Original Message-----
From: Van Aalst, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, 18 April2006 9:38 AM
To: Ayling, Steve
Gc: McNeill, Dale; Ross, Michael
Subject: RE:Williamsdale

Steve,

Thanks kindly for that information - it is very useful.

Can you give an indication as to the length of the current arrangement you have, and who this arrangement is
with?

Cheers

Robert

Robert van Aalst
ACT Department of Economic Development
Business & Economic Policy Branch
Plannlng and Regional Development
Ph: (02) 6205 3185
Fax (02) 6205 0636

-'--Original Message----
From: Ayling, Stevb
Sent: Tuesday, 18 April 2006 9:31 AM
To: Van Aalst, Robert
Ce McNeill, Dale; Ross, Michael
Subject RE: Wlliamsdale

Robert

The ESA Air Support Operations Centre (ASOC) has been established in the northern part of Hangar 48
in the Fairbairn Precinct of Canberra Airport. The ASOC has been in use during the current bushfire
season to support the operations of National Aerial Firefighting Centre aircraft provided to the ACT. lt was

1



{ ' opened by the Minister For Police and Emergency Services some weeks ago. 0 0 0 i'i'3
, at\

The ASOC was the result of a Cabinet decision directly related to the support requirement for NAFC

aircraft, and also includes lncident Control Centre (East) to provide a permanent location for incident

controt of operations in the ACT. These have includ'ed both bushfire and major ey91t_sqOqgrt operations.

Mike Ross , Cftiet Officer ACT RFS and his Headquarters is also located in the ASOC facility.

The location has be6n proven very suitable to mebt the wider emergency management responsibilities of

the ESA. Able to provide more detail if required.

Steve

Steve Ayling
Assistant Commissioner
(Emergency Management)
ACT Emergency Services AuthoritY
Tel: 02 6207 8309
Mobile: 0412302116

:--Original Message--:
From: Van Aalst, Robert
Sent: ThursdaY, 13 APril 2006 12:31 PM

To: Ayling, Steve
Subject: Williamsdale

Hello Steve,

We have recently taken carriage of the proposed Williamsdale GA Airfield issue from CMD'

We been tasked w1h providing a background brief and a response letter (to an interested

stakeholder) by the CM with regards to the Government's progress on the proposal.

An issue which was raised in the inital proposal by Mr Chris Price - to the Government - in his

submission, was the claim that Williamsdale would be an ideal location for emergency.services,

as a base for both fixed and rotary winged aircraft, during bush fire fighting situations. We also

understand that a consultant to th-e CMb (Richard Bomball) had discussions with both yourselves
(ESA) and the NSW Rural Fire servcies regarding this option.

We understand now though that you have, or are about to, enter into an arrangment with the
Canberra lnternational Airport to base your services there.

Could you please provide some detail as to the nature of this arrangement and its duration? I do

understanci that this is a matter being considered by Cabinet in the very near future, so

understand the issues surrounding confidentiality etc...

I would appreciate any assistance you could provide.

Cheers

Robert van Aalst
ACT Department of Economic Development
Business & Economic PolicY Branch
Planning and Regional Development
Ph: (02) 6205 3185
Fax: (02) 6205 0636



Burgess, Rod
Thuisday, 13 APril 2006 12:06 PM
Van Aalst, Robert
RE: Williamsdale

1@bert - yes, the ESA is definitely p.oyin.o to canbena Airport. There is no contract signed yet (but very soon subject

to cabinet next weerj. 
-vou 

sr.,o,jro talk t6 5t*" nvrirg udtn anout the move and operational support for an alternative

ciistrip. He's away this week but back next.

II trsn confirm that we did not proceed past the Eol stage for the second feasibility study as the funds we had allocated

I ffii';;;""tnll'Jltil"tri"" *biim t,J"t n p"[on ovirsishtins it) were withdrawn from our budset (as a savings

l-;e" for cMDi.
EUtrii

;fl?l'dS
d

' 
---Original Message---
From: Van Aalst, Robeft
SenE ThursdaY, 13 APril 2006 11:22 AM

To: Burgess, Rod

Cc: Cox, Ian
Subject \Mlllamsdale

Hi Rod,

Thanks for sending over those files (hard copy and electronic). I nowhave a migraine from reviewing them""'

A couple of questions I have - which are critical - and to which I can not find answers to in the files'

. 1. t recall you mentioned to us that the Emergency.services Authority has-recently (?) entered into an arrangement

for long+erm rocition itthe Canberra lniernitionilAirport. ls this coirect? Doyou.have dgc-uqg.nt3tion or

evidence.onniring iNr, or p"rnrpr 
"'tontr.i*inin 

dsn that lcould gather d-etaits from? As this issue is central

to some sort of ,communitv oeneril oifre wittiamsoale orooosal. it will be kev to anv future decision on the issue'

"-'om:
' :nt:

. .rbjeit:

I
I

i

t trirllltu, lll a] ltlulPirtlull...

Robert

.Robert van Aatst
. ACT Department of Economic Development

Business & Economlc PolicY Branch
Plannlng and Regional Development
Ph: (02) 6205 3185
Fax (02) 620s 0636
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Burgess, Rod
Tueiday, 18 APril 2006 7:07 PM
Wilson, Chris; Chatillon, Christine
Van Aalst, Robert
RE: lmproving aviation services in the ACT

000 L? 4

:..;1ris - I have just received the hard copy for this and realised that it should have been sent to DED, which is now

i,andling the wifliamsdale general aviation alrsirip qroject (they now have the files as well, including the previous

urrespondence). It is in tin cox,s area 
"nJ'n"i',ig-hihor"li 

uy nooert van Aalst (who I have cc'd into this email). I will

:end the folder back to You tomorrow
.,rgards

::,]d

---Original Message---
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Wilson, Chris
Monda% 10 APril 2005 1:58 PM

Chatillon, Christine
Burgess, Rod

SubJect FW: Improving aviation services in the ACT

Chris,

please cross reference with cg23l}Sand refer to Cabinet and Policy (they dealt with the previous corro) for

response by CM.

Chris

---Original Message---
From: Lustri, Chantelle On Behalf Of SIANHOPE

Sene Mondav. 10 Aoril 2005 1:13 PM

To:
Subject RE: Improving aviauon services in the ACI

Dear

Thank you for your email to the Chief Minister. Your correspondence is currently receiving attention.

Kind regards

Cfranteffe hrtri
?ersona[ Assistant
Offbe of tfie Cfrief Svlinister

Dear Mr StanhoPe

It was a year ago (6 April) when I last wrote to you about the deplorable state of avgas fuel supplies at

canberra International niiport. It seems hard to believe that pilots and aircraft owners are once again

flying interstate to reiuel.'cun yo, imagine the outcry if ACT drivers had to go to Queanbeyan to filltheir
cars?

The correspondence below highlights my recent experierice at Canberra and, as they are not isolated

incidents, iurther demonstrat-es t-he need for a competitive alternative to the Canberra Airport monopoly,

viz. a general aviation airstrip at Williamsdale.

I, and I am sure many of my business and aviation colleagues, are keen to hear how far advanced the ACT

dove.nment's plans are regirding the proposal, and I look forward to whatever information you can make

'rl



i. itaUte at this time.

Yours sincerelY

t\k2

0 0 0173

Good morning.

I am writing to complain about the supply of avgas _currently 
provided at canberra International Airport' I

arrived at the airport over an hour ago, t"ng in! refueller to arrange fuel, left a message as requested'

and am still waiting for the return phone call'

Last Monday, in the afternoon, I waited over an hour and a half for fuel. The refueller said afternoons are

a bad time to get avgas.

The previous Friday, in the morning, t rang and waited 2 hours for bvgas. In the end I had to flag the fuel

truck down as it weni'piii in"i rifueiler iaid mornings are a bad time to get avgas. And he said he's not

permitted to answer the telephone in the office when he's on his own.

In the 25 years I,ve been flying I,ve had better refuelling service in third world countries than what is

currengy on offer at canbeiralnternational-Airport. whltcan be done about it please? I have pilots who

now plan to refuel interitate inbound to CinOeira rather than having to waste th.eir valuable time on the

tarmac or on the grass hoping for a r.eturn pfrone call. And please don't tell me the self-serue bowser will

be'operating soon - for how many years have we heard that?

The Aero Refuellers fuel card recenuy received (no. 0420) is unfoftunateiy redundant here at canbeira "'
becausb I can't find a refueller to accept it.

I look forward to Your resPonse.
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JWiison, RnOrew -"::: - --'-

lFrom: RichardBomball[rbomball@bigpond.net.au]

lSent: Wednesday, 30 March 2005 4:49 PM

lTo: Wilson, Andrew

lsubject: WilliamsdaleAirfield Proposals

Andrew,
Hope you enjoyed your Easter break. I have done some preliminary assebsment of the AOS and

Ambidji proposals but at this stage have not gone too far before we have had a chance to discuss
our assessment methodology. My Comments follow.

Team Composition

I has three civil engineers and one market researcher. The )ems to
have broader experience including civit engineering, business planning, corporate strategic
planning, business management of air traffic services etc. Both teams have at least one member
with direct aviation experience as a pilot. My initial impression is that while ay have an
edge in the nuts-and-bolts planning of a small airfield, Ambidji is the stronger of the two in the
financial analysis and business planning disciplines. Having said that, as you will see in my
comments below, seems to be much more sensible in their proposed approach to the
planning task, indicating that they indeed have the planning expertise required.

Methodology

. .. proposal reiterates the three Terms of Reference elements - RirRetO Developments,
Market Survey and Financial Analyses of the Options - and talks in some detail about each. They
include substantial detail on proposed development options, which perhaps reflects the
engineering bias in their team. Their approach, however, seems to imply that having decided on
an airfield configuration they will then survey the possible market to see what custom and income
will result. By contrast, the :roposal is just the reverse in that it plans a detailed review of
previous work, detailed consideration of the market and then, based on the results of those
phases, definition of base-line and incremental airfield developments. The tpproach
seems to be more logical and considered. This view is reinforced by my impression that while the

section on Market Survey is quite long and detailed, it really deals only with methodology,
not the substance of the issues. By contrast,
are seeking answers.

Cost

clearly identifies the issues on which they

While there is no substantial difference in the guotes, ,. is up-front in saying that it will take
all of to get the best result whereas - has contrived a . rc, presuma6ly to
sneak in as the lowest tender. As we know, the real challenge with this is to get the best result
f9l S" very limited funds available and, again, ' ' "' seems to have understood this better than

On balance, after this preliminary examination, my feeling is that while both proposals would meet
the need, the ' '-' rroposal is more focussed on the task, offers sounder methodology and
identifies the issues more clearly, perhaps reflecting the broader experience of their team.

This needs more work and my views are by no means immutable at this stage.'

Regards,

Richard
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Sent Tuesday, 15 March 20052l41PM

To: Dunn, Peter.
' Cc: Wilsori, Andrew
' Subject tnterim Report -Williamsdale Fire-fighting Support lnfrastructure

Peter,

I have just contacted Andrew Witson who agrees that my draft report may provide useful background to you and your

specialist staff before Thursday's meeting.

The report - still in draft form - has not yet been passed 1e-- but will be in due oourse.
l

Enjoy your leave.

Richard Bomball

0310812005
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Wilson, Andrew

From:

Sent: Tuesday, 15 March 2005 1:31 PM

To: Wlson, Andrew

Sublect: RFS LETTER

Andrew,

Sorry to bombard you but my quick draft of yesterday seems not too far from the mark. You will note I have drafted it

ioin[tuOe my tnterim 6p;rt. thaO not initiaity intended to do that but it seems to me that we might get a better quality

return if they are fully in the picture of our thoughts so far?

Richard

031o81200s
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Superintendent B.Arthur OAM
NSW Rural Fire Service
Yarrowlumla & Queanbeyan Districts

Firstly, many thanks for your time and the comprehensive information you provided to AVM Bomball
and myself during our visit on 10ft Marcb- The discussion with you and Inspector provided

an extremely valuable basis on which to further our considerations of the Williamsdale General

Aviation Airfield proposal. As we explained in the spirit of the MOU between the ACT ESB and the

NSW RFS, the ACT Government is keen to provide a facility that can support fire-fighting activities,
particularly fixed-wing.

In order to progress the study on the most reliable basis possible, as we discussed, we now seek more

detailed information of the technical support requirements that might be relevant to the use of
Williamsdale as an aerial support base. I confirm our understanding that our request is simply for a
technical statement of support requirements and in no way implies a commitment by.the NSW RFS to

the Williarnsdale concept. We recognise that is a policy issue that may or may not be pursued at a

Govemment-to-Government level, but then only after the feasibility of Williamsdale is confirmed.

Attached is a copy of AVM Bomball's Interim Report and an indicative list of support needs based

upon our recent discussibns. We would appreciate as much detail as can be provided on the various

items and any others that your specialist staffmaybe able to identiff. We recognise that for each

requirement there will be a ratrge of possible solutions and would value your indication, where

appropriate, of the spectrum of possible solutions, for example, from the 'ideal' to the 'minimum
acceptable'.

Should you require to discuss ttre matter firrther our contact details are ...

Again, many thanks for the assistance and co-operation

\y'
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Attachmelrt: I
Note: The initial feasibility snrdy indicated the sit€ could accommodate a l0@ metne nmway with a
}.IW orielrtation Nominal site elevation is 715 r,12346 fr-

' WaterSupply
o ldeaUdesirahle-f{ainssuppg
o Adequato - On-site stor4ge : Capacity, delivery means, replenishment means?
o Minimumaoceptable?

RetardemtlFoam Infrastructue
o ldeaUdesirable

o On-site storagc frcility?
o Mixing pad with smp collector and separator (area aad speoificationsf
o lVater supply delir/€rj/?

o Adequate?
o Minimum acceptable - support of mobile operation?
o Environmelrtal effect ofretardent or otha srppressioa ag€ats.

Aircra$Handling
. Fuel

o AVGAS requir€m€nt(on-site storage, tankerdelivery, drumstorage)?
' . AWuRrequir€m€N[ (as above)?

o Panement (airomaft &road uaosport)
o Area

o Discrcte fixed- and/or rotary-wing ops
. . Conting€ocy for combined fixed-joint ops

o Loadcrye6ility
o CrewSqport

. Operations C.€nte
o Penoqnelnumbers

o Briefing roorns
o Crewrestandreadinesstrxllls
o Airrraftstryportcrews' . Mixing crenis

o Commrmications
r Phone links-ftred and mobile
o Data linlrs
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WILLIAMSDALE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS STT]DY
PRELIMINARYREPORT

AERIAL T'IRE"FIGETING SIIPPORT REOI]IREMENTS

References:
A : Tasking letter - ML Earris, Chief Executive dated 7 March 2005

B : Discussions - Wilson/Bombatl - Mr Bruce Arthur, Superintendent, Yarrowlumla &
Queanbeyan Districts, Nsw RFs and Mr Jim Lomas, Deputy superintendent

C: Discussion - Commissioner Peter Dunn, ACT Emergency Services Authority
D : Air Technical Services Pty Ltd Assessment of Feasibility Report - September 2005

E : NSWRI'S Web Site-www.rfs.nsw.gov

INTRODUCTION
This report iesponds in part to Reference A and is based primarily on Reference B - quite detailed

discussions held on 11 March 2005. Superintendent Arthur has agreed to provide a detailed written

outline of typical aviation support requirements. Subsequent discussion with Cornmissioner Peter

Dunn, ACT ESA confirrned much of the information and views expressed by Superintendent Arthur.

Commissioner Dunn expressed stong in-principle support for the concept but made it clear that

because altemative solutions existed, albeit less ideal than a purpose-built facility, higher priorities

would prevent budgetary support from the ESA. The Commissioner also emphasised the co-operative

nature of regional fire fighting, particularly following signing of the NSW RFS/ACT ESA
Memorandum of Understanding. This report is provided to allow for initial work by the selected

consultants and to define specific issues requiring further infonnation from the RFS.

NSW RT'S AERIAL FIRE.I'IGHTING CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The NSW aerial fire-frghting capability involves a mix of contracted fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft,

depending on the nature and intensity ofthe threat. Aviation-related roles include reconnaissance, fire-
bombing and.the transport of personnel and key equipment.

Air operations are conducted from existing small affields throughout the state. In some cases, standing

facilities exist, for example, at Jindabyne a facilityhas been established for retardent storage and

mixing. However, the NSW RFS concept mainly relies upon deploying mobile resources as and when

required. This contrasts with Victoria where a network of affields and essential facilities has been

established.

By its very nature, aerial fue-fighting support is highly variable and unpredictable, the immediate past

season having been unusually quiel in stark contrast to the 2003 season. In order to cope with this

uncertainty, a concept.has been developed to deploy limited immediate-response resources at the start

of the fire season, initially to the North of the state, moving progressively Souttr as the summer

develops. Williamsdale, assuming the required level of facilities is established, was noted as a possible

deployment site for this purpose.

Fixed-Wing Operations
Fixed-wing airiraft are used to combat fire fronts by delivering water and/or retardent loads along ridge
lines and in more level-to-undulating terrain. The use of fire retardent obviously plays a vital role. For
retardent operations, a l2-minute cycle, on-fire to on-fire, is the theoretical ideal for fixed-wing
aircraft. The highest level of response envisages employment of up to five aircraft throughout daylight
hours. A five-atcraft operation implies a very high level of threat and would provide one aircraft at the

fire front continuously. More routinely, operations might involve two or tlree aircraft.

Rotary-Wing Operations
By contas! rotary-wing aircraft offer the flexibility to operate in rugged terrain and attack the seat of
spot-fires as well as fire-fronts. Because of their ability to operate without a nrnway and draw water

from local sources, helicopters can operate continuously in the vicinity ofthe fire for periods in the

order of two hours, returning to a fixed base only to refuel. Alternatively, fuel can be deployed forward
in drums orby road tankers so that, in many cases, helicopters operate remotely all day, retuming to
base only at nighr Maximum intensity operations, such as the 2003 ACT fires, can involve large
numbers. On that occasion - 17 aircraft were deployed to sports ovals and other ad hoc sites to the

West of Canberra.
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WILLIAMSDALE SITE CONSIDERATIONS
Reference D established, prima facie, the suitability of Williamsdale for the tlpes of fixed-wing aircraft
normally used in fire-fighting operations. That report noted, however, the prevalence of westerly
winds, particularly during the fire season, would demand a westerly-oriented runway. The repori also
concluded that the 'site potential may be realised *i1tr a single runway orientated in the north-west
direction to suit the prevailing wind conditions.' While the report does not specifically state the
available length of a NW runway, the implication of the foregoing conclusion and inspection of the
report charts, indicates that a 1000 meke strip is feasible. The obvious implicationfor a staged
development of Williamsdale is that iffreftghting is envisaged as apriiaryfuncttonyroi tne
outset, a westerly runway will need to be aJirst-stage development Indeed, it may be that a single
Nll/runway will meet thefull requirement .

Discussion with the NSW RFS indicated that Williamsdale is an ideal location for providing aerial
cover of the southern two-thirds of the ACT. The location also provides valuable cover of the northern
Monaro District and the high country to the East/South East of Canberra. Full fxed-wing coverage of
the ACT would require 3 minimum-scale facility to the North of Canberra, ie sufficient to sopport the
NSW RFS mobile operation concept - a grass mnway and small storage facility. Assuming
appropriatefacilities exbg lAilfiamsdale is well situated to cover much of the ACT and areas of NSW
important to the RFS. In the fre season the base could also function as an immediate-response
stand-by location" fmportanily, Williamsdale is also conveniently locatedfor joint or separate off-
season trainingfor both the NSW RFS and the ACT ESA.

The potentially very high levels of intensity of both fxed- and rotary-wing aircraft operations -
exemplified by the 2003 fires - place extraordinarily high demands on airspace which, irrespective of
priority and co-ordination, make fire-fighting operations difficult to integrate with normal major airport
operations The NSWRFS therefore sees considerable advantage in afacilig separatefrom an
airport as busy as Canberra Airport Indeed, routinely, fre-fighting airspace is the subject of a
NOTAM (Notice to Airmen) which defines and dedicates the airspace for the required period. While
this strongly supports the suitability of the Williamsdale location it is important to recognise from
outset that suspension of GA operations will probably be required duringJire-Jighting periods. This
factor will need to be considered when determining ownership and control of the airfrcld

FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS
While the foregoing discussion defines maximum rates-of-effort of up to five fixed-wing and/or 17
rotary-wing aircraft, aerial operations from a single location are generally confined to one qpe.
Discussion indicated that, despite the possible maxima, the nonnal in-season arrangement is for the
RFS to contract four fxed-wing and four rotary-wing aircraft. As described above, rotary-wing
operations are inherently flexible and their support needs are conlined largely to fuel and water. The
facilities provided for fxed=wing operations would generally exceed the rotary-wing requirement.
Therefore, subsequent considerations will focus on fNed-wing operations, although data will be
requested to ensure facilities' planning takes into account posiibie mixed operations. The RFS advised
that the most commonly used fixed-wing aircraft are the Turbine Air Tractor AT802 and thePZL
Dromader (Performance characteristics are available at Reference E). While the subsequent
assumptions and data remain subject to forrnal confinnation by the RFS, at this stage they should
provide sufficient basis for initial in-principle planning puposes.

There are three critical resoruce requirements: water, retardent and aircraft handling (mainly fuel).
Obviously, permanent on-site storage and delivery capability would be ideal but, below that level, a
wide spectrum of compromise solutions is possible. For example, in many remote NSW locations
operations are conducted wholly from grass fields using deployed support. Williamsdale, however,
proyides and excellent opportunity to establish a facility that fully meets all environmental
requirements, including sealed aircraft apron and provision to prevent contamination of ground water
through spillage of fuel, foam and retardent

Water. On-site water was described as critical for fixed-wing operations. For the AA Tractor and
Dromader, the RFS web site records hopper capacities of 3150 lites and 2500 likes respectively.
Theoretical ideal cycle times were advised as 12 minutes for rqtardent, 8 minutes for foam, and 5
minutes for water. Achievement of the ideal of one aircraft continuously at the fire front requires that
the fire be located within ft6 prescribed range and the use of five aircraft. The maximum possible rate-
of-effort would therefore assume four to five sorties per hour for all five aircraft during daylight.
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However, a more reasonable guide to averageeffort might assume four cycles for, say, three aircraft
Assuming a l2-hour day this leads to a requirement of some 33-35000 litres. The water needs to be of
reasonable quality, but not potable. Therefore, the ideal solution might, for example, include a mains
supply backed by on-site emergency tank storage. Three 100,000-litre tanks were judged a reasonable

level of on-site storage without mains availability. Site assessment may show that creekponding with
pump transfer is feasible. Williamsdale is conveniently located to allow tanker back-up from Canberra

. by road or rail, the latter using the existing Michelago link. An ameliorating factor in water demand is
that flying operations are resticted to dayligh! allowing night replenishment.

Retardent Retardent is essentially a very concentrated form ofphosphate and therefore non-toxic.
Nevertheless, the mixing operation is messy and spillage into the local ground water and adjacent
waterways could have a significant short-temr local impact. Consequently, a permanent facility would
ideallyinclude a concrete mixing pad with containment edging , a waste-collection sump and separator.
Noting that the mobile operation requires about24 hours to set up, such a permanent facility with
suitable on-site storage would significantly enhance response times. A standing facility has been
established at Jindabyne. The precise specifications are being requested from the RIS, including any
environmental effects of fue suppression agents.

Aircraft Handling
Fuel. Within the range of aircraft contracted by the RFS, only the fixed-wing Dromeder requires
AVGAS (Aviation-grade hi-octane petol). All other fixed- and rotary-wing aircraftrequire AVTUR
'(Aviation-grade kerosene). The AWUR/AVGAS usage balance for GA operations and consequent
on-site storage should be determined as part of the financial analysis Study. If the balance is similal,
and given the likely restriction or prohibition of GA operations during fire-fighting periods, reasonable
provision for GA activities could meet normal fire-fighting demands. In the event that the balance is
substantiallydifferent and additional supplies of AWLIR were required, tanker supply from Canberra
should easily meet the need. Details of the typical range of usage rates are being requested,

Pavement. Presumably, the temporary need for up to five fixed-wing fire-fighting aircraft will be
subsumed by the hard-stand required to support GA operations at the affield. However, as noted
earlier, facilities' planning should take into account the possibility ofjoint fixed- rotary-wing
operations. Indicative maximum combined rate-of-effort data are being requested. Additonally, the
NSW RFS noted that retardent and other deliveries utilise up to 25 tonne semi-trailers. Consequently,
entry roads and manoeuwing areas would need to be of sufficient strength and area to meet this
requirement.

Crew Support. While no overnight accommodation facilities are required, an Operations Centre is
needed with briefing rooms, crew readiness and rest areas, basic kitchen and dining area. Again,
similar facilities could be requked to suiport GA operations and might be made available to support
fire-fighting operations. RFS crew number can be large including 10-20 aircrew, refuelling and aircraft
ground cre\{rs - up to 10, mixing crews of up to 15. Further adyice is being sought.

Communications. Effective communication is critical to successful fire-fighting operations. The
requirement includes data lines, telephone - fixed and mobile and may involve a communications
tower.

CONCLUSIONS
Williamsdale is well sited to provide substantial coverage of the ACT and areas of interest to the NSW
RFS. Being located outside of controlled airspace, Williamsdale is also well sited to facilitate the
intense rate of effort demanded by fue-fighting operations, particularly for fixed-wing aircraft. While
much of tle support infrastruchre established for General Aviation operations can be utilised to
support fre-fighting activities, specific provision will be required forunique ant-fire demands such as
retardent handling and high water usage. The Williamsdale proposal provides a unique opportunity to
establish a purpose-built facility that meets all environmental requirements, that significantly enhances
Fire Service response times, and that provides a valuable venue for off-season training for the NSW
RFS and ACT ESA, jointly or separately

RIBOMBAIL
CONSULTANT
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Wilson, Andrew

From:

Sent: Tuesday, 15 March 200511:24 AM

To: Wilson, Andrew

Subject: Record of Discussion - Peter Dunn, ACT ESA

Andrew,

This e-mail records my discussion Monday 14 Marwith Peter Dunn, Commissioner, ACT ESA.

I had met Peter during my RAAF days and I beiieve on this occasion we had a good rapport from the outset.

He was pleased to see my letter of authority as he felt the endorsernent of Mike Harris now gave the Williamsdale
proposal a firmer basis for his consideration and support.

I outlined my involvement with the ACT Government, past and present, and explained in some detail the outcome of
our discussions with Bruce Arthur (whom he believes has resigned). Within that account I explained that the 'problems
with Canbena Airport' in fact had nothing to do with the Airport per se but, rather, concerned the elimination of airspace
conflict. Peter was intefested to hear that Williamsdale was outside of controlled airspace.

Peter agreed entirely with the observations of Bruce Arthur commenting, inter alia, that:

o The MOU had been a very usefulvehicle already and that a very close relationship has developed between

NSW and the ACT.
o Williamsdale is very suitably located for operations in the 'Capital Region' ie, both NSW and the ACT, in the

manner described by Bruce Arthur.
o He supported the NSW view that there was a role for both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft in fire-fighting.

peter made the point that a permanent fire-fighting base could be very useful for off-season joint exercising with NSW.

He emphasised ihe Joint' naiure of operationi. ln this context he noted as a additional supporting.factor, the recent

establishment of the National Aerial Fire-fighting Centre(NAFC). As a consequence, the ACT will have available up to

an additional four helos during the season, some of which could be based at Williamsdale from time{o-;time

With regard to Careflight, while he recognised that no one was suggesting its relocation to Williamsdale, the ESA

desire t6 t<eep it wher6 it is was based on the need to be close to the Fyshwick para medic base and to Canberra
Hospital for collection of a doctor when required.

Having said all that, the ESA's dilemma is based on the position that it can function effectively_ as it does now, utilising

tfre ReliOitity of helicopters to operate from just about anywhere and fixed-wing support from Canberra or other

airports. Not ideal, p6rhaps but effective. Consequently, although he said he could 1ee the initiative as a 'golden

opbortunity'and saw 'great value' in a standing aeiiat fiie-fighting base within the ACT, if in the end it came down to

niilncing ii from the EbA's budget, there were higher priorities. Outside of that he would be pleased to offer his

strongest support.

ln this context, t noted that you were exploring several possible sources of funding and, hopefully, any call on ESA

funding could be avoided. i betieve an assurance in this regard is the key to ESA supPort.

peter was keen to get the ESA involved and, although he did not say it, I detected some puzzlement.as.to why they

had not been more-ctosely consulted re the fire aspects so far. He noted the ESA has twolr_ersonnel who.are

extiemety well-qualifieO to proviOe all the information that we are seeking from the NSW RFS and would gladly offer

their services to assist.

Andrew, after this meeting I am firmly of the view that there is much more to be gained with direct involvement of the

ESA than without it. Some possibilities might include:

o A representative on you Reference Group?
o Seeking comment on my lnterim Report and/or seeking a co-ordinated response to ourfollow-up questions to
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the NSW RFS. There does seem to be a very high level of agreement on the various matters and a good
rapport exists between the organisations at the local level.

03/0812005
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Wilson, Andrew

From:

Sent: SundaY, 13 March 2005 7:50 PM

To: Wilson, Andrew

Subiect: lnterim RePort

Andrew,

I have a l6le way to go on the interim repdrt - almost there - and I have yet to attack the letter. Not quite ai far as I had

hoped but Tuesday is looking probable it this stage. ln any cir", it will lend weight if t can include whatever comes'out

of tomorrow's discussion.

Some other considerations. Surprisingly, only the Dromader uses AVGas - All other fixed-wing and helos contracted

Oy tne RfS ,re AWUR. I will pursue ifi6 typical GA usage with but, in any case, I have a

form of words that will the cover off on the issue.

Also, pavement loading is anothbr issue that may not be quite as simple as the 25 ton semi being the heaviest vehicle.
- lt all d'epends on ivr" pi".sur"s and aircraft weigjtrt. Very high pressure concentrates the weight in a. s.mall area

increasing tne balingj. While I doubt that even fhe heaviest helo - Seaking I suspect - would exceed the 25 ton

equivalen-t - *" mighlUe surprised. lt is a minor issue for the consultant study. But I thought I would add to your

aviation expertise.

As soon as I have a first draft lwille-mail it.

Richard

0310812005
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'From:

. Sent: Tuesday, 8 March 2005 5:04 PM

To: . Witson, Andrew

Subiect: RFS DISCUSSION NOTES

Andrew,

Attached is a further iteration of the notes for Thursday morning incorporating our e-mail exchanges.

Seeyou 0930Thur.

R
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NOTES FOR DISCUSSION WITH
Bruce Arthur -NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICES. OUEANBEYAN

Background Issues

o ACT Govt interest in GA affield to provide, inter alia, a suitable fxed-wing operating base for
NSWRFS:
r We believe some operational difficulties were encountered operating from Canberra Airport

during Jan 2002 fhes
o ACT Govt sees this as a response to previously agreed MOU

o Williamsdale(WMD) has been identified as a possible site and has passed preliminary assessment

as suitable for GA and fire-fighting operations
o These discussions part of a process intended to establish commercial and operational suitability of

WMD forfixed- androtary-wing firefrghting ops.

Specific Issues

o Strategic Issues
o This is an MOU response and progression will depend on gaining official endorsement from

NSWRFS
. How best to obtain official NSW RFS endorsement for ttre initiative?
o WouldNSW RFA engage in a joint development with ACT ESA?
o Are there any ipolitics' surounding the issue? tnplications?
o Note: ACT keen to progress the feasibility study and our preference is to progress stategic

actions in tandem with our on-going operational assessment of the site?
r Following our discussions with yow (Bruce Arthur) we see progression as follows:
. . We will hold similar discussion with Peter Dunne, ACT ESA.

o Then brief ACT Chief Minister proposing joint talks - ACT ESAA{SW RFA.
o Then we would see/expebt Govenrment-to-Govemment approachproposing discussion

between us, NSW RFS and ACT ESA to develop an agreement probably after initial
. discussions with Phil Koperberg?

o Operational Issues
o A detailed list is attached, however, below are identifred some of the broader underlying

issues that should be addressed.
o What were the operational problems operating of Canberra Airport during 2002ftres?
o Does Williamsdale overcome these, particularly in respect of time/distance from likely fire

areas and the specific problems encountered.
o Does RFS operate any of its own aircraft in this role or are all contracted. If the latter, with

whom should we discuss support requirements.
o Does RFS have formal minimum requirements documented for fire-fighting support bases

andlor specific contractual requirements for contractors
. Does any money change hands between RFS and airfields used on an ad hoc basis eg, with

Canberra airport during 2002 fires.
o There is a volunteer base not far from WMD. Any advantage in that?

How and where do RFS local rural brigades fill road tankers? Is there a source near WMD?
. Assuming we will need to talk to operators for the answers to the detailed specifics listed in

the attachment - who and where?
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FACILTTY/RESOURCE REQI.'IREMENT? COMMENTRunwaY 
n*o-"tjj{,frif*
Sealed thresholds?

Aircraftnumbers Fixed-wiqg- ?

Rotary- 10-17
SealedApron Area

Services:
-fuel

. -power

. Vehicle Parking area
Refuelling facilities?

Unsealed Apron Area
AircraftFuel Fixed-wing

Rotary
Permanent Storage
Hydrant?
Drums?
Tankers?'Water 
Capacity
Permanent storage
-Tankage/Dam/pond
Temporary storage:

. -Rail Tanker
-Road Tankers
Rail Filling point?
Road Filling point?
Deliverymeans:
-Mains'
-Tanker
-Drum
Storage Tanlcs
Pump Delivery

communications 
l;fflro:"":""*re
-Land line
Radio?

Accommodation Office?
Storage Shed
Crew:
-TemporarylPgrmanent?
If temporary, need for a reticulated
site?
Other

Power
Light Domestic

Operational - PilotActivated ?
Retardent Miiing Facility?

Fencing 
sPecialarea?
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Background Issues

o ACT Govt interest in GA airfield to provide, inter alia, a suitable fixed-wing operating base for
NSWRFS:
o We believe some operational difficulties were encountered operating from Canberra Airport

during Jan 2002 fires
o ACT Govt sees this as a respoflse to previously agreed MOU

o Williamsdale(WMD) has been identified as a possible site and has passed preliminary assessment

as suitable for GA and fire-fighting operations
o . These discussions part of a process intended to establish commercial and operational suitability of

WYD for fixed- and rotary-wing firefighting ops.

Specilic Issues

. Strategic Issues
o While this is an MOU response there is obvious advantage in gaining official endorsement

fromNSWRFS
o How best to obtain.official NSW RFS endorsement for the initiative - letter to whom?

o Note: ACT keen to progress feasibility study and our preference to progress Strategic actions

in tandem?
o Any benefit in three-way discussion bet',veen us, NSW RFS and ACT ES? If so at what stage?

. Operational Issues
o A detailed list is attached, however, below are identified some of the broader underlying

issues that should be addressed.

. What were the operational problems operating of Canberra Airport during 2002 fires?

r Does Williamsdale overcome these, particularly in respect of time/distance from likely fire
areas and the specific problems encountered.

o Does RFS opbrate any of its own aircraft in this iole or are all contracted.. If the latter, with
whom should we discuss support requirements

o Does RFS have formal minimum requirements documented for fire-fighting support bases

ardl or specific contractual requirements for contractors
o Does any money change hands between RFS and affields used on an ad hoc basis eg, with

Canberra airport during 2002 fires.
o There is a volunteer base not far from WMD. Any advantage in that?

o How and where do RFS local ruralbrigades filIroad tankers? Is there a source near WMD?
' . Assuming we will need to talk to operators for the answers to the detailed specifics listed in

the attachment- who andwhere?
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FACILITY/RESOIJRCE COMMENT

Water

Ruaway

Aircraftnumbers

SealedAinon
Unsealed Apron
AircraftFuel

Commrmioations

Accommodation

I€ngth- 1000 meters
Orieirtation- WNW
SealedApproach?
Fixd-wing-?
Rotary- 10-17
Ares

Fixd-wing
Rotry
Permanent Stor4ge
Drums?
Tar&ers?
Capacity
Permane,lrt storage-
Tankage/Das/pond
T€ryorarystorage

RailTaoker
RailFi[ingpoinfl
Road Filling point?
RoadTanker
Deliveryineaos:
Taoker
Drum
Storage Tanlc
PumpDelivery

Telephone
Mo.bile coverage?
Radio?
Office?
Storage Shed
Crew(fery overnight?)
S€curity
Other

Domestic
PilotActivated?
Mixing facility? -

Speciril area?

Pourcr
Light

Retadent
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Wilson, Andrew

Sent Tuesday, I March 2005 3:35 PM

To: Wilson, Andrew

Subject: NOTES FOR DISCUSSION WITH RFS

Andrew,

Attached is a first cut of ideas for discussion with the NSW RFS-

It is very much a first cut and I would welcome your comment.

tt occurs to me that at some stage we will need to have some sort of officia! endorsement fiom the NSW RFS. This

may be outside my purview anOhignt invotve a letter from the Chief Minister to Koperberg? The question of timing is

relevant - before, during or after our feasibility study?

Also, you will see I raise the possibility of a three-way discussion between us(ACT Govt) and both the NSW RFS and
ACTEmergency Services. Again, timing would be relevant to consider ffwe think it is a useful idea.

Regards,

Richard

Page I ofl
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Wilson, Andrew

From:

Sent: Friday, 24 September 200411:54 AM

To: Wilson Andrew

Subiect: GA AIRPORT - ASSESSMENT OF OPEMTIONAL FEASIBILIry

Andrew,

My apologies for taking so long to respond on the preliminary report but other things have intruded.

I found the assessment somewhat disappointing and unnecessarily negative in some respects. I have not operated
closely in a light aircraft environment for some time.but much seems to be made of factors that I doubt are really
detrimentalto the proposal. 

.

Firstly, the arbitrary limitation of the southern boundary to the northern end of the reserve has a significant impact on
the study. Why this limitation was imposed in spite of the rationale in the Price paper is a mystery to me. I suspect that
the OLS problems to the north of the site would be all but eliminated were the southernmost option adopted, albeit with
the impost of earthwork expenses.

Nor do I believe that the need to operate circuit training to the west of the airport is significant; this a limitation common
to many airports. I don't see that a show-stopper here.

Having said that, the OLS penetration by terrain to the east of the site could have significant impact on a second .

runway with a more east-west direction. This might be significant in view of the westerly bias of the prevailing winds.
Closer assessment of this may be necessary but, prima facie, the layout and usage pattern at Canbena airport would
seem to indicate that the more hortherly runway direction would attract predominant usage. This brings me to a
general observation that GA has operated suOcessfully out of Canberra airport day and night for many years despite
terrain (Mt Ainslie etc) that seems every bit as unfavourable as the proposed site.

The tenor of the report suggests that the proximity of the approach steps into Canberra Airport at 3500 and 4500 feet
present a problem. I don't believe that would be so. I agree with Chris Price's assessment that there is ample
clearance for normal visual circuit operations. Nor do I agree that transit aircraft having to navigate around or through
Canberra airspace is a real disadvantage. The same problem applies to airports all over the country. lndeed, in thii
case Canberra having well-established Approach Control radar would alleviate much of this prOblem and could, With
co-operation, assist the GA fraternity operating out of Williamsdale to successfully carry out instrument training.

ln this context, while I realise this report was limited to an assessment of site suitability, it would be useful to know
exactly where and how light aircraft train out of Canberra airport and how those training areas would fit with aircraft
operating out of Williamsdale. Canberra Airport's problems concern parking space and aircraft movements. Existing
training and operating areas may well still apply to Williamsdale.

Encouragingly, the report assesses the site as suitable for fire support operations.

To conclude, perhaps more work needs to be done to assess the southernmost option. I suspect a more favourable
outcome would result. The current GA fraternity and Air Services would be more qualified toyalidate my above
observations but, again, I think the assessment is unduly negative.

Finally, it seems to me that given the nature of the terrain throughout the ACT that no site will be ideal. Consequently,
prioritisation of the requirements might be useful in making a flnal assesgment of any site. For example, essentials
would include fire support, GA training by day etc; dCsirables might include night operations, larger aircraft sizes?
With an indication of the importance of the various possible activities, we might better be able to judge acceptability of
this site as a compromise solution in the context of land acquisition and establishment costs etc.

lf you want to discuss further, I am happy to come for a coffee any time.

Ps: I have not forgotten the exercise sheet.

Regards,

03108/200s
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Dear

Thank you for your e-mail of 6 April 2005 about the proposed General Aviation (GA) airfield at

Williamsdale.

I note your concerns about the availability of aviation fuel at Canberra International Airport.
I appreciate that you are experiencing difficulty in obtaining fuel at present, however I
understand that Canberra Intemational Airport is commencing a major redevelopment of the

aiqport terminal and that the refuelling depot, along with a number of other buildings and

facilities, is being relocated to accommodate the planned terminal expansion.

You have also inquired as to how the Williamsdale General Aviation airfield proposal is
progressing. As you will understand, developing a new facility in a greenfields site raises a

significant number of issues which have to be resolved before Government can commit to its
development. The ACT Government commissioned a physical feasibility study to assess

whether the nominated site could accomrnodate the proposed activities safely. That study was

completed late last year and found that the site is physically suited to a range of aviation
activities including ab-initio training.

The proposal put to Government by Mr Price suggested that on-going operations, at least, could

be supported by revenue from GA activities at the airfield. hr order to establish whether the

Govemment wishes to proceed further, we need to have a good understanding of the financial
aspect of the proposal - the costs of construction, operating costs and revenue. 'We 

are currently
looking at options for establishing the financial elements of the proposal.

When we have that information we will evaluate whether it is in the interests of the broader
community to develop such a facility. Should the Government determine that it could be of
benefit, it will then be necessary to undertake a full Preliminary Assessment, including
environmental impact, heritage and community impact studies. This will provide the
opportunity for comprehensive community consultation, to include both those people who
support such a development as well as those who consider themselves disadvantaged by it.

ACT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 62050104 Fax (02) 62050433
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As you will understand this is not a quick process and, considering the potelrtial impact on the

community, we are examining the proposal carefirlly and thoroughly.

-'-l(Purs sincerelY

/ \t/llL /

' j,-u4<
'\J Jod Stabhope MLA

Chief Minister
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Repty to correspondence from: TRM: c832105

Subject: Williamsdale affield

Action Officer: Andrew Wilson Phone: 50592

Soft copy attached: [Yes [No

Cleared by Director Date:

Cleared by Executive Director Date: JJ qa,q-

Cleared by Chief Executive Date: \1[ \
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Chatillon, Christine
Thursday, 7 April 2005 1:07 PM
Thomas, Lee
FW: lmproving aviation services in the ACT

Lee

Please make up folder for reply by CM - to Cabinet and Policy

Christine Chatillon
Manager
Chief Minister's Support & Protocol
Chief Minister's Department
Level 2, AC:T Legislative Assembly Bldg
Ph: (02) 620 50192
Fax: (02)62050289
Mob: 442127 5678
m ai lto : ch ri sti n e. ch ati I lo n @act. gov. a u

---Original Message---
Wilson, Chris
Thursday, 7 April 2005 11:55 AM
Chatillon, Christine
FW: Improving aviaUon seruices in the ACT

Chris,

Please refer to Cabinet and Policyfor response by CM.

Chris

---Original Message--
From: Ticehurst, Pat On Behalf Of STANHOPE
Sent: Thursday, 7 April2005 10:51 AM
To: Wilson, Chris
Cc: Downey, Judith
Subject: FW: lmproving aviation services in the ACT

Mr Stanhope, good afternoon.

I am an aircraft owner whose aircraft is based at Canberra International Airport. As you probably know, it's not
cheap to park planes there, even on the grass. For the type of light aircraft I operate, I'm essentially paying
Canberra Airport a very expensive grass-cutting fee.

Pilots used to be able to refuel their aircraft in the grass parking area. But due to weight restrictions, we now
have to taxy our aircraft a shoft distance onto a hard bitumen surface and wait for a fuel tanker. You might think
that travelling a short distance is a minor inconvenience, but with an aircraft engine it's much more than that:
aircraft engines are designed to run hot and for long periods - short duration runs greatly increase internal wear
and tear and, down the track, add to maintenance and repair costs and the chance of failure.

1
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The typicat waiting time for fuel at Canberra International Airport is about an hour. Several weeks ago I waited
' lmosJ..four hours. Why? Because they ran out. Yes, we're talking about Australia's national capital airport. There

*;rq^':iof ir"te pilois that day, and some disappointed student pilots who were unable to carry out their
aviatiirn training.

The refuellers tell me that a new fuel terminat is being built at Canberra Internationa! Airport. There's nothing

*.ong with the old one - it just isn't very attractive where it's currently situated. It would seem aesthetics play a

bigge-r part in the running oi Canberra Airport than practical business and operational realities. In fact, the

refuellers tell me that ea-ntas is so disenciranted with Canberra Airport's limitations on refuellers that they are

carrying extra fuet on Canberra-bound flights to avoid having to fill up here.

I feelobliged to commentthat, in all my 25 years of flying which includes USA, New Zealand and some South
pacific airlpace, I,ve had better aviation service in (what iome would calt) third world countries than what's been

serued up over the last few years at canberra International Airport.

Mr Stanhope, I hear that your government is considering a proposal to construct a new general aviation

aerodrome at wiiliamsJatl, soritn of Canberra. t applaud this move. would you be able to advise please how the
proposal is progressing, iiil'r" new aerodrome is tiliety to be built, and when construction could commence? I, for
one, would like to be one of its first users.

Yours sincerely
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CIIIEFMIMSTER

ATIORNEYGENERAL MINISIERFOR T}IE ENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ARTS, HERITAGE & INDIGENOUS AIIFAtrIS

Nf-EMBm, ron GINNINDERRA

Mr Stephen Byron
Managing Director
Canberra Intemational Airport
llzBnndabella Circuit
Brindabella Business Park
CANBERRA AIRPORT ACT 2609

DearMr t*o\l"/*t'
I

Thank you for your letter of 24May 2005 regarding the proposal to develop a general aviation
airfield at Williamsdale.

I note your concern that access to Canberra Intemational Airport may have been identified as an
issue during the January 2003 bushfires. As Mr Koperberg stated in his letter of 2May 2005,
access to Canberra airport's airspace did not affect the aircraft directly involved in the_

fire-fighting effort, even though commerci alatrcraftoperations understandablyhad'sdme minor
impact on emergency seruice operations.

Williamsdale has been identified as a site that offers, for the fixed wing fire-fighting aircraft used
bythe New South'V/ales Rural Fire Fighting Service, improved access to fires in the southern
part of Canbera and adjoining New South Wales. The New South Wales Rural Fire Service
operates relatively small fixed wing fire-fighting atrcraft, which require high cyclic operation
rates in order to be effective, which suggests either a location much closer to the site of the fires,
or a much greater number of aircraft. Operating the required number of aircraft directly out of
Canberra airport would make normal commercial operations very difficult to manage.

I am advised that during the Canberra Airport Aircraft Noise Consultative Forum of
17 February 2005 Mr Noel McCann requested and received, a briefing on the Williamsdale
proposal from Andrew Wilson, who represents myDeparhent at that Forum. I understand that
the briefing was comprehensivg however, if you wish to discuss tle proposal frrther I will direct
Mr Wilson to make himself available for such discussions. Mr Wilson can be contacted on
6205 0592.

ACT Lrqslemre AssH\IBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACf 2601 GPO BoxlD20,Canbera ACI 2601

Phone (o2)6205 0104 Fax (02)62050433

.rr)
: V,

U

Yours sincerelyn?
Jon Stanhope MLA
ChiefMinister

6 JUL 2005
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(HIET MINISTER'.S DEPART[1E}II

Date 30 Jure 2005

TO
ChiefMinister

o Chief Exebutive - r*&c-!r*trc- t [r lo
o. Executive Director, Cabinet and

From Director, Economic, Planning and Regional Group

SUbjeCt Use of CanberraAirport by emergency service aircraft during the 2003

Purpose

].acfsroya

The matter arose out of a briefing on the Wilfiamsdale General Aviation (GA) airfield
requested by Mr Noel McC ann at the Canberra Airport Aircraft Noise Consultative
Committee Forum (CAANCF), onlT February 2005, from the CMD rqrresentative on the
Forum, Andrew Wilson. The request had not been foreshadowed prior to the meeting.

Mr Wilson outlined the nature of the Williamsdale proposal, and the process being
undertaken. Iir response to a comment by Mr Stephen Byron that he hoped that the ACT
Goven:ment was not considering constructing a GA airfield in response to a few
dissatisfied GA pilots, Mr Wilson also outlined reasons why the ACT Government might
consider supporting the proposal. These include the ability to bring GA activity back to the
Territory, the prospect of removing GA taining and other flights from central Canberra
with consequent reductions of aircraft noise and extension of the exisfing nxlway lifg and
improved fire fighting capability in the southern ACT region.



fssues
MrByronhas interpreted the comments about difficulties of operating fixed wing fire-
fighting aircraft from Canberra airport as indicating a failure inprocedures at the airport.
However, this interpretation misunderstands the argument favouring Williamsdale over
Canb e,rra International Airport.

Issues relating to fire emeigency operations based on Canberra airport were identified at a
meeting held in March 2005 between Superintendelrt Bruce Arthurs and Deputy
Superintendent Jim Iomas of the Yarrowlumla & Queanbeyan Dishicts NSW RFS, and Mr' 
Wilson and Air Vice Marshal GeO Richard Bomball AO AFC, fonner Chair of the
Williamtown Airport Board and consultant to the ACT on the Williamsdale proposal.
Superintendent Arthurs had provided a letter of support to Mr Price (the author of the GA
proposal) indicating that the Williamsdale site would be ideal for operating fixed-wing fire-
fighting aircraft in the southem Canberra region. A copy of AVM Bomball's report is at
AttachmentA. ,

At the meeting Superintendent Arthurs indicated that while emergehcy services aircraft are
accorded priority access to Canberra arrport, the types of aircraft operated by NSW RFS
make the airport an unsuitable base ftir continuous fire-fighting operations. NSW uses
relatively small aircraft suitable for operating out of small airfields, delivering around 3 000
likes payload ofwater/retardantmix. Loads need to be delivered onto a fire withrn12
minutes of each other to be effective. This requires either a significant number'of akuaft.,
or a base located close to the scene of fire operations.

It is understood from the discussion with Superintendent Arthurs that Canberra airport
represented aproblem for fixed wing operbtions for the January 2003 fires. The major
problem was tha{ it was too far from the fires to accommodate the required cycle-times
(prior to the firedrapid approach to Canberra). Moreover, while AirServices accords
priority to emergency aircraft operations, the presence of regular public tranqport and other
aircraft in the Canberra airport circuit, on final approach or actually using the runwaysg
inwitably reduces the ability to attain the necessary cycle time.

,4t1" same time, it is also understood that Canberra airport did not provide problems for
other t5pes of aircraft operations - helicopters, which tended to spen{ most of their
operational time using local landing spots, and fire-spotting aircraft, which do not require
frequent or time-critical landings.

The letter from CommissionerKoperberg states that there were onlyminor issues which
did not affect the aircraft direcfly involved in the fire-fighting effort. Commissioner
Koperberg does not identifr what aircraft were operating out of Canberra Intemational
Airport, but it is understood that these were helicopters and fixed wing obssrvation aircraft.
This is quite consistent with Superintendent Arthurs advice that a decision was made to not
used fixed wing fire-fighting aircraft. As the NSW RFS chose not to use fixed wing
aircraft from Canberra International Airport, the potential for zuch issues to arise was
avoided. t
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Recommendation
That you sign the attached letter of response to Mr Byron (Attachment B).

GregEllis.
ActionOfficer: AndrewWilson,50592

DISCUSS
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WILLIAMSDALE T'INANCIAL ANALYSIS STTJDY

PRELIMINARY REPORT
AERIAL .FIRT-EIGEIING SITPPORT REOI]IREMENTS

References:
A : T".Hng letter - ML Earris, Chief Executive dated 7 March 2005

B : Discussions - Wilson/Bomball - Mr Bruce Arthur, Superintendent, Yarrowlumla &
Queanbeyan Districts, Nsw RFs and Mr Jim Lomas, Deputy superintendent

C: Discussion - Commissioner Peter I)unnr ACT Emergency Services Authorify
D : Air Technical Services Pty Ltd Assessment of Beasibility Report - September 2005

E : NSW RFS Web Site - www.rfs.nsw.sov

INIRODUCTION
This report responds in part to Reference A and is based primarily on Reference B - quite detailed

discussions held on l1 March 2005. Superintendent Arthur has agreed to provide a detailed written

oufline of typical aviation support requirements. Subsequent discussion with Commissioner Peter

Dunn, ACt-gSA confirmed much of the information and views expressed by Superintendent Arthur.

Commissioner Dunn expressed strong in-principle support for the concept but made it clear that

because altemative solutions existe{ albeit less ideal than a purpose-built facility, higher priorities

would prevent budgetary support from the ESA. The Commissioner also emphasised the co-operative

nature of regional fire fighting, particularlyfollowing signing of theNSWRFS/ACT ESA

Memorandum of Unders-tanding. This report is provided to allow for initial workby the selected

consultants and to define specific issues requiring further information from the RFS.

NSW RFS AERIAL FIRE.FIGHTING CONCE,PT OT' OPERATIONS
The NSW aerial fire-fighting capability involves a mix of contacted fixed- and rotary-wing aircrafta

depending on the naturi andintensity of the threat. Aviation-related roles include reconnaissance, fire-

bombing and the traosport of personnel and key equipment.

Air operations are conduoted from existing small airfields throughout the state. In some cases, standing

faciliiies exist, for example, at Jindab5me a facility has been established for retardent storage and

mixing. However, tne NSW nfS concept mainly relies upon deployng mobile resources as ant when

requirid. This contrasts with Victoria where a network of affields and essential facilities has been

established.

By its very nature, aerial fire-fighting support is highly variable and unpredictable, thre immediate past

season having been unusually quiet, in stark contrast to the 2003 season. In order to cope with this .

gncertainty, a concept has been developed to deploy limited immediate-response resources at the start

of the fire season, initially to the North of the state, moving progressively South as the summer

develops. Williamsdale, assuming the required level of facilities is established, was troted as a possible

deployment site for this purpose.

tr'ixed-Wing Operations
Fixed-wing aircraft are used to combat fire fronts by delivering water and/or retardent loads along ridge

lines and in more level-to-undulating tenain. The use of fire retardent obviously plays a vital role. For

retardent operations, a l2-minute cycle, on-fire to on-fire, is the theoretical ideal for fixed-wing
aircraft. The highest level ofresponse envisages employment ofup to five aircraft throughout daylight

hours. A five-aircraft operation impliesa very high level of threat and would provide one aircraft at the

fire front continuously. More routinely, operations might involve two or three aircraft.

Rotary-Wing Operations
By contrast, iot"ry-*iog aircraft offer the flexibility to operate in rugged terrain and attack the seat of
spot-fires as well as fire-fronts. Because of their ability to operate without a nrnway and draw water

from local sources, helicopters can operate continuously in the vicinity of the fire for periods in the

order of two hours, returring to a fixed base only to refuel. Altematively, fuel can be deployed forward
in drums or by road tankers so that, in many cases, helicopters operate remotely il by, returning to
base only at nigbt. Maximum intensrty operations, such as the 2003 ACI fires, can involve large

numbers. On that occasion - 17 aircraft were deployed to sports ovals and other ad hoc sites to the

West of Canberra.

U3



Attachment A

WILLIAMSDALE SITE CONSIDERATIONS
Reference D established, prima facie, the suitability of Williamsdale for the types of fixed-wing aircraft
normally used in fire-fightin_ g operations. That report noted however, the privatence of westeily

particularly during the fire seaso& would demand a westerly-orientid runway. The report also
concluded that the tsite potential may be realised with a single ruilvay orientated in the north-west
directio:r to suit the prevailing wind conditions.' While the report does not specifically state the
available length of a NW runway, fts imFlication of the foregoing conclusion and inspection of the
report charts, indicates that a 1000 mete strip is feasible. The obvious implicationfir a staged
development of Williamsdale is that iffreJighting is envisaged as a primtary funaion from the
outset', a westerly runway will need to be afirst-stage development fndeed, it may be ihbt a single
lYIl/ runway will meet the full requirement

Discussion with the NSW RFS indicated that Williamsdale is an ideal location for providing aerial
cover of the southern two-thirds of the ACT. The location also provides valuable cover of the northern
Monaro District and the high count] to the East/South East of Canberra. Full fixed-wing coverage of
the ACT would require 6 minimum-scale facility to the North of Canberrq ie sufficient tJ *pport the
NSW RIS mobile operation concept - a grass runway and small storage facility. Assuming
appropriatefacilities *is$ Williamsdale is well sinated to coverunuch of the ACT and areas of NSW
important to the RFS. In the ftre season the base could also function as an immediate-response
stand-by locatiort Inportantly, Williamsdale is also conveniently tocated for joint or sepirate off-
season trainingfor both the NSW RFS and the ACT ESA.

The potentially very high levels of intensity of both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft operations -
exemplified by the 2003 fires - place extraordinarily high demahds on airspace whicll irespective of
priority and co-ordinatiol make fire-fighting operations difficult to integrate with normal major airport
operations The NSW RFS therefore sees considerable advantage in a facitig separate frorn an
airport as buqy as Canbena Airport lndeed, routinely, fire-fighting airspace is the subject of a
NOTAM (Notice to Airmen) which defines and dedicates the airspaie foithe requiredp-eriod. While
this 5fi'e1gfy supports the zuitability of the Williamsdale location it is important to recignise from
outset that suspension of GA operations will probably be required during fre-ftghting period* This
factor will need to be considered when determining ownership and control of the airfteld.

FACTLTTTES REQUTREII{ENTS
While the foregoing discussion defines maximum rates-of-effort ofup to five fixed-wing and/or 17
rotary-wing aircraft, aerial operations from a single location are generally confned to one O4pe.
Discussion indicated thag despite the possible maxima, the normal in-season arrangement is for the
RFS to contract four fixed-wing and four rotary-wing aircraft. As described above, rotary-wing
operations are inherently flexible and their support needs ffs ssnfined largely to fuel and water. The
facilities provided for fixed-wing operations'would generally exceed the rotary-wing requirement.
Therefore, subsequent considerations will focus on fxed-wing operations, although aata witt te
requested to eDsure facilities' planning takes into account possible mixed operations. The RFS advised
that the most commonly used fixed-wing aircraft are the Turbine Air Tractor AT802 and thepZL
Dromader @erformarice characteristics are available atReference E). While the subsequent
assumptions and data remain subject to formal confirmation by the RFS, at this stage they should
provide zufficient basis for initial in-principle planning purposes.

There are three critical resource requirements: water, retardent and aircraft handling (mainly fuel).
Obviously, permanent on-site storage and delivery capability would be ideal bu! below that level, a
wide spectrum of compropise solutions is possible. For examFle, in many remote NSW locations
operations are conducted wholly from grass fields using deployed supporl Williamsdale, however,
provides and excellent opporhrnity to establish a facility that fully meets all environmental
requirements, including sealed aircraft apron and provision to prevent contamination of ground water
through spillage of fuel, foam and retardent.

lYater. On-site water was described as critical for fixed-wing operations. For the Air Tractor and
Dromader, the RFS web site records hopper capacities of 3150 Iitres and 2500 litres respectively.
Theoretical ideal cycle times were advised as 12 minutes for retarden! 8 minutes for foam, arid 5
minutes for water. Achievement of the ideal of one aircraft continuously at the fire front requires that
the fire be located qdthin ths prescribed range and the use of five aircraft. The maximum possible rate-
of-effort would therefore assume four to five sorties per hour for all five aircraft during daylight.

2/3
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However, a more reasonable guide to average effort might assume four cycles for, say, three aircraft
Assuming a l2-hour day this leads to a requirement of some 33-35000 litres. The water needs to be of
reasonabie quality, but not potable. Therefore, the ideal solution might, for example, include a mains

supply backed by on-site emergency tank storage. Three 100,000-litre tanks were judged a reasonable

tevet 6f on-site jtorage without mains availability. Site assessment may show that creek ponding with
pump transfer is feasible. Williamsdale is conveniently located to allow tanker back-up from Canberra

by road or rail, the latter using the existing Michelago link An ameliorating factor in water demand is

that flying operations are restricted to daylight, allowing night replenishment.

Retardent Retardent is essentially a very concentrated form of phosphate and therefore non-toxic.

Nevertheless, the mixing operation is messy and spillage into the local ground water and adjacent

waterways could have a significant short-tenn local impact. Consequently, a permbnent facility would
ideally include a concrete mixing pad with containment edging , a waste-collection sump and separator.

Noting that the mobile operation requires about 24 hours to set up, such a permanent facility with
suitable on-site storage would significantly enhance response times. A standing facility has been

established at Jindabyne. The precise specifications are being requested from the RFS, including any
environmental effects of fire suppression agents.

Aircraft Handling
Fuel. Within the range of aircraft contracted by the RFS, only the fixed-wing Dromeder requires
AVGAS (Aviation-grade hi-octane petrol). All other fxed- and rotary-wing aircraft require AVTUR
(Aviation-grade kerosene). The AVTUR/AVGAS usage balance for GA operations and consequent
on-site storage should be determined as part of the financial analysis Study. If the balance is simil41,

' and given the likely restriction or prohibition of GA operations during fire-fighting periods, reasonable
provision for GA activities could meet normal fire-fighting demands. In the event that the balance is
iubstantially different and additional supplies of AVTUR were required, tanker supply from Canberra
should easily meet the need. Details of the typical range of usage rates are being requested.

Pavement. Presumably, the temporary need for up to five fxed-wing fire-fighting aircraft will be
subsumed by the hard-stand required to support GA operations at the affield. However, as noted
earlier, facilities' planning should take into account the possibility ofjoint fixed- rotary-wing
operations. Indicative maximum combined rate-of-effort data are being requested. Additonally, the
NSW P.FS noted that retardent and other deliveries utilise up to 25 tonne semi-tailers. Consequently,
entry roads and manoeuwing areas would need to be of sufficient strength and area to meet this
requirement.

Crew Support. While no ovemight accommodation facilities are required, an Operations Centre is
needed with briefing rooms, crew readiness and rest areas, basic kitchen 6d dinilg area, Again,
similal facilities could be required to support GA operations and might be made available to support
fue-fighting operations. RFS crew number cair be large including 10-20 aircrew, refuelling and aircraft
ground crews - up to 10, mixing crews of up to 15. Further advice is being sought.

Communications. Effective communication is critical to successful fire-fighting operations. The
requirement includes data lines, telephone - fixed and mobile and may involve a communications
tower.

$?rT*H:"rff"[ sited to provide substantial coverase of the ACT and areas of interest to the NSW
RFS. Being located outside of controlled airSpace, Williamsdale is also well sited to facilitate the
intense rate of effort demanded by fire-fighting operations, particularly for fixed-wing aircraft. While
much of the support infrastructure established for General Aviation operations can be utilised to
support fire-fighting activities, specific provision will be required for unique ant-fire demands such as

retardent handling and high water usage. The Williamsdale proposal provides a unique opportunity to
establish a purpose-built facility that meets all environmental requirements, that significantly enhances
Fire Service response times, and that provides a valuable venue for oflseason training for the NSW
RFS and ACT ESA' jointly or separately

RI BOMBALL
CONSIILTANT

($
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(HIET ilIilISTE.R'S DEPANTMEII

Chief Executive

Air Vice Marshal (ret) Richard Bomball AO AFC
11 Parker Street
CURTIN ACT 2605

Williamsdale Financial Analysis Study

Dear Air Vice-Marsha! Bomball

As you are aware, the ACT Government is currently seeking proposals from short-
listed consultants to undertake a financial analysis Study of the proposed General
Aviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale.

One of the primary funetions of the proposed airfield is to provide improved aerial
fire-fighting capability to ACT and NSW fire fighting authorities. To facilitate the
Study, Government is to provide the successful consultant with specifications for a
joint ACT-NSW facility at the airfield which will enable fire authorities to coordinate
aeria I fi re-fi g hting activities and enha nce capabi lities.

I am therefore asking that, in your role as our appointed aviation consultant, you

constitt with the ACT Emergency Services Authority, the NSW Rural Fire Service
and such other parties as may be necessary, in order to establish the general
parameters of such a facility. I am seeking a report on the requirements of these
organisations by 18 March 2OOS which outlines the requirements in sufficient detail
that it can inform the financial analysis Study, in particular in regard to any design
elements which may need to.be incorporated into the Study.

Andrew Wilson, Economic and Regional Section, Cabinet and Policy Group, is
managing the Study and will provide you with day-to-day direction regarding your
investigations on our behalf. Andrew can be contacted on (02) 6205 0592.

Yours sincerely

ML Haris
Chief Executive

1 March 2005

ACT GOVERilMEIIT CPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601
T 132281

ACT Govemment Homepage: http/Arut /w.act gov.au
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2March2005

ChiefExecu\ Jtq t\r
o ExecutiveDirector, Cabinet and Policy

To

From

Subject

A/e Director and

Andrew Wilson. Economic and Regional Section

Direction of Consultant for Williamsdale General Aviatioq study

Purpose
To obtain your signature on the attached letter to Air Vice Marshal (ret) Richard Bomball
directing him to obtain inforrnation for the Williamsdale General Aviation (GA) study.

Background
Air Vice Marshal Bomball has been.retained as our in-house consultant to provide aviation-
related expertiie and advice on the Williamsdale proposal. In this capacity, he is being
asked to undertake investigations to determine what facilities a GA airfield would need in
order to meet the aerial fire-fighting requirements of the NSW Rural Fire Service and ACT
Emergency Services.

The results of this investigation will be fed into the Financial Analysis Study. Two
consultants have been short-listed from a call for Expressions of Interest, and it is
anticipated that the Study will commence in around four weeks.

The letter for AVM Bomball indicates the work that we require him to undertake. More
importantly, it will act as alettq of introduction for the parties that he will need to meet. In
order to give it more weight it has been prepared for your signature.

Recommendation
That you sign the affached letter.

Andrew Wilson
Economic and Regional Section



From:
Sent:
to:
Cc:
Subject:

Wilson, Andrew
Thursday, 10 March 2005 3:33 PM
Dunn, Peter
Richard Bomball, AO AFC (E-mail); Ellis, Greg; Tomlins, George
Williamsdale General Aviation Airfield Proposal

Mr Dunn

I am trying to arange a meeting with you for Air Vice Marshal (ret) Richard Bomball, who is Pjovjdlng advice to GMD

on a piop6sal to esiantish a GeireralAviation airfield at Willianisdile. One significant elemerit of that prop_osal is that
the N'SW Rural Fire Service would be interested in using that site as a deployhent base for its fixed wing fire-fighting
.aircraft, in times of need. Obviously there is a lot more [o the proposal thin just that, but the fire-fighting element is a

key part of the proposal.

AVM Bomball (who just retired from Chairing the Williamtown (Newcastle) Airport Board), has worked with the AiT on

a number of aviation related matters since 1-999. He has been tasked by Mike Harris to determine what the design
requirements would be for either a fixed wing facility in conjunction with a GA airfield at Wllliamsdale, or_a joint fixed
wirig/rotarywing facility there. CMD is abou[to.let i consultancyto examine the financial implications of.a GA
dev6topm6nt, aid theie design requirements will feed into that bonsuttancy to held determine wllat the development
costs would be.

t have just been advised that the Williamsdale GA proposal is on the agenda of the Rural Lessees Consultative Forum
on 17 March, and that I have been asked to talk to that item. I note that you attend these meetings, and that you will
be at the meeting nextweek. As a key part of the proposal deats with providing fire services, it would be usefulfgr you

to meet with AVM Bornball prior to thai meeting. He id free tomorrow (Friday), Monday or Tuesday. I had anticipated.
.that this meeting would be between AVM Bom-balt and yourself, in the first instance, however I am available if you feel
that would be of benefit, in view of the meeting on Wednesday.

lf you wish to talk to AVM Bomball dkect (either to discuss the matter or to arrange a meeting) he can be contacted on
or lwill be happyto liaise.

Anfrew Wifson

Manager
Policy Grdup, Chief Minister's Department

Tel: 6205 0592
Fax: 62051573
e-mail : andrew.wilson@act.gov.au
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The following records discussion between In-house Aviation Consultant, Richard Bomball and Ms

Anne Watso& Airport Manager Jandakot Airport on 8 Feb 2005. (www.iandakotairport.com.au )

Corporate Structure
o Jandakot Airport Holdings (JAII) won their 5O-year lease in the airport privatisation process in

1998.
o JAH has trvo principals one of whom functions as Managing Director but who has little day{o-day

involvement with the airport.
o The Airport Manager consults as required with the MD - very simple!
o A staffof five is responsible to the MD - disciplines include Operations, Environmental

Managemen! Property, Accounts and Airport Services.
o JAH must respond to Federal Government planning and othei requirements.

o The cor?orete model would not seem appropriate to the ACT situation unless privatisation of
Wlliansdale is contemplate d

Activities
o The main activity is flying training including intemational schools (300+ aircraft in all!).
o Other aviation-related activities include charter, aircraft disnibutori, maintenance, photogpphic

services, private aircraft .

o Non-aviation activities include accorrmodation, a golf driving range and waste recycling.

o The luide spectrum of activities at fandakot illustrates the potential value of land availability to
the commercial viability of smaller airports

Commercial Control
o Jandakot has the advantage of a tower manned by Air Services during operating hours.

o Billing of operators is based on the usual recording and interpretation of radio tansmissions as

employed at most GA airports although in this case Jandakot has developed its own system rattrer

rely on the services provided commercially by AeroData and others.

o The landakot system is commercially available and may be worth examining when appropriate.

Interface with Perth Airoort
o Jandakot is in a located vis-i-vis Perth Airport in a situation not unlike that which would prevail

between Williamsdale and Canberra Airport. Surprisingly, there is no formal interface although
regular co-ordination occurs between Air Traffic personnel. Norwithstanding the advantage of a

manned tower, the impression I gained was that the two airfields manage to operate in accordaace

with the well-established air traffic procedures and with little ornot conflict.
o One would assume Williamsdale can also operate successfully in a similar proximate situation.

Fire and Other Services
o Fire, Police, Flyrng Doctor and other services use Jandakot.
o The Bushfire Patrol used the airport extensively during the recent WA bushfires.
o Unfortunately'negotiations are only just beginning for a permanent presence for fire services so not

much information relevant to Williamsdale was forthcoming.
o However, facilities that Jandakot envisages include hard-stand, water, fuel, hangarage, and a small

HQ building. These plans reflect the permanent home-base nature of the WA operation and are

therefore much more substantial than the capability likely appropriate at Williamsdale.'o 
There might be some talue in later contact with landakot as their arrangements with the Bush

. Fire Pafrolprogress.
Comment
The successful operation of Jandakot in relatively close proximity to Perth Airport is encouraging.
Jandakot also exemplifies the value of land for development of aviation- and non-aviation-related
activities. The airport web site gives a good general picture of the airport and is functions

Rf BOMBALL, Consultanq 15 Feb 2005
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22 February 2005

The tlonorable John Stanthorpe MtA
Chief Mirister
ACT Legislative AssornblY
London Cirouit
cluc Ac"T 2000

Dear ChiefMinetor,

Propocal for Air{eld Factltty nt Wil[cmsdrle

We aro writing to enquire at u&at stago and extont tlreioitld evalrration has

*r.Ura. Bsin! r *"jir t*a .t"f.inofio ' -- - 'we have not bson contaoted

*nr.tnr firstindicaiion of the proposal. Since then the only iaformation rtceivod

n 
" 

U.to via a press rslsase CT12-Jm 2005 conccrning the applovat of ths

;hyrirn r.quirlmeoe by tfue cousultrnt and CASA. A copy of thiE report and

others together witlr a reply would bs most wslcone.

Yours gincsrtl" ' ^



Mr NeilWatt
General Manager
Cooma-Monaro Shire Council
PO Box714
COOMA NSW 2630

Dear Mr Watt

I am responding to your letter of 17 February 2005 to Rod Burge_s9 about the

proposed GeneralAviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale in the ACT.

The proposat for development of the GA airfield at Williamsdale was put to the

Chiei Minister in January 2OO4 by an ACT resident. I have enclosed a copy of that
proposal for your information.

As you witt note, the proposal suggests a range of benefits to the community and

is suffioiently detailed that the ACT Government determined that it should be

examlned furttrer. An initial study to establish whetherthe site is physically

suitability for the proposed activities was commissioned and completed in

Septembe r 2004-. The study concluded that the site is suitable, and a copy of that
study is also enclosed.

We are currentty commissioning a further study, tg be completed by June of this
year, to determine the financial implications for the ACT Government of developing
ihe facitity. Govemment should then have sufficient Information to determine
whether it wishes to continue examination of the proposal.

lf the decision is taken to proceed the proposal will then be subject to a Preliminary
Assessment which would include a community consultation process.

lnvestigation of the proposal is being managed by Andrew Wilson of this Branch.
Andrew can be contacted on 6205 0592 for any further information that you might
require.

Yours sinceretv '^

'-greg e-}t[{
Director "
Economic, Planning and Regional Branch
Cabinet and Policy Group

>3 February 2oo5

ACT GOVERNiTENT GPO BOX 158 Canberra ACT 2601
T (O2) 6207 5111 buildlnqourdtY -

AcTcovernmentHomepage: http/ frrww.actg( bulldrtgourommunltv
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Enquiries:

our Ref: Mr Neil Watt (NW:TT)

Your Ref: ED/DEV/I3

,-/,Jl*'^ilrtry'Mofm,-
%i."%,,1"6z,fz,los,

17 February 2005

Mr Rod Burdss
Senior )46nager, Economic and

P.ieej/lalUnit, Cabinet and Policy Group
Cldef Minister' s Department
GPO Box 158

CANBERRA ACT 260I

Dear Rod

PROPOSED GENERAL AVTATION
AIRJIELD AT WILLIAMSDALE

Residents who live in the Smiths Road area south of Tharwa, have approached Council in
regards to a proposal to build an Airfield at Williamsdale.

The residents refer to a report "Williamsdale General Aviation Airfield Proposal:

assessment of operational feasibility" dated September 2004. Apparently the Chief
Minister's Department has copies of the report.

Council has been asked to support residents strong objection to t}le proposal but Council has

not seen the report so is hesitant to make comment at this stage.

It would be appreciated if you could provide information on the proposal and if appropriate,

a copy of the report in the near future.

Yours sincerely

NEIL WATT
GENERAL MANAGER

COOMA-MONARO SHIRB COUNCIL
8I COMMISSIONER STREET COOMA
PO BOX 714 COOMA NSW 2630

OFFICE HOURS: Monday - Friday 8.35AM - 5.00PM

All correspondence to be addressed to the General Manager

ABN 40 548783 283

"Building a Better Conunurity"
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To

Date

Executive Director, Cabinet and Policy Group ,tlr
nchDirector, Economic

From Andrew Wilson, Manager, Economic and Regional Section

Subject Financial Study of proposed General Aviation Airport at Williamsdale

Purpose
To obtain your agreement to proceed with the financia! study of the proposed

General Aviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale.

Background
ln December 2003 a proposal was put to the Chief Minister that the ACT
Government should develop a GeneralAviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale.

The Chief Minister asked that the proposal be examined, and in July 2OO4a study
was commenced on the physical suitability of the proposed site for the proposed

activities. That repod was completed in September 2004. The Chief Minister
directed that a Cabinet Submission be put fonrvard seeking Cabinet endorsement
for further studies on the feasibility of the proposal.

A Submission was put to Cabinet in December 2004 proposing to undertake a two-
stage process of evaluation. The first stage, costed at $30 000 and to be
conducted in this financial year (2004-05), would examine the financial implications
of the proposal. Cabinet agreed that this should proceed, with the results to be

brought back to Cabinet for consideration of progressing to the second stage, a
Preliminary Assessment.

The study
A draft brief has been prepared for a call for expressions of interest (Tab A) in
undertaking the study. The brief requires the identification of options for
development of a GA facility at that location and what these would cost to
construct, what the expected revenuqs could be, and cost benefit and business
case analyses. lt would requires exa'mination of the scope for GA-related
commerciat activities at the site, and their associated land requirements.

The study is expected to take between 4 andS months from the call for
expressions of interest. Preliminary inquiries indicated that the study could be

expected to cost $20-25 000. A further $10 000 has been budgeted for expert
aviation advice, with $5 000 in the 2004-05 financial year.

g:\policygroup\regional\aviation\general aviation\financial feasibility study\study appioval *|l"r35j;

Planni and



Air Vice-Marshal (ret) Richard Bomball, AO AFC, who has relevant aviation and
commercial expertise and who has provided advice to the ACT on aviation-related
matters for the past six years, has been retained for this purpose. AVM Bomball is
providing drafting assistance with the terms of reference for the study, will
undertake discussions with ACT Emergency Services, NSW Rurat Fire Services
and any olher necessary parties in order to develop the specifications for the
emergency fire services facilities at Williamsdale, and provide other assistance as
required.

Steering Group
It is proposed that a steering group be convened for the study. Treasury has
agreed to mak"e Dr David Hughes, Manager, Major Projects and Policy Analysis,
available for the group. A letter to Mr Neil Savery requesting an ACTpLA
representative has been prepared for yoti/signature (Tab B). The letter provides
Mr Savery with copies of the proposal and of the physical evaluation study.

The involvement of the Priority Project Unit will be appropriate if a decision is
reached to undertake a Preliminary Assessment. I am keeping Mr Mitchell and
Mr Tomlins apprised of the progress of the project in the meantime.

Budget
Whilst Cabinet has agreed that the financial study should proceed, funding for the
study has not been identified. A budget bid for 2005-06 for funding for follow-on
studies (Preliminary Assessment) has been put forward, however any fotlow-on
studies will depend on the outcome of the financial study, which has not been
funded in 2004-05 nor identified as a budget bid in 2005-06.

The Cabinet Submission was agreed on the basis of the financiat study taking
place in 2004-05. lf the financial study is to proceed, funds will need to be
identified. lf funds are not available from internal sources, it may be appropriate to
put it forward as a supplementary budget bid for the Second Appropriation Bill.

Timing
lf the financial study is to be completed within this financial year, it will be
necessary to commence the study in early February. lt is proposed that the call for
expressions of interest should be published at the weekend of 5 February 2005.

It should be noted that finalisation of the study, and at least part of the payment,
might well slip into next financial year.

Recommendation
It is recommended that you agree to proceed with the financial sti.rdy, with the call
for expressions of interest on 5 February, and that you signthe attached letter to
Mr savery @g/4

jt- t- o{

Andrew Wilson
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Ion Stanhope MLA
CHIEFMINISTER

ATTORNEYGENERAL MINISTERFORTHE ENVIRONMENT
MIMSTER FOR ARTS, LIERiTAGE & INDIGENOUS AI'FAIRS

;i

\,

MzursRronGrNNrNDERRA

..

Dear i
I\^ .,

I am reqponding to your letter of 20 Jarnary2005 to Mr JohnHargreaves MLA about the
proposed'qirfield'at Williamsdale. Mr Hargreaves has forwarded your letter to me as it falls
within my ljbrtiotio responsibility.

I note the concerns expressed in your letter and in your earlier letter dated 24March2004. I
appreciate that you are anxious about the possible outcome of this proposal, and I understand
that these concerns are shared by other members of the Williamsdale community. I can assure
you that the ACT Government is taking a careful and considered approach to evaluating the
proposal.

.

As I advised you in my letter in May 2004, full evaluation of the proposal will involve a
comprehensive PreliminaryAssessmentwhich includes investigation of environmental impacts,
heritage issues, community impact and other studies. It will also involve fulI community .. :
consultation on all of these issues prior to any final decision being taken by Government.

A Preliminary Assessment of this scope iS a major undertaking, and for this reason will only be
initiated if the Governme.nt considers that there is merit in pursuing the proposal. We are
currently engaged in preliminary studies intended to provide information on which we can.take
that decision.

The first study, conducted in the last half of 2004, was an assessment of the operational
feasibilify of the proposed site - that is, whether it is possible to conduct the proposed atrcraft.
operations from the site with reasonable safety. I understand that the consultant for this study
held discussions with AirServices Australia, yourselves and others on these issues in reaching
the conclusion that the proposed activities can realistically take place atthe V/illiamsdale site. I
have enclosed a copy of that report for your information.

ACT LEGEL{ilyEASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra AC'I 2601, GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 6msm04 Fax (02) 62050433

@
buildngMdty

buildirng ourmmunity
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The proposal was put forward on the basis that Government would fund the construction and will
continue to own the infrastructure, with the operation of the airfieldbeing funded through its use

by the General Aviation community. In order to decide whether to proceed any further, the
Government needs information on the likely costs and revenues of such a venture. We are now
in the process of commissioning this second study, to test some of the financial assumptions put
forward in the proposal and to identify the financial implications of such a development.

The forthcoming study will establish a number of preliminary design options for the proposed
airfield, taking as the starting point its use as a fire-fighting facility and the need to address
planning issues associated with the status ofthe Monaro Highway as aNational Capital
Approach. The study will cost these options and examine what revenue and operational costs
each might entail.

While I appreciate your concerns and the uncertainty that the process is creating for you, the
Government needs to examine the proposal to identiff and evaluate the net benefits to the ACT.
Inevitably, and appropiately, this will take some months to complete. I can assure you that if
Government does decide to proceed with a Preliminary Assessment, you and other members of
the community will have ample opporfunity to put forward views and raise issues that need to be
considered.

You requested a meeting with Mr Hargreaves to discuss the proposal and provide the point of
view of the Williamsdale communif. As there is no further information that either
Mr Hargreaves or myself is in a position to provide at this time, I would prefer that any
Ministerial discussion be held at atime when such information is at hand. In the interim you
maywish to meet with my Chief of Staff,lvk Greg Friedewald if there are additional issues that
you wish to raise. Mr Friedewald can be contacted on 62050104 to arrange a mutually
convenient time.

l-r*
Chief Minister

? l* FE'] ?8ff5

Yours sincerely
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20u'January 2005

MrJohn Hargreaves fuiLA
Memberfor Brindabella
Legislative Assembly of the Australian Capital Tenitory
GPO Box 1020, CanbenaACT 2601

Dear Mr Hargreaves,

Proposed Airport at Williamsdale

Ylu are, no dot-tbt, aware of a proposal by the A.CT Govemment to prepare a trrlsiness case for
.the establishment of a secondary airport at Williamsdale on the souih-east borderof theACT.
The land on which it is proposed that this airport be built is presently a rural grazing lease whieh

the canbena Times last year. Although this proposal has serious implcauons
only learnt of it from the Chief Minister's Office the day before the reiort vras published in the
Canbena Times. We forwarded the attached letterto the Chief Minidter in Maich 2004 raising our
concems and pointing out that this land is a key part of the grazing business

ns. Since then there has been minimal contact with
us by the ACT Govemnrent even thougn, as reported in the recent January 12h articte in the
Canbena Times, the i'natter has advanced significanfly
t.
Hishway. rhe residenrs ofwjtia?n-sdate are very cbncemea-"iirt?:rxiJrt l:irY,ffi"r,,,
transform the quiet ruralsetting of the community, disrupt the business and life style they have
invesied in, detract irom ihe visuai impaci provided to ihose eniering Canbena vii ihe busy
Monaro Highway, and have unacceptable environmental consequences. The community cbrtainly
does not want a repeat of the farce that sunounded the ACT Govemrnent's involvemeni in the
Wlliamsdale Quarry project. Further, we have significant concems regarding the safety of planes
operating from the airstrip and the potentialfor minimally equipped airtraft and uttra-tights 

-

siraying into- the path oicommerciaiairiiners using ihe primary navigaiion faciiiiies on the nearby
Gibnaltar Hill.

W":q{. an appointqentwith you, as a very responsible Member of the Legislative Assembly for
the ACT, so that we can discuss this planned development and provide you with further details
and insights from ihe poini of view oi iong ierm residenis and caiers for ihe Vvjiliamscjale
community.

\Mth kind regards,

Yours sincereiv.

Enci: 2x0anbenaTimesreporis
Copy of letterto Chief Minister ftrcfw,

? 4 Law 
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oIilgEE : RosemaryNash 000094
PHONE : 6207z2ia
EMAIL : Rosemary.Nash@ac[gov.au

Dear Sir

sruDY FoR Po-sstBLE GFNERAL AVTATT.N ATRFTELD

There is a need r91fos Airport consulting to have access to your property at timesbetween 12 Jurv 2oo4 to arbec*ot zo6i. nJ."ll i, required to determine
}["Jl]:r 

the surroundins ,r", ir r*tr-or" r",. o;:ffii"nt as a sen-eraraviation

officers and agents.of Aos Airport consulting who will require entry during thisperiod have instructions to contl.i'vo, prior t6 
"ntlring 

the property, to use accesstracks where possible anO to-feave gates as found.

You may be assured.that gYery care.will be taken to avoid undue disturbance to
;:".'*'fi1:#131'J;ffi ,:"#r?:i',*:l:;;ffi;Srationini*,,it,ii,gtn.

[#Jrffi':?Url[!3|,:n,r.tion. orease contact peter simpson, Aos Airport

Ygurq faitlfqily

Rosemary Nash
Leasing and Compliance i

29 June 2004

GPO Box 1908 Canbera ACT 2601 ,

www actpla.act,eov.au
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ATTORNEY cENEML-_MrNrStrER FOR THE ENVTRONIVTENT
MINISTER FOR COMMUNTTY AFFAIRS

MavrarnronGnnuvpsnna

Dear

ffiir'Jr$fi,ffir?:: or 24 Mwch 2oo4about the proposat to deverop a Generar Aviation

{s you are avrarg the Govemment has been approached with aproposal that the Territorydevelops a Generat Aviation faci,E,;wifi#p;;. n iffid folows a n,mber ofrq'es entations to Government ry merrbers ;rh. C;r;ff .-f;#lo .o**ity for such adevelopment over a number of yiars, *ei;,r* a.y pr"prJ t" ii".*rv a possibre site aswell as providing a business .*, *i-identifyrng etements wti.t *uyu. in thepublicinterest. Accordingrv, I have dird; il;A;t ent to 
"uauut"?neproposar.

A threshold issue is whether the area identified worlld.3eet ttre physical requirements for anairfield' Your letter identifies some issues relating to the *.u ,iIh may make the proposalimpractical from a safety asgect, 
.ActgraiogiS i: yril beengaging an experienced aviationconsultant to examins the siie with a ri"* fiA;aining an independent assessment of itspotential as a General Aviation 

-q"ility.-rt" c"r"**ent wiliilnsider that assessment indetennining whether there should ,,i,y frrth; consideration ofthat site.
If the initial study finds that the site would be feasible as a General Aviation factlity,Government willthen consiaerwheth#il;.d 

t-o,u detailed examination ofthe full ;environmental' social and econorni.b""d.d;oftheproposal. 
This will include ftlIconsultation, to ensure that vo,rseives and otrrrrigo.*-J;;;*;of the communi tyhavethe opporrunirv to put their views f;;;?ti* ia.rrtirv irrrrs Jr.n u, those that youhave raised' The co"*"t wif{ ngt pr;;;;ip ,r.h. a proposat without zuch a detailed;Ht*,?'#ttT:ffiH#.dt*", ;;;rtr," issues invorvk and deterrnining the nei

.'i::- . :

ACT LEcrsLArn/E Assrprary

GPO Box 102O Gnberra AC-t 2fi1,
Fax(02) 6nSO4Zg

London Circuit, C-ar$erra AC-I 2G01
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." lit{}:f"H';TJ:T"lffiJf.ffi?*g ::r *1 deyeronmrr,: orconcenr to you.

ffit:il1l,fi:T" *a to put voru ,;.#?,flHimHrx*;r::s ffi"; *"
Yours sincerely

n b-L,ra
Jon StanhopeMlA
ChiefMinister

il 1 l,lAY 200(
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24thMarch,2004

The Honorable John Stanthorpe MLA
Chief Minister
ACT Legislative Assembly
London Circuit
clvlc AcT2.000

Dear Chief Minister,

Proposalfor Airfield Facility at Wiiliamsdale

.tV_e_.are 
writingin response to a proposalto develop a secondary airport for GeneralAviation at

Williamsdale. We hold d iryhich it is iroposed to develop this
airfield.w_e must express 

-our 
deep disappointment in the manner in wtiicn this p;;je;ifras been

handled. Being the ones directly affected by this proposal we might have hoped thit we would
have been consulted on this matter immediately it was raised, even only as a common counesy.
Yet, the first we knew abo_ut the proposal was by way of a phone call from your Secreta r!, Mr '
)tX)lXX9n Frtday March 

-5, 
just a couple of days before it was made public through an article in

the Canbena Times on Monday March 8. We regard such disregard ior those dir6cfly affected as
quite unacceptable. lt is very reminiscent of the tragic circumstances that arose from the
Commonw*ealth's compulsory acquisition of the freehold title of this land from our father in 1gg2.
This family, one of the pioneerfamilies still in the ACT, have owned or leased this land
continuously f_or the past four generations. We might therefore have expected more courteous
treatment by Government and by Mr Price, the initial proponent of this project.

It is clear that this proposal has neither been thoroughly researched by Government nor
developed in a coordinated and inclusive manner. .lusftwo weeks befbre being informed about
this proposalto develop an airport or: :d renewed our lease of-this land for a 9g
year term and purchased back from your Government the improvements on this property. During
the several months leading up to renewal of this lease we had frequent contact with Otficers from
various ACT Government Departments. One would have expected that these Otficers would have
been fully informed of p-roperly developed and well-planned projects that impinged upon their
arsas of responsibility. Yet, none of these Otficers had any knowledge of this iirport'proposal.
This proposal has all the hallmarks of policy formulation ,,on the run,f

!V.9 wish to place on record our strongest possible objection to this proposal. We bring the
following points to your attention:

. a key component of our property, tilliamsdale. Loss of this land
would severely impact upon the viability of the whole property. also provides
9u1 only access to other Blocks on the property. nti of tnd stock-handting and firming
facilities are located on the southern edge of the property adjacent to th6 homestead. To
operate the properly, it is necessary to move stock and rirachinery across the busy
Monaro Highway into the presentTraveling Stock Reserve opposite the homestead and
on through This is the only safe route available to'us and; without it, it would
be impossible to manage the propefi.

o Development of a secondary airfield at Williamsdale would devastate this loveiy rural
area. As lessees of land along the Monaro Highway, the major entrance to Canberra from
the south, we are very aware of our responsibilities to maintiin an attractive rural
entrance into and exit from Canbena. We fully subscribe to the principles underlying
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these responsibilities as outlined in the ACT Govemment document ,Farming 
in the ACT,

ang strongly reiterated in tast November,s report snaping our rerritory;;...wfiicn seer toenhance the pledominantly rural character aho.landsbap-e outside the urban ;rea" (Final
Heport, p11). Construction of an airfield immediatety adjacent to the Monaio Hitn*.y
and transfer of at least 40,000 light aircraft m-oygments per year to this ticifity, a-s 

'

suggested in Mr Price's proposal of January 2004, is noi compatible with tnjiuraf nature
of the area, the maintenanc6 of attractive ailproacfr routes intb Canbega anO noi' 

'

consistent with recenfly released long-term-planning reports.

' Noise.levels, particularly those arising from constant "Touch-and-Go', activities
associated with pilot training, would impact considerably on all residert ;ith" area - it
would be unbearable to residents of the Vallona homesiead, less than f oO metres from
the proposed runway. The adverse visual impact of this airfield, rocaieoon iiiryiiot
southern route into Canbera, concerns us and shoutd be a major conr"rn to att'iE'rio.nt
of the ACT. The airstrip itself, its adsociated buildings ano struciures and its surrounding
2 metre security fence topped with barbed wire, as6uflined in the proposal, ire 

--
inconsistent with.your Planning Authorities stated objective to provide'attractive rurat
entrances to and exits from Canberra. Without doubi hangarq flight school inO 

- -
maintenance facilities will be built on the site, turning a reij fteasint rural scene into a
light-industry environment. To claim that this couta OL niOO'en by tree olantinos is
ludicrous since the yoproltlslway from the north tooks down iri; 1i; ;;ii;"yiir-at wouro
become.the airport facility. This light-industry type comptex is not the environm"ritnat
the residents and landholders of wittiamsoaie lho aola'cent areas in NSW waniimposeo
upon them.

o The proposal seeks to make use of the present community park for aircraft facilities. Thisis a public park that has been a centre filr the Wlliamsdal6 iommunity ano for weereno
glrting-.s by many canbera families. The. report,shaping our ierito4l M"rbddi 

-
identifies a.long-term need for additional recreationairaiitities in tne Aci - not llr'.. w"
strongly object to the proposed transfer of this valuable open, public recreational
resource to a fenced, light-industry type usage. Further, ,"snaping ory re"iio,v, ir,ro,
3909) raised the prosp.ect of developing a residential viltage ai vvr.ltiamsdate iri tdJiuture.
That proposal is quite incompatible with siting a busy sec6noary airport aoi"c"niioinrt
residential village.

o ]wo of the signatories on this letter have been-experienced pilots and are aware of many
issues associated with. operation of light lircrrf: that experlence leads us to tulry someof Mr Price's claims relatingto the suitability of this site. Wnilst we agree that experienced
pilots could use the.area safely were a higli quality airstrip be constructed, we consider
the area quite unsuited.for the envisaged pitoi traiiring an'O Uttra-tight type icliriti.r. fn"
surr.ounding area is quite rugged which reiults in turb-ulence and laik oilnernative--
landing areas in the event oI an emergency on take-off or tanding. Having liveJirrere, weare also well aware of the strong crosi-winds coming through the gap thriugh which ihe
adjacent Guises Creek enters the Mururnbidgee Bir7er. ruirrer, aitrriugn tn6 area is
below the 4500'controlled airspace gtep as in-dicated in tnJ proposal, the actual non-
controlled airspace available beneath this step ig very restricted as that rt"f i" nar"O onsea'level rather than the locallerain- Adjacent Bob Roy Bange just nortn 6f til -- - -
proposed alst{p is 3588', Mt De salis to the south is a5g2', tFe irery rugged Mtrennant
to the west is 4540', Lobbs Hillto the north east is s500'anb cioraliar n'iitto the east L3749'.lt should also be drawn to your attention that a major navigationat ta"iiity tor aiiiin"traffic coming into Canbena airport is located on GiOrattai Hiir,lesr than 4 km from theproposedairstrip. lt is clear that, in such limited non-controlted operating space tfrere is
considerable risk of 

,oilots, 
particularly inexperienced students ario urtia:r-ighiop"otoi",

str.aying into the paths of airliners homing ih on the Gibradr Hitinavigation?rraiiliiies,
with disastrous consequences.
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o Firefighting and emergency aircraft services are raised as a rationale for building this' faciliu/' lf that is considered essentialin in" .r.r,'iiili" is.an existing rurat strip just B kmsouth-east of this proposed airfield tlat.youroLi qr'iie ao"qrit" r"iti,"." .Lruices duringthe rare times that they would be operating. 
- - .-'--

' we question the rationale for dev-e-toping a secondary airport to the south of canberra. Byfar the maiority of light aircratt traricborirJi"li'c"iioeraapproaches and departs to the' north' All of this tratfic would either need to-entei contro[eo airspace and overflycanberra urban centres, or track a9r9:S Very rugged terain to the west of canberra toutilize a williamsdale facility. lt would theref6r" 6Jio rore logicat and usefulto tocate asecondary airport to the north of canbe,ar;ih* td;;'ihe south.

o The proposal skips over provisions-such as water suppry., sewerage, fuel dirmps, disposalof waste oils, etc that are a major concern to us and id oilrer residents and landholders.The proposed facility is immediately qoiicentio ffid; Hote creek which enters Guisescreek just to the weit of the area aho.tiren eriilih; Mrrrumola!1" nir"i 
"pprorimatety

1km further w..1, A.g. tandhorders, y:r:y" i ;il;;bjiity to protect these catchmentsand have agreed with EnvironmentRcrto idt&-il; riparian ptan for Lobbs Hole andGuises creek' How do the proponents.ot trariroposaiil!"1.0 to manage water supptyand waste disposal in a manner that-will not o?, olir-i#ntal to the deticate Lobbs Holecreek, Guises creek and Murrumuiagee coirrJ;;u 
r" 

'|e'. '!,q, ,u .. r., ueroare LoD

o There is insufficient infrastructur" tT,.ll,e area at present to support a significantdevelopment of this type. Basic facilities such;r:;H,r'*l power, water supply and firecontrol equipment and personnelwould neeo to oe conJioeraoly upgraded. The proposedsecurity arrangements also apear tobe undersiri"o-ini'in"dequate to us, given that thisarea is right alongside the Monaro Hignwir. ihei;;;;il be far fewer secuiity risks tofacirities rocated awayfrom sucn a ou-sy i,i6il;;:;d;ing ou,Te,itory, (trtoveoog)identifies lngledene, i former toreslar6g oEstrovea ov iil 
".ror. 

the MurrumbidgeeRiver, which it found difficult to propose long-rdg" pllnr tor. lf it is considered essentiatto provide a secondary airport soutl 9191n6;##ils this area shoutd be consideredas it otfers better seculity inan the present propoia ana-*ould not impinge upon existingrural operations and pos-e the environmentil cinstraints that we have outtined.
To reiterate, we object slgngtv to.this propo_qal. rf it were to go ahead, it wourd destroy forever apeaceful rural environment. Ahaiorpdrsinat.concern tr,ir [1n"i it wourd render ouiruralproperty' inoperable' eivenG verylo-rytlimt.*;; oriltamily h.aEhad on this properryover the . we feel tfrat tne ncfeor"mr"ni liouto, on behatf of a[ ACTresidents, seeklo encourage such links witnrcrurath;i#;i:r;rthan destroythem bydevelopments such as thoJe outlineJ'in ini. propo.."r. eurtrier, irre proposat is in conftict with
ftTnflIiSrinciRles 

and recommendations contained in reclniieports to Government on rand-

Yous sincerely,





JOHN MLA
MIMSTER FOR DISABILITY, HOUSING AND COMMUMTY SERVICES

MINISTER FOR URBAN SERVICES

MIMSTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

&
HARGREA\IES
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lvGurrn ron BRTNDABELLA

Dear

Thank you for your letter and enclosures of20 January 2004 concerning a proposed
airport at \Milliamsdale.

I have noted your comments and concems and, as this matter comes within the
porffolio responsibilities of Mr Jon Stanhope MLA, Chief Minister, I have forwarded
your letter to him for his consideration.

Andrew Barr
Senior Adviser

t'{Januaryzoos

ACT LscrsrauvE AssrNasry

London Circuit, Canberra AC-[260'1, GPO Box 102O Canberra ACI2ffi1
Phone (Oz) 62050020 .Fax (02) 6ZnSO49S

@
b(ddlrpqdty

h-dld&Euffinity
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Date 74lanuary2005

George Tomlins

Philip MitchellFrom

Subject Sites at Williamsdale (General Aviation and

Attached for your inforrnation are copies of the following:

1. Email sonfaining descriptions of the land included in the two sites at Williamsdale. (I
note that some blocks seem to have several descriptions, which makes the task a little
more complicated. However, themaps (below) provide the key).

2. Two maps provided by ACTPLA, showing each of the two sites; and

3. Copies of various leases.

Most of the blocks are the subject of longterm leases - ie at least until 2100. The leases do

not contain withdrawal clauses.

Philip Mitchell
Executive Director
Priority Projects Unit

CC: A:rdrewWilson
Manager
Economic and Regional Section
Cabinet and Policy

v
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Further to our recent telephone discussion, I confirm that I would be grateful if you could provide me with the

following:'

1 . Details of the land at Williamsdale, which is being considered as the site of a general aviation qirpgrt. Andrew

Wilson has indicated thaf the land comprises (irom an old block and section book) Block 52 (old recreation

rJ""*i,i5r;;diE;JioltravettinliioClreservg)3ndB[ock1482(leasedtothe$miths). lunderstand

that you ind paul lsaacs rrave some"knowleage oJ {ris land. I would ippreciate a proper description of the

tand and detaits of any leases (including a cop, of those leases)'

2. tn August 19g3, Matrix Planning'Consultants piepared a report entitled'ACT Motor Spg{9..: Evaluation of Site

optlYonsr'. on'e of tne sites co-nsidereJ*a"'an irea of approximately 150 hectares at Williamsdqle which

was described as follows: '

" The site comprises three rural blocks: Tuggelanong. blocks 1502 (lease: 2-5_y-9ars), 159?3 (lease 20

years) ana f f Si+ (lease 23 year$ and part b-locks 17 (lease 50 years) and 105 (unleased Teritory
iand).The current leases expire in 2005."

A Minute prepared by Sport and Recreation in August 2004 describes the same land as Blocks 1501 and

1S02 Tuggeranong. inis.tand appears to be to th-e north of the land referred to jn item 1 above and, -from 
a '

recent irislection,fo".'noi ipp#r to be an ideal site for a dragway. How-ever, I would also be grateful fo.r'

an up-to<iate description of this land, inctuding lease details and a copy of any current leases.

3. To assist with a proposed further inspection in early February 2005, I would also appreciate a map

(pref.erably <jne map oq adjacent maps) showing the location of these two parcels of land.

Thank Vou 
for 

your assistance.

Regards

Philip

Philip Mitchell
ExecutMe Director
Priority Projects. Unit
Chief Minister's Department
Ph:62076411'
Fa><:62070123
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Ion StanhoPeMLA

CHIEFMIMSTER

ATTORNEY GENERAL MINISTERFOR TTIE ENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ARTS, HERITAGE & INDIGENOUS A]iFAIRS

N{rmm,ronGnnrnvornna

COPY

Dear-

Thank you for your letter of 19 Novernb er 2004 enquiring about the proposal to establish a

General Aviation airfield at Williamsdalg and for your congratulations on my Government's
re-election .

The proposal is receiving serious consideration by Govemment. Since receiving the proposal,
the Govemment has commissioned a study into the suitability of the site for small aircraft.
operations, and will be doing further financial analyses early in 2005. When this work is
complete we will be in a position to decide whether the overall value to the ACT community
justifies the commitnaent of communit5lresources to its development.

If the evaluation indicates that it wouldbe appropriate for Govemment to develop a General
Aviation airfield, the next step would be the preparation of a Preliminary Assessment. This
incorporates a public consultation process and all interested parties would be invited to make
submissions on the proposal. This would include potential user groups. You should be
awaxe, however, that aPreliminary Assessment process would take some months, and I am
therefore unable to provide you with a definite timetable for its s6mpletion.

I will make a public statement on the proposal as soon as it I am in a position to do so.

Yours sincerely

@
h.ildhgudy

hrildinqflrmmunity

flY^"w_
Jon Stanhope MLA
ChiefMinister

I r;f;il 20fl{

ACT Lsctst.tflVE ASsEMBLY

London Circuig Canbera ACf 2601 GPO 8ox1020, Canberra ACT 2501

Phone (02) 6n50104 Fax (02) 6205 0433
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Telephone: 50592

cleared by: Date: lylir_ lo*

Date: /i-llo7

(HrrF r,inrsTER,s DEpART*r-@ 
71

Reply to correspondence from:

contact Officer: Andreut Wilson

Clearecl by:

ffi
'i( ,;.;l;T*'
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RECEIVED

2 3 iltoll 2004

L9 November2004

Dear Mr Stanhope

I wish to enquire as to tire.status and.the likely development

of the proposed Airstrip at Williamsdale, is it possible to get an idea as

to when and if we can exPect to
. Be consulted as a user group (a:r.craft owner)

. Build hangers on the site

. Have an operational airstrip

I am one of the original groups that submitted an expression of

interest to the Proposal initiated by Chris Price and have kept in touch

with himbut he is unsure of the priority and the timetable for the

development.
For us as a group of aviation enthusiasts you are probable aware

that hangerage *d rc"ority is a big issue and we want to invest in the

construction of hangers in the local area but will hold of if we can get att

idea of when the airstrip is to happen.

Finally congratuiations on your election and the ACT cannot be in

better hands, I know you have many issues on your agenda and this may

not be high but keep up the good work and hang in there.

CHIEFMINISIERS

a,Hbg
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Ion StanhopeMlA

CIIIEFMINISTER

ATTORNEYGENERAL MINISTERFORTTIEENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ARTS, }IERITAGE & INDIGENOUS A]IFAIRS
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IVIEIrBER FoR GaIMNDERnA

Dear

Thank you for your letter of 20 Octob er 2l}4indicating your support for the proposal to

establish a General Aviation airfield in the ACT-

The ACT Government is currenfly saamining the proposal. As you will understand, we cannot

commit to such a development without careful examination of all the iszues associated with it.

However, I can assur" yoo that it is receiving serious considerationby Govemment and when

these are complete we will be in a position to decide whether the overall value to the ACT
communityjustifies the pommitnent of communityresources to its development.

Yours sincerelyn
Jon Stanhope MLA
ChiefMinister

,2 g Nov2&!L

ACT I,EGISI,ATIVB ASSEUBLY

London Circui0 Canberra ACI 2607 G?OBox7U2O, Canbera ACT 2601

Phone g2)6?i5mA4 Fax (02) 6?!504f}3

@
h.flegddty

buiulngoronmmltY
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Reply to correspondence
from:

' suhiecfi williamsdale GA airfield

contact Andrew wilson
Officer:

Cleared -hy:

DEPARTIIETIT

000 047

Telephone: 50592

Date

crearedrv@'91 Pv@ P'I:DtryJ,ficY - ;/r:l7-t/-oy
arcJ{

cc Chief Executive:
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Date: 206 O"toberz}O4
John Stanhope
Chief Minister
Chief Minister's Departrnent
GPO Box 158

Canberra ACT 2601

Dear chief 
't*tt"'oo.: Generar Aviation Airport for the ACT

I am writing to you to give clear support for the current proposal to establish a

General Aviation airport at Michalego in the ACT.

You are undoubtedly aware that pricing at Canberra airport increased significantly,
and services declined, following the Liberal's airport privatisation some years back.

These increases and declines saw General Aviation, and jobs, move from the ACT to
outlying regions.

Airports can be a gold mine for communities when properly managed and resourced.

Ardmore airport in New Zealand is an excellent example. This airport provides jobs

for over 2000 people in aviation related indushies as well as training opportunities.

Cairns airport, with a very competitive charging regime for light airuaft, has recently

seen the construction of a tertiary training facility for aviation technicians, bringing

more jobs and dollars into the loca1 community. Cairns can do this because owners

base their afucraft there.

The ACT is well placed to be a world-class haining base for GA, both in pilot haining

and maintenance apprenticeships. To build that market an airport must attract aircraft

and support itself in the local market. It must be competitive wiih other airports,

Canberra Intemational, in AOPA's view is not.

'We comrnend the proposal to you and would like to encourage it speedy finalisation.

Yours sincerely

Vice President

ALL l'lAll - P0 Bo)( 26 GEoRGEI l{Att lls}{ 2198

fh TELEPHoIIE +61 (o) 2979t9099
" OFFICE . HA}IGAR 600 PRE}ITICE STREET BAilI$TOWiI AIRPORT }lSW 22OO

tACSlt'll[E +61 (0) 2 9791 9355 El'lAll- mail@aoPa.com.au
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il 27th August 2004 000CI85

A.C.T.
London
Civic, A.C.

Stanhope,

Assembly

The proposed

Minister,

r
Airfield at Wlliamsdale

In January of this year I submitted a proposal for an Emergency Services and
General Aviation airfield facility at Wiliiamsdale in the A.C.T.

Sinqg prgsenting this proposal I have, through contact with staff and members of
the Chief Ministers Department, kept myself abreast of the developments which
relate to this proposal.

From the information which I have received to date lfind that positive reports have
been received from CASA and Airservices Austratia, the latter being in hddition to
the report which was included in the proposal.

I have also been informed recently that a feasibility study has been done in
relation to the site, although I havanot heard the reEutts of tnis.

The A.C.T. Government has obviousty committed substantial resources to
investigating the possibilities outlined In the proposal.

Given this commitment, I believe that it could only be beneficiartothe
Governrnent if the.proposal.were part-of the poliiy platform in the fofthcoming
election, particularly if the following points weie emphasized:

1l The demonstration of.a proactiv-eposition in relation to Emergency Services
and aerial firefighting facilities in the A.C.T. ;

A The strategic position of the proposed airstrip in relation to the areas which are
prone to fire damage, such as those affected by the 2008 fires.

3l The areas to the south east and east of the A.C.T. ( The Tinderrys etc) have
not been burnt out and still carry a very high fuel potentiil, and therefbre re'present
a high fire riskto the A.C.T.

4l The N.S.W. Rural Fire _Seruice (Air Operations) has already stated that it
would use the proposed facility. This would, to a lafge extent, tultilltne
commitments of t!9 {.C.T. with regard to the Memoiandum of Understanding that
was signed by both Governments last year.

5/ _ .The operational radius of helicopters used forfire fighting is very restricted,
ryaki.ng op6rations from Canberra Aiiport impractical and opdrations fom the
Southcare Base at Hume less than ideal.

ql The proposed airfield is outside of controlled airspace, which woutd reduce
the workload on pilots operating Emergency Service dircra'it and allow for
uninterrupted normal operations at Canbena Airport during ernergenciies.

The Honorable





000CI34
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7t Once established, the facility would be paid for by means of General
Aviation operations;;d n;i tfiriilgir-ga,neminentexpenOituie. 2Z

Bt Havinq a separate facilitywhich could be used by General Aviation would
aitow n6se fighGiicratt cunenff at Canbena Airport to ielocate, whlqh in turn would
prwide for thle development oflnternationalfacilities at Ganberra Airport.

gt Removing Generat Aviation-operations from Canberra will reduce urban
noise pollution-and the associated level of complaints.

On a political tevel, should lhe oppgsition argue againstthe-p.IopgsalJhey could

iustffidbly be amused of acting ag-ainst the safety interests of the Tenitory.

t have included an aeriat photograph of the Territory showing the fire damage and
the strategic position of the proposed airfield.

Yours Faithfully

Christopher Price
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AGT GOVERNMENT

WILLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY 000032

1 OVERVIEW

A site at Williamsdale on the southern border of the ACT has been
proposed to the ACT Government as a suitable. location for the'

. development of a general aviation airfield. The ACT Government has

engaged Aerodrome Technical Support (ATS) to undertake an
' operatioiial feasibility assessment of the site as the first stage of an

.evaluation of the proposal.

This report presents. details of the physical characteristics of the site,

the assessment criteria adopted for the analysis and the performance

of the site against the assessment criteria.

ncludes consultatir erd resident in the. The study includes consultation with stakehold
Williamsdale area who had submitted provided a written submission to
the ACT Government in relation to the proposal and with the
YarrowlumlaiQueanbeyan District of the NSW RuraL Fire Service to
determine the operational needs of the Service for. aerial fire fighting

activities.

The study.has been undertaken only in relation to the operational
' feasibility of the site for the proposed usage. The study has not

addressed any of the environmental, social and financial issues
associated with the establishment of an airfield at Williamsdale.

Prellmtnary Drafi Report Operatlonal Feastblllty Assessment Report Paga 2 of 28
August 2004 J0306.VlRl
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. AGTGOVERNMENT
' ' . .WII!-FMSDALE AERODROME SrTE STUDY

2 OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

The ACT Government tiave advised that the proposat for an airfield at
Williamsdale is based on the provision of a 1200 metre runway with a
grassed surface suitable for use by single engine and light twin engine
aeroplahes: The proposal also includes heticopters and ultra-light
aircraft as potential users of the airfield. Activities to be conducted at
the airfield include flying training and base operations for aerial fire
fighting activities during the active bush fire fighting season.

The submission for the airfield development submitted to the ACT
Government has not bebn.reviewed in this study but been provided to
ATS as a reference document to assess the site characteristics needed
to meet the potential longer term development capability. These

. includq the capacity to provide for a crosswind runway, night' operations, areas for hangarage and maintenance facilities, an annual
activity level of 40,000 movements and a potential to provide a longer
'term alternative to Canbera lnternational Airport for general aviation

. aircraft.
(

An indication of the scope of development associated with these' 
requirements has been obtained by aerial inspection of the. general

. avihtion airfields in the region between Sydney and Canberra. These
include Goulburn, Mittagong, Wedderburn, Hoxton Park and Camden.
Whilst none of the aerodromes provided a direct equivalent to the
Williamsdale proposal, they all represented similarities to many of the
identified characteristics and the changing level of facility that would

. occur over time.

The inspection identified a number of common elements for all airfields
including the use of hangars as the principal parking and storage
option for aircraft, the provision of parallel taxiways at the more busy

. derodromes and the relative remoteness to significant terrain in the
immediate vicinity to the aerodromes. ln all .cases the sites were
relatively flat with sufficient space to provide areas for hangars and
other facilities clear of the runway and taxiway areas.

The projected activity level of 40,000 movements is considered
significant in terms of general aviation aerodromes with only Camden
and Hoxton Park aerodromes currently operating at activity levels
greater than 40,000 movements.

'Further details and aerial photos of the aerodromes inspected are
presented in Attachment 1 to this report

Prellmlnary Draft Report Operational Feasibillty Assessment Report
August 20(M J0306-V1R,
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ACT GOVERNMENT

WILLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY 000031

3 PHYSIGAL GHARAGTERISTIGS OF SITE

The study site is tocated on the western side of the Monaro Highway at

Williamsdale, approximately two kilometres north of the ACT/NSW

border. The nominated location of the runway is parallel to the

highway and north of the Williamsdale Recreation Reserve as indicated

in Figure 1.

Figure 1: lndicative Location of Study Site

Source: Williamsdale'l:25,000TopographicMap

Preliminary Drafl RePort
August 2004.

Operatlonal Feaslbility Assessment Report
J0306-VlRl

Page 4 ot 28



.ACTGOVERNMENT
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The land in the vicinity of the site consists of a number of rurat
leasehold areas, a travelting stock reserve and the Williamsdale
Recreation Reserve.

The Wiltiamsdale Recreation Reserve is a triangular block surounded' by creeks and the Monaro Highway. The nominated southern end of
the runway is the creek at the northern boundary of the reserye. The
northern end of a 1000 metre runway aligned with the highway overlies
the dam on the Guises Ftat farm. The topography along the runway
alignment i5 relatively flat with an elevation around 71s metres AHD.
Thbre is a small ridge line funning along the western side of the site
and an alternative runway alignment atong the ridge line was atso
considered in the ATS analysis of the site potential. .

Figure 2 presents a photograph of the site at ground level from the
road adjacent to the southern threshold of the runway and indicates the
runway options considered

Figure 2:' Wew of Site fiom Southem.End .

The topography of the area around the site can be determined with
reference to the contour information presented in.Figure 1 and the
aerial photos presented in Figures 3 and 4.

.The terrain to the east of the site (Figure 3) extends to a height of more
than 300 metres (1000 feet) above the runway elevation within 1S00

. metres of the runway. The terrain to the north of the site (Figure 4) is
dominated by. a saddle that rises from the Murrumbidgee River and
runs to the north with peaks more than 150 metres (s00 feet) above the
runway elevation within 2s00 metres of the runway ends and atigned
with the runway centreline.

Prellmlnary Dtaft Report
August2O04

Operadonal Feaslblltty Assessment Report
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lactors in the'The terrain surounding the site is one of the key
assessment of the sitJ potentia! and. is discussed in more detait in

subsequent sections of this report.

Ftgure 3: Aertil view of site and tenain from the south'west

Figure 4: Aerial vlew ofsife and terrain from the south

Prellmlnary Draft Report Operadonal Feaslblllty Assessment Report
J0306-VlRlAugust 2004
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4 NOMINATION OF ASSESSMENT GRITERIA

The .criteria used to assess the operatiorral feasibility of the .site have
been selected with the priricipat focus of ensuring thgsafety of aviation
operations from the airfield site. Additional factors relating to the
potential of the site to meet projected future demands have atso been
considered

The environmental, social and financial issues associated witfr tne
establishment of a general aviation airfield have not been included in
the determination of assessment criteria useci in this study.

The factors used in.this study to assess the operational fbasibility of the
site 6re:

' r Speed and direction of the prevailing winds;
, r Terrain in the vicinity of the site;

Operational criteria for ab-initio flying training activities;
Flightpath options for arival, depdrture and .circuit
operations;' r Site area and development potential.

Prdtlmlnary Drafi Roport
August 2004

Operatlonal Feaslblllty Assessment Report
J030sv1Rl
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PREVAILING WIND GONDITTONS

The prevailing wind conOitions at the site have been assessed using

TAPM, a computer program developed by the CSIRO to model the
atmospheric dispersal of plumes. The meteorological module of the
program is able to simulate the weather characteristics of a nominated
site using Bureau of Meteorology records of the synoptic data for the
period since 1997.

The'resultant output from the program provides a record of hourly
average wind speed and direction data relative to the nominated site.
The site is defined with reference to the nearest half minute of latitude
and longitude and the TAPM program contains terrain and vegetation
databases that describe the nominated location.

The TAPM output is available for a targe number of heights above a

reference datum. The nominal heights selected for this study from the
options avaitable within TAPM are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Heights tlsed in Wind Data Analysis

LOCATION RELATIVE TO RUNWAY HEIGHT (METRES)

Landing Threshold

4pproach or initial cleanup

Turning onto final or crosswind (500 feet)

'Circuit height (1000 feet) equivalent

Chcling height (1500 feet)

En+oute hight (3000 feetAGL)

The TAPM output data for the daytime period on 7am to 7pm has been
analysed with reference to a range of wind speeds at the various
heights. Thei wind speed values used are 10, 15 and 20 knots which
relate to the crosswind limitations for light aircraft.

Figures 5 to 10 present the wind distribution in terms of wind speed
and direction at the nominated heights. .All of the results indicate a
dominance of winds from the north-west which reflects the presence of
the Murrumbidgee River corridor on the west of the site. The dominant
wind directions indicated in the TAPM analysis are supported through
comments made during discussions with local stakeholders.

5

138

922

Preliminary Draft Report Operatlonal Feaslblllty Assessment Report
Autiust 2004 J0306-ViRl
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Figure 5: Wind distribution at 9 mefres (30 feet)

Prelimlnary praft Report Operadonal Feasibility Assessment Report Page 9 of 28
August 2004 J0306-VlRl
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Figure 6: Wind distribution'at 46 metres (150 feet)

Preliminary Draft Report Operatlonal Feasibility Assessment Report Page 10 of 28
Augist2004 J0306-V1R1
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Figure 7: Wind distrlbution af'tlSl metres (nominal 500 feet)

Winds, up to l0 knots at 138m

N

Wlnds, 10.15 knots at l38m

All speeds at 138m
N

Wlndsi above 20 knots at l38m

N
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Figure B: Wind distribution at 277 metres (nominal 1000 feet circuit height)
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Winds, l0-15 knots at 277m
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N
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Figure 9: Wind distribution at 461 metres (nominal 1500 feet circting height)

Wlnds, up to l0 knots at 46lm

N

Wlnds, ,0.15 knots at 461m.
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Figure 10: wind distribution at 922 metres (nominal 3000 feet)

Wlnds, up to 10 knots algz2rrr

.N

Wlnds, 10-15 knots at 922m

All speeds at922m

Winds, 15-20 knots at 922m

N
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N
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The TAPM anblysis of wind data and the comments made in
discussions with locat stakehoiders indicate that the proposed runway
direction, parallel to the Monaro highway, would.be subject to winds
with a westerly dominance for a retatively high proportion of the time.

The analysls.of.wind distribution:in terms of the relative frequency of
wind within speed bands, as shown in Figure'11,'indicates that the
extent of time that the hourly average wind velocity exceeds 15 knots
varies between 31o/o at. circuit height to.go/o at the runway thredhoH
crossing height. 'similarly, 

thq frequency of hourly average winds
velocities above 20 knots varies between 2% and 14%. .

converdely, the analysis indicates that the perientage of time that the
hourly averige wind velocity is less than 10 knots ranges from 40o/o at
circuit heightto 65% at the threshold crossing height The net effect of
this wind distribution pattern is an expectation that the wind velocity
would vary with height within the circuit area of the airfield for the
majority of times.

Flgure 1 1 - Wind S peed Distrl butioit by Velocity
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6 SITE TERRATN GHARAGTERISTIGS

The significance of the terrain in the vicinity of the aerodrome Site has

bedn assessed.with reference to the obstacle lfmitation surfaces (OLS)

for the airfield for the projected range of aircraft that would use the

facility.

The OLS is a series of surfaces that define the airspace around an

aerodromei that needs to remain free of obstacles so as to permit the

intended'aeroplane operations at the aerodrome to be conducted in '

safety and to prevent the aerodrome from becoming unusable by the
. growth of obstacles around the aerodrome (lcAo - Annex 141. An

obstacle is an object that penetrates the OLS for an aerodrome.

The dimensions of each element in the OLS are prescribed by the

lnternational Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) with reference to the

standard runway length requirements of the aircraft intended to use the

aerodrome. The standard runway length requirements relate to the
performance of the aircraft at sea level under standard atmospheric

conditions. The elevation of the site and the consideration of ambient

temperatures in summer dictate an increased runway length

requirement over the standard value.

The OLS paramet'ers for'a Code 2 runway has been adopted in this

analysis to deterrnine the significance of terrain in the vicinity of the

site. The principal difference between the Code 1 and Code 2 OLS is
. the gradient of the approach and departure surfaces - 4Yo for Code 2

. and 5% for Code 1. ln addition to the standard OLS parameters,

CASA prescribe a 3.33% approach and departure gradient for ab-initio

flying training operations

' The location of the standard circuit track has atso been used to assess

the significance of local terrain. The dimensions of the circuit pattern

have been derived from the track definitions used in noise models at a

range of aerodromes fo.r the types of aircraft nominated as potentiat

users of the airfield. 
t

. Figure 12 shows the.extent of OLS penetration by terrain more than

S00 feet (150 metres) above the aerodrome elevation, the usual height

at which aircraft turn at the end of the upwind and flnal legs of the

circuit pattern. Figure 13 shows the terain penetration of the lnner

Horizontat element of the OLS, 45 metreS above the aerodrome
' etevation. Figures 12 and 13 also indicate in yellow the extent of the

OLS surfaces required for ab-initio flying training.

Pretlmlnary Draft RePort
August 2004

Operatlonal Feasiblllty Assessment Repori. J0306-VlRl
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Figure 12: oLS Penetration by Terrain More Than 500 Feet Above Runway
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Figure 13: Terrain Penetration of the lnner Horizontal OLS Element

The analySis of the local terrain indicates that the OLS iq penetrated to
the extent that the circuits track to the east of the airtield would not be
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available and that terrain to the north of the airfield is at a similar
elevation to the outer edge of the OLS surfaces for ab-initio:training' flights and the standard approach and take-off surfaces for a Code 2
runway.

The atternate. runway alignment considered provlded an improved OLS
penetration situation to the irorth of the airfield but the terrairi to the
south east of the site penetrated the southern elements of the Ol=S.

A study of alternate aerodrome sites was undertaken by.Maunsell
. Mclntyre in 2001 that considered 16 potential sites around the ACT

Region. A detailed review of that report has not been undertaken in
. this study but it is noted that the majority of sites considered had OLS

penetrations that resulted in the rejection of 12 of the sites and the
acceptance of some inner horizontal surface penetrations for the four' sites nominated as suitable for further consideration.

The acceptability criteria for OLS penetrations adopted in the Maunsell
Maclntyre study were not specified but it appears likely that the'extent
of OLS penetration identified in this study would have excluded the

. Wiliamsdale site had it been considered in the earlierwork.

Prellmlnary Draft Report
' August2004

Page 19 of 28Operatlonal Feasiblllty Assessment Report
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OPERATTONAL GRITERIA FOR AB.INITIO FLYING

TRAINING

The runway length requirements for aircraft used in flight training,

particularly ab-initio training rarely exceed the Code 1' criteria. The

approach and departure surface gradient for code 1 runways is 5%.

CASA specifies a range of conditions for aerodromes where ab-initio

flying training is proposed. These include a 12O% factor to be applied

to calculated runway lengtn requirements and "obstacle-clear approach

and take-orT s/opes cif no more than 3.33% established to a minimum

distance of 1600 meters"'(Source:.AlP-ENR, Section 1 Clause 80.4).

The discussion of terrain effects indicates that the proposed site and

runway alignment does not meet this criteria.

The analysis undertaken in this study of the site characteristics with

reference to flying training indicates that there would be limited

potential suitability for such activities.

Prellmlnary Draft Report
August 2004

Operatlonal Feaslblll$r Assessment Report
J0306-VlRl
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8 . FLTGHTPATH OPTIONS FOR ARRIVAL,
DEPARTURE AND GIRGUIT OPERATIONS

The analysis of terrain effects discussed above indicates that the circuit
pattern for the runway will need to 

'be 
on the western side of the

runway only. Arrival and departure traffic join or depart the airfield area
by following one or more legs of the circuit pattern.

The flight tracks that would need to be flown in the vicinity of the
Williamsdale site are cohtrolled by the locat terrain. A further. consideration in determining options for flight tracks is the location of
the controlled airspace serving Canberra Airport

The capability of operating outside controlted airspace to avoid
potential delays was nominated as a selection criteria in the Maunselt
Maclntyre study of alternate sites. The Williamsdate site is outside the
canberra control area (crA) but a crA step overlies the site at a

. height of 4500 feet, 2150 feet above the nominat site elevation of 715
metres. The crA boundary steps down by 1000 feet to 3500 feet
approximately 4 nautical miles (7.4 kiiometres) to the north of the site
(1 mile nolth of Royalla). The terrain in the vicinity of Royalla and has
an elevation that effectively prevents aircraft operations without
entering controlled airspace.

The CTA boundary at 4500 feet is 5 nautical miles (9 kilometres) wide
'and creates a ring around canberra to Bungendore in the east and
Murrumbateman on the western side. The western ring'has terrain' 
elements up to 3000 feet in elevation and a restricted area around the
Tidbinbilla Tracking station up to 3600 feet. The'easter:n ring has
terrain above 3000 feet extending within the 3500 feet crA boundary
north of Royalla and includes 

-terrain 
above 3600 feet at Mount. Molonglo.

Air routes to the north of Williamsdale via the eastern or western routes
outside controlled airspace would require airmanship to negotiate the
terrain elements while remaining outside and below the crA boundary.
The option exists however for the traffic to request a clearance and
operate within controlled airspace to the north of the Williamsdale site.

The Williamsdale site is approximately 6 miles (11 kilometers) from the.
navigation iid that markb the commencement of the ILS precision
approach to Runway 35 at Canberra Airport. The traffic tr'acking in
controlled airspace to the ILS flightpath wiil be at .a prescribed
elevaiion of at least 5000 feet, more than 2650 feet above the airfield

Prellmlnary Draft Report
August 2004

Operational Feaslblllty Assessment Report
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elevation and will remain at that height until established on the ILS

glide path.

Whilst there is adequate clearance between ILS traffic inside the CTA

and Wiltiamsdale traffic operating outside'controlled airspace, the
potentiat exists for delays to occur in the issue of ATC clearances to

Williamsdale traffic wishing to operate within the CTA due to relative

locations in a vertical alignment of the ILS traffic tracks and the

Williamsdale site.

The retative locations of the Canberra CTA bdundaries, the

Williamsdale site and the potential flight tracks outside the CTA for

Witliamsdale aircraft are indicated in Figure 14.

Prellmlnary Draft Report Operatlonat Feaslblllty Assessment Report Page 22 ol 28
August2004 J0306-vlRl
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Figure 14: Canberra Air Traffic Control Area Boundaries
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9 SITE AREA AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTTAL FOR

GENERAL AVTATION RIRCRAFT

The proposal submitted to the ACT Government was based on the

development of an airfibld that could be used by single and twin engine

general aviation aircraft with the suggested potential to evolve into a

facility with a crosswind runway and facilities siritable for handling

40,000 aircraft movenients annually. Aerodromes catering for such

tevels of activity are significant when compared to Other GA

aeiodromes as evident in the aerial photos presented in Attachment 1.

The initial analysis of the proposal has considered a single grassed

runway pf 1000 metres in length. The additional length required to

meet the operational needs of the nominated range of aircraft types to

use the facility has been assessed with reference to the performance

data contained in the aircraft Flight Manuals.

The following runway length requirements are for eh accelerate-stop'

distance for eh aircraft operating at maximum take-off weight in

standard atmospheric conditions on a sealed runway at an elevation of
2300 feet.

Cirrus SR20
Cessna 210
Piper PA46

.Cessna Caravan
Pilatus PC12
Beech Baron .

PA31 Navajo .

Cessna 404
Cessna 441

4 seat single engine
6 seat single engine
single engine pressurised
single engine turboprop
single engine turbo prop
6 seat twin engine
8 set twin engine
12 seat twin engine
twin engine turboprop

810m
860m
1040m
735m
852m
1320m
1230m
1435m
1530m.

The initial concept for the airfield located the runway to the north of
Williamsdale Recreation Reserue extending through two rural

leasehold areas and the travelling stock reserve. The northern end of
the runway extended into the Guises Flat leasehold area. The creek

on the southern boundary of the recreation reserve has been

nominated as a physical limit to the southern extent of the runway so
that any further development beyond 1200 meters would extend into a

third leasehold area and closer to the rising terrain at the northern end

of the site.

The inclusion of a crosswind runway in the development increases thd
'area of the airfield site. The terrain to.the east of the site would require

Prellmlnary Draft Report Operatlonal Feaslbillty Assessment Report
Augustzoo4 J0306'VIR,
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the crosswind runway to be located on the southern boundary of the
site. The resultant runway configuration forms a triangular area that is
usually used for hangars and other associated facilities. Camden is an
example of this concept.

' A detailed assessment of the areas needed and available for hangar
development has not been undertaken at this stage as.the primiry
focus has been the operational feasibility of the.runway. The northern
boundary for the available site to be defined before a definitiVe extent
of development suitable for general aviation aircraft can be determined.

Prellmln-a-ryDrafr Reporl Operadonal FeaslbllttyAssessment Report Page 25 of 28
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,IO SITE AREA AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL FOR

FIRE FIGHTING AIRGRAFT.

'The development concept nominated by the ACT Government for this

study inctuded th.e potentiat use of the site by the NSW Rural Fire

Service (NSWRFS) and other agencies as a basing location for aerial

fire flghting aircraft during the active periods of the bush fire season.

The operational needs oi an airfield for fire fightin$ activities have been

determined in consultation with the Queanbeyanl/arrowlumla office of

the NSWRFS and Mr Colin Pay of Pays Aerial Services, an aerial fire

fighting contrdctor. An undLrstanding of the requirements anb

. operation .of fire fighting bases has also been obtained through

. discussions with the manager of the State Unit Aircraft, an office of the

Victorian Department of Sustainability ad Environment that manages
' aircraft resources on behalf of DSE/DPl/Parks Victoria and the CFA.

tn all cases the availability of wate.r is the critica! feature for a base

location with a sufficiently large area for the mixing of fire retardant with

the water.

The aircraft used for fire fighting activities are a mixture of fixed wing

and helicopter types. The information obtained indicates the base

locations need to have sufficient room for the parking and loading of at

least ten aircraft, noting that a peak number of 17 were involved in the

Canberra bushfires.

The type of aircraft operated for aerial fire fighting and the experience

of the pitots.operating the aircraft combine to create a requirement for
' runways and operating conditions that are much less demanding than

those dssociated with general aviation aircraft.

fhe bases established by the DSE in Victoria include a range of
unlicenced airfields with the typical conditions associated with their

operation indicat6d in the listing presented in Table 2.

The range of typical operating ionditions for flre fighting bases in

Victoria indicate that the Williamsdale site'would meet the operational

requirements of a fire fighting base. Discussions with Colin Pay

suggested that a westerty orientated runway would be requirqd in the

Canberra Region as that seemed to be the dominant direction from his

experience in this region. The TAPM wind analysis indicated a north-' westerly wind pattern for Williamsdale site and a runway along the

Preltmlnary Draft RePort
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ridge line in the NNW direction would be capable of rheeting this
criteria.

The ielative proximity to creeks and the Murrumbidgee River indicates
the site has the potential to establish water storage areas for fire
fighting that could be filled during off peak times when. water was
available.

Tabte 2: Operationat Characterlsttr" o,t Vtrtorian Aerial FlreBases

Operdtional remarks

Benarnbra
2200feet

14t32Gravel 1250m

Marked power lines on S approach
displace RWY32 Threshold. RWY14
takeoff distance 995m. Landing distance
RWY 32 1100m. Windmill on E side.
Caution ultralight aircraft use dry lake bed .

0.5 nm N. PAL Lighting not CASA
approved.

Mitta Mitta
820 feet

14132grass (610m Nth
end gravel) 920m

Strip runs parallelto Omeo highway. High
terrain in circuit area. Caution fences and
trees on approach both ends. Caution
wind shear. lce in winter. Allcircuits LH.
Turn right after departure from RWY 32.
Bird and wombat hazard.

Porepunkah
935 feet

18/36 grass B40m fence
to fence.'

Strip is located east side of Mt. Buffalo in
Buckland Valley. Gradient 1.25o/o down to
n. Caution traffic uses road which crosses
strip at N end. Due to gradibnts and trees
on S boundary, preferred direction is 18 for
landing and 36 for takeoffs. Otherwise
operating length is 720m. Airfield activities
include ultralights and miciolights, models,
hang gliders. Paragliding and car/winch
towing.

. Mt Beauty
1100 feet

14132 Gravel (300m S
end sealed) 975m

RH circuits for landing RWY32.. SE THR
permanently displacbd 220m. Powerlines
at SE end. High ground 2300 feet 1nm to
SE. .Due to terrain takeoff RWY 14 not
permitted.

18/36 900m
09127 700m grass and
gravel

Emergency use only. RVI/Y 09/27 has
road crossing. strip at W end and could
have traffic on it. Preferred direction =
18/36 and has hump in the middle.
Caution mouhtains and fences.

Source: Nfields 2000, AOPA
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lII SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT

The analysis of the Williamsdale airfield proposal, with reference to the

operational feasibilify of a 1000 meter runway for general aviation

aircraft, indicates a limited potential and associated feasibility when

considered against the operational requirements for ab-initio flying

trainihg and twin engine aircraft performance requirements.

The site does however.appear to be suited for the development of a
'base facility for aerial fire fighting activities which may also met the

operational requirements of some light aircraft operations that would be

able to operate from facilities more appropriate to the needS of

specialist agricultural aviation rather than general aviation.

' 
Pretlmtnary tiraft Report Operatlonat Feaslbllity Assessment Report Page 28 of 28

August 2004 J0306'VlRl
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Mr John Hargteaves MLA
Government Whip
Member for Brindabella
ACT Legislative Assembly
London Circuit
gANBBzuTA ACT 26OL

-1- tJ (J,''-
Dear Mr Hafgreaves

I
Thank yo./fo, your letter of 24May 2004 inquiring on behalf of a constituent about the

possible development of an airfield at Williamsdale.

I received a proposal in January of this year that the ACT Government should develop a

General Aviation (GA) airfield at Wiltiamsdale. The proposal is for an 1100 mehe grass

strip, with additional space available for hangar and management facilities. The proposal is

supported by a letter from the Yarrowlumla/Queanbeyan Dishict of the NSW Rural Fire

Service indicating that development of an airfield at that site would be particularly

advantageous in deploying NSW fixed wing "Fire Bomber" aircraft into the southeastem

quadrant of the Distric! the TinderryRanges and "the lorthem area of the Monaro Districf'
(ie the ACT).

Theproposal also indicates that a GA facility at Williamsdale would remove a significant

number of GA flights from the central Canberra are4 effectively extending the life of
Canberra airport before air traffic congestion leads to the need to develop a third runway.

The ACT Government has been approached on a number of occasions over the past five years

bymembers of the GA community, asking that Govemment provide a separate GA facility
within the ACT. My advice, and I understand that this was consistent with advice on previous

occasions, was that the proponents need to put forward a specific proposal which the

Government could consider. This is the first such detailed proposal received by Government.

Following earlier approziches by the GA community Mdunsell Mclntyre, in 2000, was

commissioned to conduct a review of studies undertaken over the previous thirty years of
possible sites for airports. The Maunsell Mclntyre report reviewed Studies that had essentially

been undertaken to establish possible altemative sites for Canberra's major airport. That

review did not look at sites which were not previously identified and, ai the Williamsdale site

had not been previously identified, that report did not consider it.

ACT LScISLATTVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra AC't 2601. GPO Box 102O Canberra ACI 26m

Phone (02) 62050704 Fax (02) 62050433



-fhe Mairnsell Mclntyre report identified four possible sites for a GA airfield within the ACT,
but each presented significant environmental, safety or cost issues. In view of the findings, no
further action has arisen out of the review, and the ACT Government has not sought a site ior
either GA activities or as an alternative to canberra's existing airport.

Air Services Australia has indicated that there are no airspace impediments or restrictions that
may affect the Williamsdale site, and informal advice from CASA indicates that there are no
signifi cant identifi able safety issues.

As there may be significant public interest benefits in development of such a facility, I have
directed my Department to examine the proposal in order to establish whether the site is
viable, and if so, what issues arise out of its development as a GA facility. As the first stage
of that, an independent consultant will examine the site to provide a formal assessment of its
suitability for a GA airfield. As local residents have suggested that turbulence at the site
prtisents a significant safety issue, the consultant will undertake a detailed technical
examination of turbulence using data from a number of surrounding weather stations and a
computer rnodelling program developed specifically to generate such information. That study
will be undertaken in July of this year.

If this preliminary assessment indicates that the site is suitable, we will then consider what
further actions to take.

In relation to the proposed Headquarters Joint Operations Command Project near
Bungendorg I am advised that Defence has no intention of developing an airstrip associated
with that facility.

Yours sincerely

{) E_ L--rtt
[, r,]*lpe MLA
Chief Minister

2J.JUN Z[CI,
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Date 9 Jvre2004

Chief Minister ,hS ttTO o Chief
Chief

From Director, Social Policy

SUbjgCt Letter to John Hargreaves on the Williamsdale General Aviation airfield

Purpose
To provide you with a letter of response to John Hargreaves MLA, who wrote to you on

behalf of a constituent regarding identification of a General Aviation airfield site.

Background
In Jaruary of this year you received a proposal that the Govemment establish a General

Aviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale. Following initial evaluation you agreed that Policy
Group would undertake work to ascertain whether the proposal is feasible. We have now
received informal advice from CASA that the site does not appearto have any significant
safety issues associated with it.

fssues
Three consultants were approached for quotes for undertaking an initial study ofthe site to

detennine whether it would be suitable for GA. The selected consultant, Airport Technical

Services (ATS) Pty Ltd based in Adelaide, will use the local consulting group AOS, based

atCarfiena Airport, to obtain base data which the Adelaide consultant will then evaluate.

This reduces anypossible suggestion ofbias, whatever the outcome of the study.

Property owners at Williamsdale with aviation experience suggest that the site experiences

severe turbulence which would endanger trainee pilots. The CASA representative

indicated that this is possiblg although he did not rate it as very likely. However, ATS was

selected on the basis that it proposes to use a specialised computer program to analyse data

from a number of meteorological stations, combined with relevant topological infirrmation,
to derive infonnation on local wind characteristics. This would appear to present the best

opportunity, short of building and operating the airfield, of determining whether there is a

wind problem with the site.

The sfudywill commence early in the new financi alyear, and is expected to be connpleted

in July. The consultant will be available to do a presentation on its findings, if you require. .



t ,'i:'i l1

If the study dges not identify any major issues with the Williamsdale sttg the next step will
be to undertake independentmarket studies ofpotential use of the facrlity,and of the iosts

:. of its development, in order to prqrare a busin6ss case for the affield.

' This will permit an assessment of whether the proposed development is physically and
financially feasible, prior to commiffig to the major cost of conducing a fuil fretminary' Assessment@A). Community consultafion would be part of a PA, if the proposal proceeds
that far.

Mr Hargreaves has also asked about the Headquarters Joint Operations Command project
('Defence Headquarters'). Advice from Defence is that there is no intention of buildirag an
airstrip associated with the facility.

Recomrnendation
' That you sign the attached letter to Mr Hargreaves.

CathyHudson

ActionOfficer: AndrewWilson, 50592

Jon Stanhope MLA / /. 
AGREEDNOTAGRDED/NOTED/PLEASE DISCASS
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John Hargreaves MLI\

FileNo. MOO/R/250504

,/
Mr Jon Stanhop/MlA
Chief Ministe/
ACT LegishaVe Assembly

Dear Chi

I have been contacted by a constituent from Williamsdalg concerning the possibility
of the ACT Govemment attempting to find a second airport site for the general
aviation industry.

The constituent is interested to know what the ACT Government is doing about a
second airport site, whether a site at Williamsdale is under active consideration and, if
so, whether you are able to provide some details?

In addition, can you please provide details of any project that may have been
commissioned by the ACT Govenrment into the provision of a general aviation site
within the ACT?

The constituent believes that there may be an airskip built when the new Defence
Headquarters is constructed just outside the ACT. He understands that the small
airship attached to the Defence Headquarters may be built within the ACT borders.
Can you please confirm this fact or advise to the contrary.

I would appreciate your advice on these issues.

Yours sincerely

24May 2004

Legislative Assembly for the Australian Capital Territory

Civic Square, London Circuit (GPO Box ,l020) 
Canberra ACT 260l

T (02) 6205 0439 F (021 6205 3109 E secretariat@act.gov.au w www.legassembly.act.gov.au
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MrJon Stanhope, MLA
Chief Minister.
ACT Legislative AssemblY,
GPO Box 1020 Caobcnq260l

cc: Mr Chris Price,

Re: Grass Airstrip Proposal Williamsdale

Dear Mr Stanlrope,

I write to indicate my support for the current initiatives being undertaken by the A.C,T.

Government to establish a recreational aviation facility withinthe A.C.T.

You are probably that thdre are no locations at all within - or readily accessible from - the

AC.T. fo. fignt iport aircraft and other aircraft not carrying radar transponders. This is a

severe timitation-ontlre population of the ACT and surrounding districts, ard efforts to

address the situation need to be closely examined-

I am a member of the Canberra Aero Club. My interests are purely recreational, and I fly in

the orde. r of 100 hours per annurn

The current initiative sponsored by Mr Price seems to be very comprehensive and will fill tbe

requirements of a significant proportion ofthose interested in recteational aviation, from aero-

modelers, through to light sport ahcraft and perhaps some ofthe gliding frateruity
(particularly huog gliderg. I do accept that environmental noise considerations may be raised

i tt r pro.pot oftt" rrew facility, fui with careful crafting of operational guidelines it has

been shown in other locations that recreational aircraft and nrally-based residents can co-

exist.

Inno wgy does my support for the current proposal denigrate the impressive efforts of
Canberra International Airport. However, it is easily accepted that recreational aviators

(particularly ultralights) do not readily mix with General and Commercial aviation.

Your enthusiastic support for Mr Price's initiative would be greatly appreciated.

Yorrls wo-r{J I ,/"

- i.'** ,*
i,t6*i{ *R,s..
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.CHIEFMINISTER

ATTORNEYGENERAL MINISTERFORTI{EENVIRONMENT
MIMSTER FOR COMMTJNITY AIIFAIRS

MsMBEnTonGINNINDERRA

Dear 1

. Thank ypu for your letter of 20 February 2004 concerning the lack ofsuitable airfield
facilities for recreational and lighl ancraft enthusiasts, and informing rire of your support for
Mr Price's proposal to establish an additional airfield facility within the ACT. I can confirm
that the Government is currently considering Mr Price's proposal for the Williamsdale
development

You have raised the important issue of environmental noise considerations, and this is one of
the concerns to be addressed before making a final decision to establish a new airfield facility.
Presently, the Government is qwaiting the completion of several investigations into issues

such as feasibility, impact and desirability to be weighed up in the context of any decision for
a new airfield.

. Any Govemment decision on theproposal must, of course, be made in the context of the

. budgetaryprocesses.

Yours sincerely

. Jon StanhopeMLA
. Chief Minister

ACT LEGISLATIYE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, C-anberra AC-I 2@'1. GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02)6m5Orc4 Fax(02) 62050433
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Ted Quinlan MLA

DEPUTY CHIEFMIMSTER

TREASURER MIMSTER FORECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS AND TOURISM

MINISTER FOR SPORT, RACING AND GAMING

Mrrr,rssnronMoloNclo

fl COPY

Deai

Thank you for your letter of 18 February 2004 to Mr Jon Stanhope MLA,

Chief Minister,-in which you express your support for the proposal to establish an

additionalairfietd facility within the ACT. Mr Stanhope is currently overseas and I am

responding on his behalf.

I can confirm that the ACT Government is currently considering a proposalfrom
Mr Price to establish a GeneratAviation facility at Williamsdale as a means of
improving General Aviation airfield facilities for the Canberra region.

I note your view that the proposal in no way raises questions about the operation of
Canbelra lntemationalAirport but simply reflects the need to acknowledge the
growing complexity of local aviation issues.

You will understand that the Government's decision will need to be made in the

context ofthe budgetary Process.

/

(

/-; 
_

Ted Quinlan .?q d

ACT LEGISI.A,TIUE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra AC1260,1' GPO Box 102O Canberra AC-[2601,

Phone (02)6205 0001 Fax (U)6205013s

Acting Chief Minister

@
buildlngordtY
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contact Eveline Goy
officer:

Cleared by: Andrew Ri

000 012

Telephone: 6207 6028

Date: 5 March 2OO4

\z-
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.CH IEF IIII{ ISTER'S DEPARTIIE

Reply to correspondence Mr t

from:

Suhiect: Letter of support fcir the proposal for a new airfield
facility at Williamsdale
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Message

:

( Therkelsen, Judith

Page l of 1

000011 t\

From: Ttcehurst, Paton behalf of STANHOPE

Sent: FridaY, 20 February20O4 10:16 AM

To: Therkelsen, Judith

Gc: Downey, Judith

Sublect FW: ACT RecreationalAirport Proposal

---o' '

Frcmr
Senfi Thursday, 19 February zuurt 5:55 PM

To: stanhope@act gov.au

Subiecfi ACT Reoeatlonal Airport Proposal

Mr Stanhope,
iirl* r"" t-he attached indicating my strong support - as an owner of two sport aircrafl - for the proposed

Will iamsdale Airstrip facilitY.

Best wishes

2010212004
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18m February 2004

MrJon Stanhope, MLA
Chief Minister.
ACT Legislative AssemblY,
GPO Box 1020 Canbena,260l

cc: Mr Chris Price,

0000 1 0

Re: Grass Airsfrip Proposal. Williamsdale

Dear Mr Stanhope,

I write to indicate my support for the current initiatives being undertaken by the A.C.T.

Govenrment to establish a recreational aviation facility within the A.C.T"

My partner and I own two aircraft: a Grumman AAIB 'Trainer' and aKolb 'Fire star 2'

ultraiight. Unfortunately there is nowhere within a reasonable distance that we are able to

base tie ultalight, and it languishes in a hanger in northem Victoria. You are probably that

there are no locations at all within - or readily accessible from - the A.C.T. for light sport

aircraft and other aircraft not carrying radar fransponders. This is a severe limitation on the

population of the ACT and surrounding districts, and efforts to address the situation need to

be closely examined.

I am a member of the CanberraAero Club, Austalian Ulfralight Federation and the Aircraft

Owners & Pilots Association. My interests are purely recreational, and I fly in the order of
100-120 hours per anntxr.

The current initiative sponsored by Mr Price seems to be very comprehensive and will fill the

requirements of a significant proportion of those interested in recreational aviation, from aero-

*od"l"rs, through to light sport aircraft and perhaps some of the gliding fraternity
(particularly hang gliders). I do accept that environmental noise considerations may be raised

ut t}" prospect of the new facility, but with careful crafting of operational guidelines it has

been shown in other locations that recreational aircraft and rurally-based residents can co-

exist.

In no way does my support for the current proposal denigrate the impressive efforts of
Canberra Intemationai Airport - indeed my Grumman has been based there for the past six
years. However, it is easily accepted that recreational aviators (particularly ultralights) do not

readily mix with General and Commercial aviation.

Your enthusiastic support for Mr Price's initiative would be greatly appreciated.

Yours Sincerely
<signed>
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00000sACTING CHIEFMIMSTER

TREASTIRER MINISTER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPNMNT, BUSINESS AND TOIIRISM

MINISTER FOR SPORT, RACING AND GAMING

lvlsuasnronMoroucro

fl COPY

Dear

Thank you for your email of 8 March 2004 to the Chief Minister about hangar facilities
for light aircraft, advising him of your concerns over rising costs at Canberra
lnternationalAirport. I am responding on his behalf.

As you are aware, the ACT Government is currently considering a proposal to

estiblish a GeneratAviation facility at Williamsdale. The Government is currently
investigating issues such as feasibility, impact and desirability, which will need to be

considered before any decision about a new airfield can be made. At this stage, no

further information about the proposal can be conveyed until these investigations are

finalised.

You will also understand that the Government's decision will need to be made in the

/')<*1--

rely

Zr' g .Zz/-

ACT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra AC-[2601' GPO Box 102O Canberra AC-[2601'

Phone (02) 6n50001. Fax (02) 620s 0735

Acting Chief Minister

@
btriHingourcitY
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from:

cteared hy: Andrew rtic
R/g senigr'oirector

subiect: Letter of sufport for williamsdale Proposal

Contact' Eveline GoY
Officer:

Telephone: 6207 602A
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i" Iherkelsen, Judith
(o*
Sent:
lo:
Gc:
Subject:

Ticehurst, Pat on behalf of STANHOPE
Monday, 8 March 2004 4:26 PM
Therkelsen, Judith
Downey, Judith
FW: Proposed Light Aircraft AirPort 00000?

From:
Sent: Monday, I Marclr 2004 3:17 PM

To: stanhope@act.gov.au
Subject: Proposed Light Aircraft Airport

don:

f have been considering purchasing of a block of land at Goulburn
airport, j.n order to eitaUl-ish a smalI hangar for a light aricraft. This
is in response to the restrictions and costs imposed by the owners of
Canberra Intsernational AirPorts.

I would much rather purchase land and base myself at Williamsdale or
another ACT sitre, rather than Goulburn. But I will not base myself at
Canberra InternaEional AirPort .

I am free to discuss this, if you wish.

Regards

d^^---- 
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Quinlan MLATed
DEPUTYCHIEFMIMSTER

TREASURER MINISTER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOP]\/IENT, BUSINESS AND TOIJRISM

MINISTER FOR SPORT, RACING AND GAMING

MsMBsnronMot,oNcro

ffiCOPY

Dear

Thank you for your tetter of 1 March 2OO4to Mr Jon Stanhope MLA, Chief Minister,

outtining your experience as the owner of a'light aircraft, and as a potential investor and

user of an alternative airfield facility in the ACT. Mr Stanhope is curently overseas and I

am responding on his behalf

I can confinn that the ACT Government is curently considering a proposalfrom Mr Price

to establish a GeneratAviation facility at Williamsdale as a means of improving General

Aviation airfield facilities for the Canbera region.

However, a number of concerns must be addressed before the proposal can be

progressed further. Presently, the Government is awaiting the completion of several

invJstigations into issues suth as feasibility, impact and desirability, to be weighed up in

the coitext of any decision for a new airfield. At this stage, no further information about

the proposatcan be conveyed until these investigations are finalised.

You will understand that the Government's decision will need to be made in the context

"lti" 9ry"i: process'

sp6eieg"

Acting Chief Minister
/7

L<,.-

S,Ja-?sr,/l
Ted t

ACT IJGISU,TTVE ASSEMBLY

London Ctcuig Canberra AC-[2607 GPO Box 102O Canberra AC-l2601,

Phone (02) 6n50001 Fax (02) 6205 0135
@
hrildingoudtY
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Reply to correSpondence
from:

Subiect: Letter of support for Williamsdale airfield faciliff

Contact Eveline GoY
Officer:

Telephone: 6207 6028

Cleared Andreu, Rice
' by: A/g Senior
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Jon StanhoPeMLA
ChiefMinister ACT
GPO Boi 1020

Canberra, ACT 2601

Dear Mr StanhoPe

AlternategeneralaviationairstripfortheACT

I am writing about curent proposals to build an alternate airfield in or near the AcT

for gr"ouf 
-uriutioo 

and to prwidg yol with some information about my own

"*p"ti"t 
r" as a potential inyestor'in this area'

Almost two years ago I began making.inquiries about the availability of hanger space

for uiy liglrt aircran"ut c*6"rra airport. ivty resggrc! revealed an under-supply of this

kind of service in Canberra, so ntbgl I proposed to build a four-place light aircraft

Gg"r "ra* 
u t.*Gurr*g"*pnt with the Canberra Intemational Airpoit Pty Ltd'

After lengthy negotiations with builders and the Capital Airport Gt9'q, the cost of the

land lease and other airport charges rendered my project irneconomical. For exarnple,

I would have had to .narg. at lelst $100 per *".1i for each aircraft space to just break

even. General aviation hanger rents usual-ly rarge from $15 to $45 per week at small

;J 
";r;dr;;es, 

to $60 pel week at secondaryairports like Bankstown or Parafield'

A iew weeks ago, I contacted'thei Capital Airport Group agalnabout brllding or

renting a SmalGr aircraft hanger at Canberra airport. Mr pen Rayner advised me that

the Griup had decided not to lease any more land at the airport for lightaircraft

hangers until they had reviewed their strategic plan for the airport later this year.

This means it is now impossible to build an aircraft hanger at Canberra airport for

light aircraft. I am now i^nvestigating othei options for building hangers in rural NSW'

krlthe short tenn, I managed to rent a hanger for my own light aircraft at Goulbum

airport, where I discoverJd that quite a few Canberra light aircraft owners.now rent

hanger space.

I have recently leamt that there are currenfly two proposals to build an alternate

general aviation affield in the ACT or in nearbyNSW. I understand your govemment

Is currently considering a proposal for a strip near Williamsdale in the ACT. As a

potential investor and user of an alternate airship for Canbera, I am interested in your
^govermnent,s 

decision on this proposal antl I would be happy to cooperate in any way

that miglrt be helpful to your consideration-

00000 
4'

o; tlAR 2004

c,1,a-,6EpEees

Yours sincerely
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CHIEFMINTSTER

ATIORNEY GENERAL MIMSTER}ORTHEENVIRONMENT
MIMSTER FOR COMMI.JMTY AIIFAIRS

IvIBrBER FOR GINNINDBRRA

*r#q.& )t\\
The attached submi.ssion to the government foilows a meeting the chief Minister had last year

with a grgup of g"*.uf aviatioius"r, l"d by Mr Trevor 5fu" At that meeting the Chief

ffiJ""r;aa hJwould be pleased to receive a proposal from the group.

The Chief Minister now astrs for two pieces of advice:

. on the proposal in general: is it reasonable; do the arguments used by Mr Price stand

up to scrutiny. Would such an enterprise as proposed be a reasonable thing forthe

Government to undertake?

. On the business case: are Mr Price's financial assumptions reasonable; should the

$vernment,s,'1t, Proleed what are the likely financial impacts?

')
D

Jon S MLA

000003

Greg Friedewald
Chief of Staff
10 February 2004
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London citcuit, canberra ACT 2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 6205 07M Fax (02) 6205 0433
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Ted Quinlan MLA
DEPUTYCHIEFMIMSTER

TREASIJRER MIMSTER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS AND TOIJRISM

MINISTER FOR SPORT, RACING AND GAMING

40a00 t

I\4sMBrnronMot,oNclo

Dear

Thank you for your letter of 18 February 2004 to Mr Jon Stanhope MLA,
Chief Minister, in which you express your support for the proposal to establish an
additional airfield facility within the ACT. Mr Stanhope is currently overseas and I am
rbsponding on his behalf.

I can confirm that the ACT Government is curently considering a proposal from
' Mr Price to establish a GeneralAviation facility at Williamsdale as a means of

improving General Aviation airfield facilities for the Canbera region.

I note your view that the proposal in no way raises questions about the operation of
Canberra lntemationalAirport but simply reflects the need to acknowledge the
growing complexity of local aviation issues.

You will understand that the Government's decision will need to be made in the
context of budgetary process.

Yo

i

a.
Ted Quinlan 2-r1"ry

ACT LScISLATIVE Assm{sLY

London Circuit, Canberra AC:I2607 GPO Box 1.02O Canberra ACT 2501

Phone (02) 6205 0001 Fax (02) 62050135

Acting Chief Minister

@
buildlngourci$
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